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Foreword
r,

, !. ... ..
The appropriate future pat rn hkb e fmancilig of higher education in the
United States continues to A on4of t i .4 d.pt 'discussed yet unsettled prob-
lems of the day. It is of concern th 'r still so much indecision about
how weahall pay the.bills while we are : s . ' ,. Z ve iliout the depth and breadth
of the opportunities we will provide.

lgany propoials have been put forth by'educatOrs, economists, and politi-
.cians., In' virtually all such proposals, the rore Of student fees continues to
Vold a position f importancein some even a Position of prominence. Even 4;

' the strongest advocates of massive federal agd state, aid to higher education
concede that it would be exceedingly difficult, eVen if highly desirable, for
higher education tosurvivefor very long witliout the income from student fees.
Student fees added to the other costh incidental to gaining a college education
alreadx produce for a sizable proportion of our student population problems:o
great as to .fruatrate Ifersonal ambitidns and. the .accomplishment of 'larger
national goal*, Increased Costs without commensurate palliatives can be ex-
pected tO intensify these frustrations..

Varied programs Of student financial assistance, then, in a culture whia
supports educational inclusiveness and has an economic philosophy whieh
favors fads and other costa:.o the indiVidual, are essential to the accomplish-
ment of national purpose. It was this reasoning which prompted the schethiling
of the conf.%ence for which. this volume is a report. It is indeed timely to
explork theilfrole of student aid, describe it as it now exists, and project its role
into the future in the boldest forms necessary to accomplish our purposes.

The timeliness of the meeting is perhaps best demonatrated by relating the
circumstances prevailing during the pviod over whith the meeting was planned
and conducted. The colloquium, a "fiirst" both for the subject and for the Col-
lege Scholarshis% Service, was conceived in the fall of 1961 during the waning
days of the .first session pf the'87th Congressa time when the chances of
passing a billjOr federal aid to higher education, including aid for scholarships,

' .11



seemed indeed slim. The program format was developed and speakers were ob-

tained durilig the period of indecisiveness which characterlized the early days of

the secand session of 'the 87th Congress. The meetings w§re held May 13-16,

1962, in a time of hopeful watching and waiting. This publication now becomes

available at a time when the fate of federal scholarships is again obscured

because of series of occurrences which seem 'to the majority of educators

to be irrelevant to the enactment of institutional and student support programs.

It was, in fact, these circumstances that made it necessary for one of our

speakers, the Honorable Edith Green, Congresswoman from Oregon, chair-

. man of the. House Speelal Subcommittee on Education, and a recognized

'Congressional champion of increathed financial aid to institutions and students,

to request that her remarks at the colloquium be considered off the record.

Participants irho heard her At the meetings came away with great respdct for

this charming lady), convinced that the cause for increased aid to education

co'uld ask for no greater champion.
In attendance at the colloquium were 105 participantscollege presidents,

deans, financial offiCers, studed aid and adinissions directors; representatives
from government And private commerce; and the staff af various national or-

ganizations, including the College Scholarship 'Service. It was the unanimous

feeling of these participants that an organized national effort by educators, an

egot of greater depth and duration than a conference setting could offer, was

called for to delineate the scope and role of future student financial aid efforts.

The evidence was clear that unless aid 'expenditures continued to grow at a

comnoensurate rate with rising costs and changing national purposes and goals,

frustration would continue to be the reward of planning in advance for national

needs. The cantinued failure of Congress to enact a scholarship program in the
4

face Of strong support for it from all quarters, including present and previous
Presidents of the United States, makes it essential that a better case be made for

such a prograin or that othei sources be found. The potential control of educa-

tion by federal powers is not an issue in the matter of scholarships. However,

the witholding of help whet.' it is clearly needed.can be a more insidious form

of control than the provision of help if its purposes and rules are in full puislic

view.
,f

Much of the credit for the success of the colloquium goes to its director,

Byron S. Hollinshead. Few peopfe in the nation have been more concerrie&than .

he about the accessibility of higher education in the United States. Hibook,
Who Should Go to College,' did much to awaken national concern for the piOblem

(New York: Co1umb,11 University Press, I-952).

4
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and stimulated much ol the constructive action in the past decade toward
solving it. His years- abroad after this effort gave him an even broader per-
spective of our problems an& goals and made him the ideal choice for the'
directorship of this first College Scholarship Service colloquium. He pursued
his task; as this publication testifies, with gi'eat wisdom and understanding of
the problem.

The dioquium committeepansisting of Gene 'D. Gisburne, chairman,
Homer DWBabbidge, Charles C,Cole, Jr., William C. Fels, Jeanne McConegby,
and John F. Morse, also deserves special credit for its service as a constant
source of inspiration and guidance fo the colloquium director and the College
Scholarshiii Service staff.

To those- who attended the colloquium, the experience was s memorable
one. But they tepresent only a handful of the people who, must' be concerned
aboui the"future ac(essibility of higher education in he United States. By
putting the papers presented at the meetings in this ook form, we have re-
corded the formal utterances of the meeting. We ha e provided a nrans for
the wide dissemination of the facts and ideas..We hay not done justice to the
warmth #nd enthusiasm of the presentations nor the eloquent interchange
between sOeakers and among speakers and participants. It is hoi.oed that the
ideas contained herein will serve over the months and years ahead to focus
the thinking and discussion of many of our leaders on this important and
timely topic.

REXFORD G. MOON, JR.

Director of the College Scholarship Service
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Introduction

On a wintry weekend last January, Rexford G. Moon, Jr., Homer D. Babbidge,

John F. Morse, and I met for dinner in Washington, D. C., to begin the plan-,

ning of the first colloquium on student aid. Each of us was imbued with the
idea that one of the nation's greatest problenis was how to conserve its human
talent, and we thought that if we could develop a full analysis of this problem
and suggest possible solutions we would be serving an important national
purpose.

Furthermore, we thought it would help to develop the ideas of the speakers
we might bring t?gether if their proposals could be spread before a perceptive
audience whose &embers had seen drafts, before the meeting, of the papers
to be presented. Perhaps beyond our deserts, we were successful in obtaining as

speakers the best array of talent in America on the assigned subjects.
As we listened to the speeches that are now presented this voltune,4we

could begin to assess the plan of our meetings and the vallie of the presenta-
tions. At the moment I am not sure how to evaluate our meetings. I think we
did a fine job of analyzing the problems. We also developed some antswers
which will be useful. But I think I agree with Homer Babbidge's observation
that we may still be whittling away on some of these difficulties in 1975.

At any rate, as colloquium director, I am grateful to alrthe participants
those who helped with the arrangements, those who gave papers, those who
asked questions, and those who simply came. I could not have had closer
cooperation nor more intelligent participatidn. Beginningwitb our first session)

we ifere presented with unusual analyses, well organized in content and style.
Frederick Rudolph's paper gives us historical perspective and sets a

brilliant beginning tone. It is a benefit to all of us to know how shallow are
the distinctions between "public" and "private" and how much our early
colleges owed their very existence to the self-sacrifice of their professors.

When we turned to the economic stake in conserving talent I. felt unhappy'
that economists have not thus far been able to make a stronger case. Certainly



modern cities owe their existence to the skill of our engineering; our agricultural
surpluses stem directly from the teaching and research of our agricultural
schools and experiment stations; our vast business enterprises could not be
organized or manned without the training given by our schools of business; and
the nation's health depends upon the variety and high quality of the health
sciences taught in our universities. While it may be difficult to put such ob-
servations into quantitative terms, we should not hesitate, in my opinion, to
claim more than the economists sewn willing to chart or graph as the contribu-
tion of education. A modern .society can only improve itself economically,
socially, culturally, and politically by enlarging and improving its sultert of
education.

I As Robert J. Ea1 vighurst points out, the chief way we have kept our society
stable has been by. giving young people with "barely visible" talents an op-
portunity to move up on the social scale. According to him about one-third of
the students in the top quarter of ability are not now going to college, and we
could almost double the number of those who make test scores that now place
them in, the top quarter in talent if we made a persistent effort to give an op-
portunity to all young people, particularly those now submerged by poverty

. or held backty sultural and racial prejudices. 14°
As we consider our national obligations to assist students in these troubledI,' days, we recognize that we have a problem within a problem. This other

problem is to think of students from other countries in the same way we think
of our own. Although foreign students number only abofit 50,000 of our
4,000,000, their importance is out of an proportion to their numbers. In many

-,

cases they are the possible future leaders of their countries. In all cases they
represent posthble areas of understanding for the United States. Furthermore,

erthey can teach valuable thhi to our own students by helping to remove sus-
picions and prejudices by emonstrating the oneness of human asp ons.

Dael Woliie's brilliant paper on the stake we have in conserving ta1et from
countries other than our own deserves a wide reading.

As we think of the need to expand our student aid and to see that such
aid would have maximum effect, our attention turns to a consideration of
those agencies which can help. To put all these agencies under the labels of
federal, state, and private may be too broad a classification but there seems to
be no other convenient one.

Traditionally we have beetC taught to fear the federal goverkiment even
though we comprise it. And it certainly is true that the vastness of our country
means that we cannot and should not think of operating such programs as

:f
student aid solely from Washington. Nonetheles4 it has. become clear that

fti
.. il
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most people now believe thaifederal funds going to education should be in-
creased, even though these same people may differ on the practical problems
of how the money is to be handled fuld who is to set the rules for its expenditure.

The federal government can act- through state governments, as Arthur °
`k

Marmaduke points out. It can act in direct relation to the colleges as exem-
plified by the GI Bills, or it can decentralize its operations by using regional
agencies. All would agree that the states, are" probably the best agenCies to
handle federal scholarships if they Iiive the population, ,the adminiitrative
staffs, and the willingness to make aviards by national rules. -

As Frederick Itudnlph indicates-in his discussion, and as John M. Stalnaker
demonstrates by figures in hisrthe colleges themselves have, always been the
biggest distributors of student aid. -In a society which has administratici*'

arrangements as diversv as ours wf gain in strength b3rtapping all possible .

sources of assistance, all firlible agencies of influence. 'I'llese private operations
\ together far outweigh in amount and influence all other sources of 'student as-

\> sistance. It seems desirable to keep it that way. ; 4--
We are:all greatly impressed by the wide variety of assistanée available in

New York State and the intelligent way in which it is orianized and adminis-
tered. New York and California may be thought of as states which havedee.
veloped ;nany methods of student aidall of them useful for other states to,
study. Commissioner James E. Allen's preference for the states' taoldng the lead
in administering federal funds, as well as developing programs to sustain
private colleges, is a wholly understandable position when one considers the
size, wealth, and efficiency Pi the New York State government. Whether other

1states -can emulate the varioui aspects of the New York administrative or:
ganization and structure is, however, another question.

In the realm of financing, no one_could expect HOmer Babbidge to be able
to proiiide all the figures one .might wish in projecting an' id* program in .

-.
higher education. As he remarjcs, th re a're too many u variables.
Nonetheless, his paper is of great ntdzet because it contains many' of the
figures we need if projections are to here v idity.lt would be particularly use-
f ul to determine what perceptage of gross n tionarproduct should be devoted ,
to higher edication. If we double the p ent perctntage not only could WY
keep up with increases in produplion zf population, but we could give our-
selves a sub antial margin beyond te proportionate amount we are now
spending; and

.,) general but also
people whose tale

w could then not only improve the quality of education in

ng into higher ucation some Percentage of those yoimg
Dr. Havig t terms "barely visiblv" or "invisible."

While there are those Who think all efforts to make projections beyond next
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year are a fairlY 'unpleasant way to waste time, most of UB 'think of projections

such as those Dr. Babbidge presents as extremely useful and the only possible

way we can prepare ourselves for what may lie ahead.
In all the discussions during the three days of the.colloquium, the ciroblein

of deciding whether it is better to stbsillize higher education by aiding stude4B

or by aiding institutions figured prominently. The proportion of revenue that

II' must come' (tom tuition is greater for most private institutions than it it 1 cTir`, :
public institutions, but the object of both kinds of institution should be to
extend educational opportunity as widely aa possible. Further, there can be no ,.'
doub:that both need more money for general support as well as fortcholar- ..

ships. On the questions relating to the arguments for incrased tuition with

more scholarships versus lower tuition charges, we did not have so iharp. a
division of opinion as might have been expected, although there were many
differences about timing (tomorrow versus a millennium) and sharp differences

about the use of loan funds. If there was one area of agreement, it was that no

nung ..person should be deprived of education becattse of lack of funds; or,
to put it another way, every person should be enabled to develop his talents
fully. William C. Fels and Buell G. Gallagher, in their discussions, 'have little

agreement on means but almost compleee agreement on ends. '

Wilbur J. Bender elucidates plainly some of the philosophical problems
relating to student aid. I do not expect to recount those, but I should like to
summarize "the sense of our inectings" (to use the Quaker phrase) 14 repeating
Mr. Bender'e admirable propositions. I believe the colloquium showed" that

we all agree to a platform something like his: .

We want a national Audent aid program developed comprehensively.
We believe that such a program should e developed largely by educators.

The aim of such sarogram shouldgbe t removal of all economic barriers

to higher education. iliP
To achieve thissoal will require substantial amounts of national and state

gfunds.
Society should give a very hig4riority to the support of student aid from

both public and private funds..
Such a high priority is justifieda society which must depend for its,

weifiire upon the excellence of it education.
I realize that this summary does not do justice to *the many facets of the

colloquium discussions nor to the high quality of the presentations. During

the few days of the colloquium the participants fused some of their ideas and
wideneftheir vision on others. Some of these Ideas, these widened visions, will
have art influence on our educational institutions and thus on the larger

1 3



society of which ur institutions are a part. We hoped that the effeqt.of our
deliberations ght produce actions which-would be for the benefit of all our
young people. f such an effect has been even partially achieved, the colloquium
will have justified the high hopes of it's sponsors,

BYRON S. HOLLINSREAD

Director of the Colloquium
.

Consultint, Office bf the President, University of Plorida

Gainesville; FlOrida
June 1962

L.

./
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The origins of student aid
, in the United States

by FREDERICK RUDOLPH

Very few young men and womep have paid their way through an American col-
lege or universitir. Many have been allowed to think that they have, b\u`t the

truth of the /tatter is that fot)a very long time and for very good reasons hiiher
education in the United States has been a major philanthropic endeavor.. The
phenomenon of scores of academic presidenth running around the country on ,

begging missions has sometimes obscured the fundamental nature,of the Ameri-
can college, which is not so much an object of charity as a dispenser of charity,
not so much the recipient of philanthropy as' the transmitter of philatthropy,
not so much the receiver of aid as the giver of aid. And in all this,getting and
giving the immediate beneficiaries have been generations of college students,
many of whom have been only dimly aware of the extent to which a tradition
of generosity and service has underwritten a Major part of the cost of their col-
lege education. The first endowment fund in an American college was the Z100

'for scholarships that Lady Anne Mowlson sent across the Atlantic in ehe early
days of Harvard. The American college has beet giving itself away ever since.

The American tradition Cf student aid appears to be culminating, in this
second half of the twentieth century, in a vast effort to guarantee higher educa-
tion for every American able to profit front the eollegiate of university experi-

ence. The federal government in this century has used student aid to fight a de-
pression and to Prevent a depression, to ;thank the 'veterans of two wars, and to
shore up the national defenses. Some state governments are translating student
aid into networks of colleges; municipal institutions dispense with tuition
charges; local communities, high schools, and service clubs distribute aid funds
of their own. Alumni groups, foundations, and business concerns multiply their
eiertions in behalf of the American college student.

So durable has been this tradition of student aid that it has floUrished in

peace and benefited from war; prospered in tristocratic times and in democratic

1 5
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times; and served the in
pended the resources'of
the modest subscriptio
the vast fortunes of th
colleges and threaten
could not spend endo
American sentiment
the whole process of
student aid has been
verpity.

Many an old ma
ness to one form of s
gone to college with
ary fund, an alumn
college treasurer.
luctant to make a
important to the c
shaped. It has al
selves.

or social purposes of the country. Student aid has ex-
1, state, and federal governments; it has distributed

of the friends and neighbors of a country college and
great philanthropic foundations; it has both saved the
them with bankruptcy; it has spent professors when it
ent; it has supported some of the favorite objects of

oor boys and football players; and it has underwritten
niversity growth and scholarly purpose. Xn other words,
central to the history, of the American college and uni-

, successful and wealthy, has acknowledged his indebted-
udent aid or another by allowing that he might never have
ut the ftiendly assistance of a college president's discretion-
society's regional scholarship; of the kindness of a lenient

he colleges and universities, however, have been more re-
omparable acknowledgment. Yet, student aid has.been as
lieges as to the young men and women whose careers it has
shaped the careers of the c.olleges and universities them-

\

College aims were conf ed

, In the first er
lege until the Ci
standing and de
the ,policies, if t
cratic purposes
college found i
position of hay
turned toward
colleges with s
recognizable o

The exten
pose are inext
to abandon t
that is conta
Mc Keen of
lege in this

"It ough
and endowe

of student aidroughly, from the founding of Harvard Col-
il War the American college was searching forOome under-
nition of itself. The difficulties of this search were revealed in
ey may be called that, on student aid. Inheriting the aristo-
nd customs of the English residential college, the American
f from the very beginning,in the difficult, if not embarrassing,

g to serve a developing democratic society. The expectations
he colleges were increasingly democratic, and they provided the
me of their earliest experiences with government support, with
ert student aid, and with an important experience in hidden aid.
to which student aid, government support, and collegiate pur-

icably meshed cannot be fully understood unless one is prepared
e whole clumsy, confusing, and perhaps even dishonest concept
ned in the phraie "private college. In 1802 President Joseph
wdoin College expressernhe public purpose of the Americfn col-

ay:
I -

always io be remembered that literary institutions are founded
for the common good, and not for the private advantage of those

16
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1 vek

who retweto tbeni i'ailtidation. It it not that Mayte"life in an easy or re Kant manner, but thatl1r Manta
vated and improved for the benerMI-Society. otitoottrAl

% .-1.,,
f or himself alpne, we may safely assert that every man who has oeen
public institution to acquire an education and to qualify himselhortisef;
is under peculiar obligations to exert his talents for the public good.a11-14

What is particularly striking about President McKeen's comments on
egiate purposeis his recc,rnition`?f the public nature of his own college, a recog-fnition that was widely itared bY state legislatures hich chartered and sup-
ported the colleges and by local taxing authorities. B th these agencies of qv-
ernment translated this recognition into effeptive financial assiatwee at a tthie
when priv,ate philanthropy was unequal to the needs of higher education. The
extent of governmental support to the colleges in the dearaltifealFMCivil
War has i;een obscured bY some quite misleading folklore about the so-cafled

private college anclby inadequate historical investigation, but the evidefice is
sufficient to permil\the suggestion that government support was often of cru-
cial importance in,the life of the, American college and that this support rested
on a belief that the state sue& local community were obligedfrom consider-
ations of their-own health and futureto help reduce the costs of higher educa-.

tion for the youpg.meT to whom they would one day turn for leadership.
Two other considerations underwrote student aid in phe pre-Civil War.col-

. -

kge. One was the extent to which the colle sought to escape from aristocratic
timilition and enter into some closer con ction with the people. Another was
the necessity of finding ieme means of i ducing students to attend institutions
that were being founded, in excessive numbers and that were offering an unap- ;,
pealing classical course of study. The colleges never really solved tbese prob-
lems until after the Civil War, when a combination of land-grant colleges, state
universitiesapd the elective principle freed higher education in the United

1 States from the grip of aristocratic tradition., but before the Civil War some
valiant effortetvere made to bring the costa of higher education prithin the realm
Of pOssibility felt-young men of slight and modest means.

One of these efforts was the manual-labor Movement of the 1830's, which
theoretically made going to college self-financing, gave students experience in
inactical Skills, and even paid some attention to their physical condition. The
notion that young4men could pay their own way through college by working at,
some useful trade v/asjntroduced in dozens of colleges, and much to almost

8

Louis C. Hatch, The History of Bowdoin College. (Portland, Me.: Loring, Short, and
Harmon, 1927), p. 19.
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91,
everyone's : tisfsction it was generally killed oft by the Panic of 1837. The .
farms op ated by the colleges usually lost money; thestudent's malingered; the

mechan shops were underequipped; at Marietta College and Ohio Univer-
sity t a students made so many'wOoden barrels that they glutted the market.
No ore successful in meeting the rising tigle,of democracy were the old eastern

col es that Were troubled by high board costs. Yale in 1827 put into operation
a i.inghallespeèially for poor students; Princeton followed suit in 1831 and

rown in 1832. The implication of inferior4ty contained in theseBecond-class ac-

commodations made them unattractive to prospective students. Equally dis-
tasteful was the term "charity funds" that deicribed the meager endowments
available for students unable to pay their way.2

In a dynamic demodktic society there was need of somemore palatable and
effective way of persuading poor boys to go, to college and dsupporting them
once they got there,Ais way was found;,in the whole patternof underpayment
and nonpayment of professors, who recognized in their own sacrifices, in the ac-,

cumulating unpaid student bills, in the custom of ,tnition refission, and in
countless other similal devices the means of "keeping loW the cost of a college
education. Student aid, therefore, resgted squarely on the professors.. They and
state and local goVernments were the major sources of stud6it aid in the dec-
ades before the Civil War when individual wealth in the United States was in-
sufficient to support higher education.

Private wealth could not cope with the excessive number of colleges that
were sPawhed by an era nf ambitious and competitiVe denominadorialism, an
era that introduced first t note of dismay and finally of outright refuial into the
tradition of state suPport. The absence of any Widespread public 'desire for a
classical education further weakened the financial structurenf the colleges until
they were driven into. a most biiarre experience with student aid.% In the years

between 1835 and 1860, during the height of the era of college founding, Many
institutions sent their agents old on the road to sell. whdt were called perpetual
scholarships. For a set pricegenerally in the neighborhood of 50Oa'reon
might buy a so-called perpetual scholarship, entitling the owner to,free tuition
for one person in perpetuity. There are a number, of ways of looking at this
phenomenon: it 'Was a characteristically American get-rich-quick scheme, and
it was clearly evidence that the country had too many c011eges and too few
students. But from a consideration of its significance for the history of student
aid, the perpetual scholarship scheme emphasizes the early recoeriition of stu-.

2 For the record of student aid I have relied heavily on the appropriate sedions of my
The American CoUege and University: A lit:Story (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1962).
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dent aid as a device for recruiting students and strengthening weak and mori-
bund institutions of higher learning. There was something quite artificial about
the perpetual scholarship schemeit did not really come to grivr with the prob-
lems that, were plaguing the collegesbut it did add the dimension of recruit-
ment to those various other purposes, such As public service 'andequality of op-
portunity, that student aid had heretofore, sustained.

Some organized philanthropy, of Course, did exist. The American Educqion
kciety, founded as an arm of Congregationalist endeavor in 1815, supported
promising ministerial candidates in a number of colleges. Between 1845 and.,,
1854 the number of beneficiaries at Amherst radged betWeen 17 and 31'per cent
of the student body. The journal of one,young man who was-Idlled in the Civil
War read: "If I should die in the United States service, One hundred dollars of
my back pay must be sent to Prof: E. 0. ItoVek of Wabash College, Crawfords-
ville,. Indianai to be paid by hint to the American Education Society for value
received by 14e from said Society."'

Self-help --= an old. tradition 4

As early as 1797 the Harvard College Phi Beta Kappa chapter established
a fund for the assistance of indigent members. At Brown early in the nineteenth
century a society was formed for the purpose of lending textbooks to poor stu-
dents. For more than 200_ years one member .of the Harvard freshmln class
known as "the President's freshman" could defray some of his college costs by
being the president's errand boy. Ringing the college bell has been a form of
student aid at Williams since ith founding. At Denison in the late 1880's jani-
torial service helped one boy toward his degree. At Dickinson, in the 1850's, two
students turned their dormitory room into a suit-pressing establishtnent, and in
the next room another sttident operated a shoe repair shop. Comparable oppor- .

tunities unquestionably existed everywhere; in combination with the contribu-
tion of faculty and government in keeping costh low, they helped to make the
American college a threshold of economic and social oppo-rtunitY.

But American higher education was not yet called won to perform such a
role in any major way. Hard work, perhaps apprenticeship in some trade-, tilling
the landthese were still the ipgredienth of early nineteenth century success in
the United States. T e proposal that the City of New York should found a free
college was met in 18 7 with a combination of aristocratic resistance and ear:
,"Unerring indications of the spread of thatAgrarianism which preceded e de-:

. ,

3,James I:Osborne and Theodore G. Gropert, W abash College: the First lit dred Vears,

188-1932 (Crawfordsville, Ind.: R. E. Banta, 1932), pp. 126-7.
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cline and fall of the Itoman.republic: . . . The determination . . . of the pauper
class .. . to levy upon the adivekindustriods (and,.if you please, affluent) p6r-
'tion of the community, the expense of furnishing to the sons of the former, a
College education. ."4,13ere was no recognition oi higher education as a birth-
right,no acknowledgment of that organic sense of society Oat supported higher
education as an obligation to the past, the present, and the future. The Alfieri-
can college lacked any vital connection with vast areas of American life, and
until it *lade snch a connection its tradition of student aid would rest on a
curious compouhd of aristocratic generosity that smacked of charity, a weak-

) ,

ening obligation of governinent and college to serve each other and society, and
an unacknowledged subsidy from generations orcollege professors whose
ucquiescence in low salaries helped to keep many- young men in college and
.many polleges from bankruptcy.

,

"Popular" colleges emerge

After the Ciyil War, howlwer; student aid entered upon a new era. All the
many reforms that had been trying'desperately and unsuccessfully to take hold
now seemed, all at once, to be irresistible. Th'e movement for technological and
scientific education, which had been under way before the war, created new and
more popular in,stitutions like. the Massachusetts Institute of Technology De-
twebn 1861 and 1865 the deyelopment of Vassar College'dramatically rev aled
the long neglect of the higher edUcatieh of women. The Morrill Act of 186k put
federal largess atthe disposal of everY state goVernment, and thereby helped to
develop in the nind-Ant colleges a' whole new netWork of institutions with a
popular and practical orientatio?. The stale ,universities, so long neglected,
shoed promise of inc ealiing.popularity and usefulneigi.:Atil altinwre the,...Tohns
Hopkins University sho d the way toWard university purpóse and scholarship.
At Harvard, Charles William Eliot used the elective prineipre As an instrument ,

tor moving an old College in new directiona. Tlle result of all these reforms was
to free the American college irretrievably froni:the past and to bring it forth-
rightly into vital relationship to the life Of the people. By Making the. colleges
,popular, these developments placed a new btnided on the trddition of.student
aid: the increasing desirabilitY ota college ediAtion 'argued forcefully for the
maintenance of equality of access fti that education,

The land-grant colleges and the etate universities, not without trial and
error and heartaChe, lent dignity to a 'whole array of vocations that had not

4S. Mind Rudy, The Collme of Mt City of Neib1;ork: A Fliatory, 1847-190 (New Yorkv.
City College Press, 1949), pp. 19-20.
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versity, as well as the responsibility of such institution's to be readily available
to young men and women eager to seize the opportunity that such education
provided, The new kind, of education-in contrast with the old diet of ancient
languages, moral philosophy, and mathiematies- was readily, translatable into
careers of the sort that meant edonomic and social mobility and of the bort that
a dnamic indurstrial socisty provided in _abundance-The response of state
leiisltures ,was greatly to enlyp the commitment of state universities and

.land-grant colleges to scholarefiips and other comparable deN;ices for increasing

educational opportunity. .

The first significant gestures in this direction after tiie Civil War were made
by state legislatures providing free tuitian for Civil War veterans st state uni-
verSities, bub soon the kind af aid and support that had once been scattered
among the manyjko-called 'private colleges was locreasingly concentrated in the

4 agneultural and mechanical colleges and state universities. By the end of .the *
nineteenth century a grm relationship had been established betWeen state legis-
Jatiires and c arly defined state institutions of higher learning-. Every student
who attend one of these institptions was indeed a beneficiary of the common-
wealth, and in &sense thawhole tradition of mutual responsibility and service
of which President McKeen of Bowdoin had; spoken in 1802 was now firmly

-.a lodged ip that com'Plex of relationships that made legislatures and colleges and
universities partn ttrs in underwriting day's educational opportunity .and to-
morrow's political, social, economic, an

i
cultural leadership knd responsibility.

In the meantime those institutions that had never enjoyed aid from the state

heretadiv been welcomed on the American campus. In turning sueh vocations
as engineering, farming, and'hiviness into professions, these government-sup-
ported institutions,greatly enlaRed the work of the American college and uni-

or that ndlonger could rely on state support-4n other words, those institutions
such-ariHarvardiind Yale and countless denominational colleges that had 'made
the-voyage froM public support to private indePendence-were equally pre-,
,pareckto maintain the traditiOn of student aid. In his inaugural address of 1869
at Harvard President Eliot remarked that "rui good student need ever stay
away froin Cambridge or leaye college simply because he is poor."' This ideal

remained the goal of piobably every American college and university, priyateor
public, and it often came Close to being real because in the decades after the
Civil War American institutions of higher learning were able to draw on the re-
sources of the Country's first great crop bf Millionaires. The meager "charity

5 Richard Hofstadter and Wilson Smith, America fligher Education: A Documentary
History (Chicago: University of Chicago PrWl961), vol. IL-I!. 613..
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funds" of the atitebellun. i ,years became sizafite endowments for scholarships, ,

of n the gift. of onetime poor boys 'who hid achieved success and saw in

soJo1arshjp funds esupport§of the Americin dream. .

The'verir wealth that abcelerated the growth of scholarship Nntbi, i_wevei,
created on the campuses Conditions of economic and social- disparity that in
themselves demanded new approiches to student aid. Wealthy students tended '
to raise the standardsof living bayond the reach*of young men and women of

_ + .
huntble origin, and a Arariety of devices, none of them altogether successful, was

seized upon to enable pbor boys to pursue their studies without undue economic

distress. Dartmouth required. scholarship students to 1pedge-that they would

no i. drink, smoke, dance, or play pool. At Emory so,rcalled "helping halls,"
where students might live and eat with economy, were developed in the 1880's. .

.-

Princeton, undertaking a program of dormitory expansion, built one especially

foNoor boys.. Yale in 1900" established a "Bureau of Self-Help" in ordert,to
Centralize job opportunities for poor but ambitious boys. To these characteristic ,

efforts to overcome the often forbidding costa of college was added the phe-
nomenon of loan funds, a particularly attractive form of student aid to a gen-
eratio0wedded not only to the myth of the sell-made man but tia some equally
j;ervAive myths that came ubder the label of social Darwinism. Stddent loans
seemed less likely to sap cfiaracter than did scholarships/. In the estimation of

New York's Governor Lucius Robinson in 1877, loans taught obligation, while

scholarships and other forms of free bigher education might fill the maises with

discontent, unsettleIheir purposes, and destroy.their'initiative.6
These various at;Oroaches to student aidscholarships, loans, fiel -help dor-k

mitories, student employnent agencieswere a vital aspect ofAroeri n higher

education by 1900. Their 'growth in the late nineteenth centuryund since has

been in response to the widespread recognition that the poor boy who becomes

a self-made man should arrange to have some of thbt self-making, take place
within the walls of a college or university. EMn Commodore Vanderbilt ad-

mitted to a sense of uneasiness over hiti lack of education in the presence of

college-trained men. "Folks may say that I don't care about education," he
protested, "but it ain't true."' And when he and other Belf-made titans such as

Carnegie, Rockefeller, Drew, Cornell, and Stanford committed their fortunes to

the support of higher education, they were making some of the cleSrest state-

ments of theday on the extent to which a complex industriatsOcrety had grown

beyond the rugged creative pioneers of the self-made maildAnd would hence-
.-- ,.0"

6 S. Willis Rudy, op: cit., p. 119.
-

7 Irvin G. Wyllie, .The Self-Made Maiii4s-.--47rnerfea (New Bru&wick, N. J.: Rutgers

( University Press, 1954), p.e05-.."'...
" .
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forth rely increasingly on the highly trained, personable organization man for
. whom die college and university replaced the old School of,lard knocks.

The old school had .required no endowment, no apparians of student aid.
The new school was'expenSive to operate, however, and'in it democratic society

.4

it could not be allowed to become an instrument of privilege and wealth. For in
a democracy accessibility of opportunity is a, constant test of the society's
health, of its capacitxto renew its leadership,snegits abi4ity to discover and
nurture its talents. The whole fabric of student aid bas developed in response
to the challsiges that inhere in being a democracy. A closely controlled aristo-
cratic society that knows from what small group of wealthy families its leader*
will come has-no need for imaginative programs of student aid. A tightly man-

., aged despotic society that controls thought and frustrates talent may well need
a system of student aid, but it is clear that it would not know what to do with-

ime.,A democratic society, however,is Completely at the mercy of the people
their wisdom and the 'wisdom of their leaders can be no better tkan that which

. lbpportunity haspermitted. Student aid in the Unite States has been a subsidy
wisdom, an investment in democracy.

1

Mania for athletics intrudes
Not alwitys, 'certainly. The decision of the trustees of Johns Hopkins to

launch their university with- a broad progiettm of,fellowships for doctoral study
Vas n the'lbest tradition of student' aid. BO the perversion of collegiate and
university purposeti by the manig for intercollegiate athletics that developed in
the late nineteenth-century also left its marlt on the tradition of, student aid.
The athletic scholarAihipi.and14144thOse..opett-§faatictilibirforms of assistance, use-
ful,ip the cãréai4ieedng of athletes ivere- hardly consistent with the concern
Li,r1-401,04unity,,, 1344.iceri*isepolls academic purpose that characterized stu-

;.: derit:Aid at its bee t.,Ips titre that athletic scholarships often enabled young
.4. ..-

men to climb the American status ladder, but this was an incidental resu1 t. of a
'. form of student aid that priina y intended to purchaie for a particular insti-

tution the means of victory, f e, entertainment, and gate receipts. Under the
aegis of intercollegiate athletics student aid become a form of employment,;Arkd
if, as i unquestionably t athletic scholarships eventualli enabled a whole
generat n of young men i the coal fields of Pennsylvania to turn their backs
on the m es that had em loyed thgir fatherstit is alto true that athletic schol-,
arships intruded a: neiv dirhension of confusion and *honesty into the life of
the American college and university. .

Two fundamental developmehts have enlarged the scope of seudent aid in
the years since World War H the combination of economic and social Tactors

r
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that dictates the extension upward of the yeaN spent in school by our young

people and the continuing accommodation of the cblleges and universities to
democratic purposes..Ope reason that we provide the degree of educational'op-

P portunity that we do is that our level of technology and productivity, requires a

smaller proportioit of the available manpower than it once did. Another reason

is that we have found the means of paying for such opportunity.\Am increasing

proportion of individual income is devoted to taxes; an increasingalthough
still insufficientshare of those taxes is devoted to the support of higher educa-

e tion. Sixty per cent of the ybung people in college in 1960were attending PUblic

P
institutions, the cost for which was significantly underwritten bystax money
The so-called private colleges, enlarging their commitment' to student aid, have
loOked for support from higher tuition Charges for those who,can afford it; frcim

business firms that haNre recognized their dependence on a flow of trained and

able college graduates, and from a federal income taaolicY that eneourE4es
'contributions to colleges and universities by alumni and"friends..

Many sources pay the bill
A university student in 1962 would have a difficult Wile determining who is

paying for his education, but before he is finished he might well have to acknowl-

edge an indebtedness to the local homeowners whose taxes reflect the tax ex-

emption given to 'much university property; the priVate business that supports

his scientific laboratory; the federta government thstaupports him as a research

Alissistant; the state government that has either endowed the institution or ap-
propriated funds in its behalf; the fellow Student whose ability to pay is re-
flected in higher tuition charges; generations of likilanthropisiii, whose bene-

iactions V through every phase of university life; the alumni society that
contributes to his scholarship; the underpaid professor whose earns on univer;
sity resources remain lower than those of a needy student; the great private
foundation that 'has made a major contribution to the university's library re-

sources; and perhaps also his own mother and .father who have beerfasked to

pay a smell part of what it costs to.educate a young man 1,bese days.

The diversity of sources of student aid constitutes both die of the delightful

wonders and.one of the frightening horrors of the proipects for higher education

in the United States today. Diversity is fun. It is creative: It supports the sk
guards and rewards of competition. Diversityals dynimic. Diversity is full of

thlanticipated pleasure. But it is also unsystematic, unreliable, and wasteful. It
Can send an institution into the confusing experiAce of working at cross bur-

poses with itself. It can lead to false expectations. It can fail to deliver. It can

make a battleground of an institution that needs all the private, public, and

10
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business support it can get. Higher etilhcation in the United States has reached
the point at which some pressing qUestions cannot safely be ignored. Can vze,
continue to Perrnit the- accidents of birthplace and race and the uneven;eco71,r,,
nomic resOurces or our 'states to aetermine educational opportunity? Can the

r
so-called private cc?lleges be expected to maintain their vital contribution to
the life of higher education in the United States.without the help of imaesive
federal scholarship program? Should the claim of student aid on uniVersity ié
sources and alumni andlegislative setiment be allowed to reduce in importance
the crying nee'd for dramatic improvement in teacher salary seales? Are suf-
ficient resources availale for doctoral candid,ates in the arts and sciences?
What is the meaning o6College Week in Bermuda and Fort Lauderdale and
Balboa Bea4 for the burden that some parents and students might be ex-
pected to bea ? How high cn costa be pushed? How well do Americans under-

. qtand the exten to which ev ry college student is a recipient of abrne aid? Can_
lublic and private, denonf ational and nondenominational institutions co-
operate in seeking answeryo these and other questions? Higher edUcation ut
the United States has al ays been untidy; it will probably never be an orderly
house; surely, 'howeve it has now reached a Point at which it can take re-

s i sponsible inventory of ITh resources for student aid, make some eifOrt to der-
stand their/historical and philosophical foundations andlendenfies, and under-
take a new and bold adventure in subsidies for wisd6m, investments in democ-

__/ racy.
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. Measuring the ecaomic effects
of educatioji.
by BipirON A. WEISBROD .

POIr

A nation's output of goods add services is limited lzw the quan ities and qualities
of its resources and by the stile of technological knoMedge. Traditionafiy, re-

sources have been said to consist of land, labor, and capital. 0 hese resources;
land has been generally considered to be given by'natuie; and the population
and labor supply have been considered to be detertnined by forces also exoge-
nous to the economic system. Thus, society's supply of land and labor is large7y

beyond its control.
But sociefy can control its capital supply.tapital, by definition, cons of

machinery, equipment, and ot'her resources product(' by man:It is producible.
and thus can be increased in amount and variety and can make posSible rising

living standards, despitq growing pressure of popurlation on the fixed supply of

land.
The state of technokigicalikowledge has been considered to be determined\`k.-

largely outside the econoniic iystem, except to the extent that resources were
directed toward research and' development.'Knowledge is significant largely to
the extent that it becomes embodied in resourcesin the form of nlanimade
capital.

Thus, if tessentiallY true that if the living standard of a societi is to
crease, sotndning must happen to the quantity or quality of the stock'of that '

society's capital. But studentil of the eCOnomic development of ;the United

Author's note: The research reported in this papCr was supported in par-i through the Co-
operative Research Program of the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare. Muth of the paper is based on an earlier one whish was 'prepared for a
conference of the Nagonal Bureau of Economic Research. That paper, which treats the sub.,
jai of economic benefits more extenstbeli than was possible here, will appear with the other
co e papers in a supplement to the Journal of Political Economy in October 90, i
a ul for permission to puGlish the present papel.
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States hav7cOnsistently concluded that increases in the quantity or quality of
4 bur stock o capitalequiDment cannot account for the growth of our per capita.

output.. What else has changed?

Investment in "human capital"
If the logic of ihe fotegoing argument is correct, it fqllor that rneastire-

meats of changes in linked States capital stock muit be incorrect, for such
changes are essentially the only sources of increased productivity. Actually:a
wowing number of economists have come to belieye that capitalthat is, 'Man-
made producers' goodsmay, be in intingible form as well as inthe tangible
fOrms of factories and machines. Intangible capital may be embodied in a per-
sonin the labor resouice. Thus, we shOuld consider a hybrid class of produc.:

capital." Studi o the sourc of the country's economic growth which have
tive resources; a bination of libor and capital, it might be called "human

es
measured only changes in the stock of physical capital (plant aha equipment)
have been incomplete; they have neglected the growing inVestment in Mean,
capital.

Human capital represents resources which man has Itilized to augment his
productivity. Expenditures on health create human capital. Atealthier worker
is absent less and is more productive while on the job. The great improvements

An health which have taken place in this country have brought abot4 a better
labor force, a labor force which has been improved in quality by expenditures
on human capital. In research currently in progress, &first step is being taken
toward estimating the value of the stock of human capital in the form of better

health.
There are still other forms of investment in human capital, but the form on

which I wish to concentrate here is schooling. To the extent that schooling has
any effect on worker productivity, the education process Is a process of invest-
ment in human capital. One may place a very high value on education as a
consumer good as an important part of "the full life." My attention to the
investmeni value of education should not be interpreted as a minimization of
its cultural value. Howeybr, while some peop3i have attached great significance
to the "cultural" value of educatioh as a consamer good, our public policy to-
ward higher education has apparently emphatiied more pragmatic aspects of
education. In an- excelrentlecent monog.rap Alice M. Rivlin traces the histoiy
of federal legislation affecting higher ed atiaii..3 She finds that in ..case after

The Role of the Federal Gobernmeitt irk Financing Higher Education (Washington, D.C.:
The Brookings histituiion, 1961).
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case, beginning as long ago as 1785, federal legislation ostensibly designed to
aid higher education actually had less lofty objectives, such as aid to farmers

(land grants for establishing agricultural universities) and reduction of unem-
ployment (college-classroom' construction in-the 1930's). Citizens, or at least
legislators, seem to have demanded conaiatently some evidence that the support
of highei education is a profitable investment.

Dr. Rivlin believes that the National Defense Education'Act may have sig-

naled the beginning of a new era in which higher education in general will re-
ceive public attention and support. Tet, efforts by economists to determine the
financial returns from education in general, and the contribution of education

to economic growth, may be interpreted as attempts to discover whether this
new atitude toward higher education is justified on narrow financial grounds.

The verdict is not yet available.
But the growth of expenditures on educatioecontinues. Public education

expenditures rose past $19 billion in 1960, from $7.3 billion a decade earlier.2
Since 1900, total expenditures on education in the UnitedStates have increased
four times as rapidly as total expenditures pn physical plant and equipment; lb

1900, education expenditures were only 9 per tent of investment in plant and
equipment, but by 1966 they were 34 per cent.3

Americ. a has a national stake in the fullest educational development of its
resources (talent). The-education of those whe are able to benefit from it be-
stows rewards which the entire society reaps. Some of the rewards, perhaps
most of them, accrue to the student during the remainder of his lifetime, but

some of the rewards also accrue to others. Thus, we all have a stake in file edu-

cational developmettit of our youth.
An able student Who fails to pursue an education wrn typically feel the

effects through reduced earnings throughout his life. Of course a student may
prefer lower earnings to continuing in school. However, a teen-age student

may be a poor judge of his future interests, and even if he prefers not to con7,

tinue in school, the rest of society may prefer that he does continue, since they

will have to support him if his income is inadequate or if he is unemployed.

Since there is considerable evidence that technological unemployment as well

as cyclical layoffs primarily affect the least-educated, least-trained workers,
the rest of society has a stake in maintaining workers' employability.

Of course additioRal schooling is of value only to those who have the requi-

2 U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, Health, Education and Welfare Trends,
1961 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Printihg Office, 1661), p. 53.

3 T. W. Schulta, "Capital Formatkon by Education," Journal of Pohtical Economy, Dec.

1960, p. 583.
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site ability and attitude toward Warning. Although there may be little that
society can do abont a stndent's ability, it can shape hirattitude toward school-
ing. Where parents do not recognize the significance of education, guile
counselors can play an especially vital role.

A proper attitude and the necessary ability are not sufficient to inaure that
educa. tion will be obtained; financial ability is also required. The cost of ob-
taining education rations its use to low-income families, even -though the
schools, from elemeljtary through university, may be "free." Much of the real
cost of schooling is the income foregone by the student. In a poor family, the
pressure upon the youngster to augment family income may be enormous. )

To some extent, the financial obstacles to education can be overcome by
borroWing. But there is little question that the reluctance of some people to go
into debt limits access to education. Ana. one should not forget the real obsta-
cles to obtaining a loan, for educational purposes through the pri'vate market.
The capital market conventionally has been willing to provide loans for the
purchase of physical assets which, if necessary, could be taken over by the -
lender. Loans for educationr and for other forms of investment in human capital
have the special characteristic that the asset is entbodied in a person; therefore,'
the asset cannot be attached by an unsatisfied lender. Tliis fact limits the avail-
ability of private loans for financing education, so that the ability of a student
to benefit from further education is not the only condition which determines
whether or not he receives it.

Since we are interested in efficient use of our society's limited resources,
we 'must consider the social benefits frorn some action (as well as the social'
costs). But the private lender will consider only those benefits which he may
be able to realize. Thus, -education. and other forms of investments in human
capital which are inadequately handled by the private sector of the ecpnomy
have become part of the public sector.

Measuring "social return"
In the private sector of the economy, benefits from goods and services are

normally reflected in consumer demand. But in the public sector, where educa-
tion and other services are not sold to consumers, consumer demand must be
determined. Thus arises the need for benefit-cost analysis. We wish to estimate
the rate of social return (in all forms) on the expenditure, for comparison with
returns obtainable on alternative uses of resources.

Within the benefit-cost framework, let us inok at the ways in which a
so9iety benefits from the formal education of its youth. There ,is no doubt that
sdme forms of returns from qçlucation will defy measurement, at least for the

z 9
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t; but thia is not necessarily a serious problem. We wish o know. whither
expansion uf educational effort weuld provide larg returnit4an are

ilable elsewhere in the economy; therefore, if quantifying only a fe forms ,

enefitilrom "education ,fliscloses a return of, for example, 2,i6 per ceh t over

t, we need go no I her,' fT investments paying such a rabb of return are

, 4common. ..,

\.I am viewing educe -an hidustry a user of resources and a producers.
fnutputs. Our ecoitorri uriited resources and cannot produce all the goods

a 'services we would, to have. Efforts should be continued to identify and
measure th values of the industries outputs (as well as the costs 'Of all the re- ,

souruseby the education industry). It is not enough to say that education
is a good t. ing which deserves support; better health is also a "good, thing,",as
are better ouslng, improved diets, mordparks, and wider highways. Bit since
resources/are limited we must make choices. If theie choices are Made without r4.

6
recognitien , of the alternative benefits available, we are not likely to choose
wisely.

When I spiik of "benefits" of eddcation I mean any of three types of effects:
anything that increases production possibilities, such as increased labor pro-
ductivity; anythink that reduces costs and thereby makes resources available,
for more productive uses, such as increased employment opportunities which
reduce costs of law enforcement by 'cutting crime rates; and anything that in-
creases welfare possibilities directly, Buell as development of public-spiritedness
Nar social consciousness 'of one's neighbor. Anything that merely alters prices

without affecting total opportunities for the group will not be deemed a benefit
(or loss).,For example, if expanded education reduces the number of household
servants, so that the wage rated of those remaining rise, this rise would not con-.,
stitute either a benefit or loss from education, but rather a financial transfer
from employers to employees, the net effect of which is ambiguous. Of course,
the increased productivity of those with the additional education is a social
benefit.

4 4,

Earningtan incomplete index

; Most economic analysis of the benefits or returns from education has focused
on the contribution of education to earning capacity (and therebyto production'
capacity).. While this has been valuable, it is only part of the pittige and per-

,
,hapa not 'even a lame part. Wernust keep in mind the fact that lieeauile of mar-

i
4(+10'"t7

ket mperfections, the receipt of additional earnings does min necessarily meas-
ure adequately any additional prOductivity. Moreo,r, earnings are an,incom-
Mete measure of the productivity of education to the 'extent .that eduCation

I.
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affects production outside the market. Emphasis on the additional earnings
attributable, to education disregards the effect of education onz,peopte other
than the student: education benefits the student's future ch4ciren, who trill
receive 'informal education at home; education benefits eniployers seeking a
trained labor force; and it benefitt society by developing the basis for an in-
formed electorate and a flexible labor suppiy.4

Let us finit examine those social benefits of education Which are, realized
directly by the student in increased earnings resulting from increased produc-
tivity and in other ways.

One form of benefit to the student is the "financial return" accompanying
,.+

additional education. A second form is °the "financial option return" that is,
the value of the opportunity to obtain still further eduCation. Third are the non- !
monetarY "opportunity options," invOlving the broadened individual employ-
ment choices which education Permits; fourth are the opportunities provided
by education for "hedging" against technological change. An1 fifth are the non-

'market returns from education.
First, let us consider the direct financial return from edueation. Census

Bureau data on earnings and eduCational attainment shOw an unmistakable._
positive correlationpeople Who have more, education receive mere earnings.
A number of investigators have 'estimated returns to investment in educition
by impUting these observed eamings .differentials to education.5 But we must
be careful not to attribute too much tolormal education. There are many fac-
tors other than formal education Whichtaffect earnings, and many of these are
positively correlated with level of educition. People who have more education
are likely to be brighter and more ambitious and are likely to come from wealth-,'

ier families which have better business and social con tions...And since greater

family wealth may also mean better health care and diets an refore longer
life expectancy, people who have more education will tend to receive greater
lifetime incomes, quite apart from the effects of education itielf.6

. .

4 A. M. Rivlin, "Research in the Economial id 'Higher Edncation: Progress nnd Prob-'
lems," in S. J. Mushkin (editor), Economics of Higher Education .(Washinkton, D.P.:
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, 1962).

5 G. S. Becker, "Underinvestment in College Education?" American Economic Review,
Papers and Proceidings, May 1960,°pp. 346-54; H. S. Hotkthakker, "Education and
Income," Review of Economics and Statistics, Feb.. 1959, pp. 24,28; H. P. Mifir,_)
"Annual and Lifetime Income in Relation to Education," Americantconoinicfieview,
Dec. 1960, pp. 962-986; E. F. Rensha*, "Estimating the Returns to Edneation."
Review of Economics and Statisticf, Aug. 1960, pp. 318-324. :

17),:. S. Bridgman, "Prot;letneilt Estimating the Monetary Value of College Edircation,"
The Review 4 Economica and Statistics, Supplement, Aug: '1960, 181.
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At least one study has attempted to adjust foi' some of the other variables

correlated with education. In thiii study, students were classified by level of

high school class rank, intelligence test scores, and father's occupation.' It
was found that sUb4equent earnings of students who were comparable in all
three respects increased according to the amount of post-high school education

they had obtained. Apparently at least some of the additional eaimings of the

more educated population result from education.

How well education pays off

Next I turn to what I have called the "financial option return" from educa-

tion. Let us assume that we have computed the additional lifetime earnings,

properly discounted, which, on the average, accompany additional etication,
' and that we have compared these additional earnings with the additional eosts

of the education. Such estimates have been made by others, nd the:results in-

dicate roughly the following: xpenditure on elementary education pays about

a 35 per cent monetary ret ;8 costs of high school educktiovpy about 14
per cent, and costs of ëolle,g about 9 per cent.° (High school aar college costs

include the estimat Ins which studenis would have obtained had -they

not been in school.) These returns are inciimplete and include nOne of the effects

of edneation except added earnings. But it is my contention that these figures

of 35, 14, and 9 per cent returns on elementary, high school, and college educa-

tion are understatements of the financial value of education. The value of the
additional education may be thought of as having two components: additional

earnings resulting from completion of a given level of Iducation and the vale
of the "option" to obtain still further education. It is the latter upon which I

wish to elaborate here.

7 D.. Wolfie, EcOnonlics and Educational-Values," The Review of Economics and Statis-
tics, Supplement, Aug. 1960, pp. 178-179. See also D. Wolfle, America's Resources of

Specialized Talent (New York: Harper & Bros., 1954); D.'Wolfle, and J. G. Smith,
"The Occupational Value of Education for Superior High Schooi Graduates," .101.1r-

nal ofilligher Education, 1956, pp. 201-213: , '
8 T. W. Schultz, "Education and Economic Growth," in National Society for the Study

of Education, Social Forces Influencing Anerican Education (Chicago: The Society,

1961), p. 81.
9 Estimates by G. S..Becker, as reported in . W. Schultz, "Education and Economic

Growth," op. cit., p. 78. H. H. Villaid ha seriously disagreed with the estimate for

college; See his discussion in G. S. Becker, 'Underinvestment in College Education?'
op. ea., Pp. 375-378. See also W.L. Hansen, "Rate Of Return on Human Versus Non-
human Investmenp," draft paper., Dept. of EconomicsUniyerSity of California at,.

. Les Angeles, Octdber 1960,
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Consider the case vt pargnts (pot necesearily in the United States, alth9ugh
I shall use United States data) trying to decide whether their child should com-
plete high school. A. positive decision involves not only the likelihood of bb-

,

taking the additional earnings typically realized, by a high school graduate but
also involves the value of the opportunity to pursue a:College education: The .

yalue of the option to obtain additional education will-tend to be greatest for
people who have the least education. For the highest leyel of formal education,'
the value of the optionto obtain more education is clearly zero, expept insofar
as the schooling provides the option or opportunity to pursue independent

work.
The value of this option to pursue additional education depends lan the

probability of its being exercised and its value if exercisedv,Without further in-
formation, the. probability of additional education may be estimated by the
proportion of students who complete a particular level of education and go en
to a higher level. The exrcted value of the option, if eiei:cised,-is any excess of

the returii available from that increment of education over the return obtain-.
able on the best comparable alternative investment, where, the latter may be

fassumed to equal, for example, 5 per cent. ,

According to the estimates tt which I have already referred, the return to
the individual on total high school costs for white urban males was approxi-
mately 14 per cent, and the return on college coa.ts for those who gradnated..was
estimated at 9 per cent. At the present time, approximately 41 per cent of male
high school graduates begin college and 19 per cent graduate from collegeii

aasuming a 5 per cent alternative rate of return, the expected percentage return
on investment in high school education has increksed from 14 per cent, as pre- ,

viously .computed, to 17 pet cent. The increase results from the value of the
option to go on to,college an option available to the student who graduatei
from high school but not to the student who does not. ,Since college education
pays a 9 per cent return over coat, while only 5 per cent returns arby assump-
tion, available on alternative in,vestments, the option to go to college .has
monetary value.

In this example I assumed that a decision to complete high school would he
realized with certainty. Other assumptions could easily fit into the framework,
and various probabilities of going on to college could be assumed for different
groups of children: ,

10 Computed from 1959 data in b.s. Bureau of the Census, Current Population,Reports.
Population Characteristics, Projections of Educational Attainment in the United
States, 1960-1980, Series P-20, No. 91, 1959 (Washington, D. C.: U.S. Govt. Print-
ing Office, 1969).
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If the option value of education has been neglected by parents as it has been
neglected by economists, there would be a tendency toward underinvestment
in education. If time horizons are short so that a high school student and his
parents sometimes fail that a few years laterthe child may wish he
could be going on to coll e, there will be a systematic, downward bias to the
valuation of education by individuals. Studentp who drop out of high school
may regret greatly their shortsightedn

For grade school education, recognitiOn0,0!ke value of the option to obtain
additional education increases .the expected l'eturn even more substantially.
Instead of the provioue estimate of" 35 per cent," the social return over ele-
mentary education costs in the United States soars to more than 51 per cent.
The option to go on to high sMiool and ,eveNto,College turns out to be cpite
valuable indeed. It could be argued in this case that-whether the return is 35
per cent or 51 per cent" is relatively irpanaterial 'for plAicy purposes; both are
considerably greater than available alternatives. However, given our,limited
confidenc; in the previously computed rates of return, it is comforting to see
the estimates moved further from the decision-making margin. Of course, in
addition to these:returns, assuming that they are attributable solely to educa-
tion, are the nonmarket returns to education,.including the direct consumption
value of learning and the opportunity to lead "the full life." Although the non-
monetary returns from elementary education may well be mammoth, it is
comforting to find that elementary education constitutes a wise investment in
terms of monetary rewards alone.

1

I have used the words "option" and'"opportunity" a number of times. In-
deed, it seems that in many respects the value of education is a function of the
additional options, opportunities, or choices which become available to a per-
son who has additional educationoptions involving the type of work he will
perform, the degree of job security he 1611 obtain, and the opportunities to ob,
tain additional education and to lead a different and fuller, life.

Education provides options in still another respect: the increased ability to
adjust to changing job opportunities. With a rapid pace of technological change,

3

nbiscounting is disregarattgain here. The 35 per cent estimate is from T. W.°Schtfitz,
"Education and Economic Growth," ap. cit., p. 81. Relative costs were estimated
from the same source p. 79), except that his elementary schOol cost figure was
doubled, since it applieci to only four years of school.

12 Discounting the ..values of tthe high school and college ioptions back to the beginning
of grade school, at a 5 per cent discoUnt rate, reduces the 52 per cent return to 46 per
cent. The return would almost certainly be larger if people obtaining only some high
school education were also considered.

't
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adaptability (which may be a noteworthy output of education) hecomes im-
Portant. Education may be viewed as a' type of private (and ,social) hedge
against technological displacement of skills. New technology, often requires new

skills and knowledge;and people who have more education will be in a position -

to adjust more easily. Furt ermore, if additional education is Ailed for--:at the

college level, for,example those who have not graduated from high school will
be unable to reap+, the ret rns from additional edutation which t'he new tech-
nology has mede possible. In other words, if technological change is raising

the returns from higher educatibn, people who have the prerequisite education
can take advantage of the new opportunities. In a wOrld full of uncertainty,
the ability to adjust is of great.importance.

The discuseion so far has focused on tlle returns from education which are
realized by the individualin terms of his employment conditioils. But some of
the value of education accrues to the individual in othei forms. The fruits of

literacyan output of elemrtary educationinclude the value of its on-

market use.. For example, if a man prepares his own income tax return heexb
forms a service made possible by his .literacy. Were this service provided".

through the market, it Would be priced and, included in national incqme.
I have made a rough estimate of-the market value of this nonmarket service,

in the following manner: assume that roughly 50 million of the 60 million per-
sonal income tax returns filedper year are prepared by the taxpayer himself. At

a:value Of $5 per i.eturn, the annual market vahie of the tax return services per-.
formed by taxpayers for themeelves is $250 million. Compared with the esti-.

mated total costs of elementary school education of $7.8 billion in a recent
year," the return is 3.2 per cent, I want to emphasize that this is only one, ob-

viously minor, form of return from literacy. But it is an-addition to previously
estimated returns from elementary education. ,

Education's benefits multxply
Having investigated returns from education which are realized by the stu-

dent, let us consider next those social benefits. which are external Co the stu-
dentthat is, benefits which are obtained by others. External beneficiaries of a
student's education may be thought of as_ falling into three broad groups,
though the same people may be in more than one group: residence-related bene-
ficiaries =these who benefit by virtue of some relationship between their plac'e

of residence and that af the subject; employment-related beneficiariesthoee
who benefit by virtue of some employment relationship 'with the subject; and

13 T. W. Schultz,,"Education and Economic Growth," op. cit.; Table 5, p. 64. g)
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society in general.
,

One external beneficiaty of education is the student's current family. AA an
incidental by-product of the proxision of education serVices, elementary.schools
and, to a small extent, high schools provide'vahiable child-care serviées. They

make it possible for mothers who would otherwise be supervising their young-
sters to do other things. For those mothers who choose to work, we have an
estimator of the productivity of the child-care services:I-the motar's earnings.
This rests on the assumption that the mothers would not work were it not for

the fact that their children were in school. If mothers would make other child-
care arrangements in the abieace of schools, then a better measurekd value
than earnings obtained would be the cost of making sane alternative cust,odial
relationship.

In March 1956 there were ts5 rrplion working mothers in the United gtates
who had children six to 11 years old." Assuming that as few as one million of

these mothers would not work e/cept for the schools, and assuming $2,000 as
the earnings of each mother during the school year, the value of the childre
services provided by elementary schools may be estimated at roughly $2 billion
per year." With total resource costs of public and private elementary schools
in 1956 estimated at $7.8 billion," we reach the startling conclusion that ele-
mentary school support provided a return of 25 per cent of cost in the form of

child-care services alone"services which are clearly incidenta to the educa-
tion function. If we added the value of these services to mothers who do not-
choose to work, the rate of return would be even larger. Child-care services
may be a by-product of education, but they are of substantial value. Various
writers have emphasized students' foregone earnings as a cost of education and
have debated the magnitude of the cost, but they have not considered the fact
that some mothers' earnings are made possible by the fact that children forego

. .
14 U.S. Dept. of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, Marital and Family Status of Workers:

1956, Series P-50, No. 73, April 1957 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Printing Office,
1957), Table 3, p. 11.

16 For those mothers who would be willing to hire baby sitters, for perhaps $1,000 per

year, the value of the school child-care services is this alternative cost-of $1,000, in-
stead of $2,000. Of the 3.5 million working mothers who had childrLn.six to 11 years
old, approximately 1.5 million also had children 12 to 17 years old.Tosaibly some of I
the older childien could care for the younger onet but even considering the remain-

, ing two million, the assumption that half would not'work except for the care pro-
vided by schools seems plausible and even conservative.

le

171f working mothers employ housekeepers as substitutes, the wages pdd should be
dr W. Schultz, "Economic Growth," op. cit., p. 85.. -

deducted from the gross returr.
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earnings to remain in school.

Whefitthe Student reaches adulthood, his children will benefit from his edu-
cation by virt e of, the informal education they receive at home. Much educa-
tion and learn g takes place at home, and the child's -attitude toward school
is alito shaped here. Therefore, one of the benefits from education involves the
influence of educated parents on their children. Better eduFated parents are
more likely to raise children who recognize the value of education, in terms of
job opportunities ,as well as in terms of cultural opportunities.

Why it pays to educate women

This hypothesis that education proviiles benefits to .the children of the
people who are educated is supported by rome recent unpnblished data on the
factors influencing the educational attainments of children. Nat auprisingly,
the researchers found that the higher the level of education of the father, the
higher the level of educational attainment of the children, even after adjust-
ment had been made for a number of other variables. Butlthey discovered more:
the level of education of the mother was even more important than that of the
father in influencing the children's attainment& If the mother had more educa-
tion than the father, the children obtained more schooling than would have been
expected, while if the father had more than the mother, the children aVtained
less schooling than would otherwise have been exp4cted. Since the &other
normally spends more time with children than does ihe father, these &dings
are consistent with my hypothesis about the value of informal education at
home.

These findings also suggest that the value of educating women is not zero
even if they never enter the labor force to utilize the skills developed in school.
It is a miatake to say that education has value only when' additional market
earnings result directly. Education of *omen is an investment in the future
informal education of their children.

If we think of the distinction between investment and consumption as in-
volving whether or not benefits accrue in the "present" (consumption) or in the
"future" (inve ment), then eIncation has an investment component in the
form of these tergeneration benefits." If we generalize the;conception of in-
vestment to include not only intertemporal benefits, but also interpergonal
benefits, then the child-care role of schools 'represents an' investment in the
productivity of mothers. Similarly, other interpersonal benefits examined be-

1,8 Tax implications of the eXistence of intertemporal education returns have-been dis-
cussed by R.. Goode, "Educational Expenditures and the Income Tax," in S. J.
Mushkin (editor), Economics of Higher Education, op. cit.
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low,will constitute investment aspects of ?ducational expendituresl. .

Education affects those who pay (directly or indirectlir) for the conse-
quences of the lack of education. For example, insofar as lack of education '
leads to employment difficulties and crime, law enforcement costs will tend to
be high: Thus, education may provide llenefits by reducing the need for; in:

currhing these "avoidance costs," to the advantage of taxpayers.
Education also benefits taxpayers in other communities. The migration of

poorly educated people who have bihavior patterns and educational attain-
ments differing from those prevailing in the new areas may necessitate addi:
tional ?ffort and expense-to permit the'new children to adjust to the new school
conditions.'9 Thus, people in areas of ,in-migration have a stake in the educa-
tion of children in the areas of out-migration. People who are or may be in

the same fiscal unit with an individual have a financial stake in his education.
The education pf one, worker may have favorable external effects .1:43 the

productivity of other workers. Where production involyes the cooperative ef-
fort of workers, flexibility and adaptability of one worker redounds to the ad-
vantage of others. Productivity of each member of the group* influences the

productivity of each other member. The relevance of this interdependence for
the present context rests on the assumption that education develops the prop-
erties of flexibility and adaptability. Further analysis is required to determine
the extent to which the assumPtion is valid, and if it is, to estimate its signif-

icance..
Of course, employers also have a financial interest in the education and

training of their employees. An employer's job would be much more difficult
and expensive if he had to work with an illiterate and untrained labor force,
or had to educate and train his own workers.

Some benefits hard to aSsesf .

Some of the benefits from education are enjoyed by individuals and groups
that 'are reasonably identifiable, as we have seen. But some of the benefits

are distributed broadly either through space or time, so thiit the nature of
individual beneficiaries is obscume. These might be termed "general social

benefits."
For example: literacy is of value not only to the individual possessing

it, and to employers, but also to others. Without widespread literacy, the

19 See, for, example, C. F. Schmid, V. A. Miller, and B. Abu-Laban, "Imp-act of Recent
Negro Migration on Seattle SchOols," International Population Conference Papers
(Vienna: Union International Pour l'etude Scientifique de la Population, 1959), pp.
674-683.
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significance. of books, newspapers, and similar informapion media would
dwindle; and it seems lair to say that the communication 4f information is of
vital importance to-the maintenince of'competition and, indeed, to the exist-
ence of a market econemy, as well as to the maintenance of political democracy.

I have already diatitiguished betwedi the output of education in terms of ihe
student's training andlhe4utput f the system or means by which the taining
was accomplished (an erample of tile latter is custodial or child-care services).
The same distinction may be made with respect to, higher, education: the
training of students is not the only,output of collegei and universities; a joint
product is the research activity of the faculties. Were fi net for the higher
education system the votume of basic resedrch would surel be .smaller, and

society would suffer.
A society bent on ec nomic growthon raising li standards and

T erasing povertyis a societ committed to change. But change requires ad-,
jtistments of workers to new jobs and new, skill requirements, mid these ad-
justindits are often very difficult. The difficulties are acknowledged by our
social concern over "structural unemployment," "depressed areas," awl
'automation." The more severe the problems of adjustment to technological
changes, the greater will be the opposition to change. We recognize this op-
position as "featherbedding" (in the cise of labor), or as pressure for public
aid to the affected sekraent of the economy (in the ease of farmers).

Education can contribute mightily to economic growth by meeting the needs
for flexibility and adaptihility, el. workers, in ()icier to facilitate their ad-
justments to changing, but unforseen, dirdonistances. This would imply greater
emphasis oifthe teaching of basic techniques and theory, and on the postkme-
ment of a student's specialization until late in the educational process.

I have attempted to answer the questions, "Whei are the benefits from
education?" or "What is the nation's economic stake in education?" Ttn addi-
tion, I have considered some of the limited possibilities for quantifying ertaiii
of the benefits. We have found that some of the benefits of education are
realized at the time education is being received (that is, in the short run), while
others are realized after formal education has been completed (in the long run).
Benefits to mothers, in terms of the child-care role of schools, are realized while
education is being obtained. Any benefits associated with subsequent employ-
ment of the student, es well as benefifs'to the student's future children are
realized latei.

We have ilto 'found that benefits from education occur not only through,
time, but'also thrpugh space. The benefit6 of education may not accrue to peo-
ple in the area,Pr school district, which financed the child's education. Some of

a
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" the benefits depend upon the individnal's place of residence, yhiCh may change.

Location of ,many residence-related benefits as well as einplOyment-related
- benefits will be determined partly by popnlation migration. Thus, the proCess of

migration is a process of spatial shifting of seine of thi benefits of education.

Who should pay?
c

Some interesting questions arise once wkrecognize that there are external
benefits of educationbenefits to people other than studentsand that
these external benefits are not all in broad, amorp ous form. TO Seine extent
these benefits accrue to particular, and rather wel -defined groups. We have
found that the education system produces more than education.*At the ,college
level it produces basic research, and at the elementary level it also produces
child-care services. With respect to the latter, the benefit principle of taxation
the principle that those who benefit from public expenditures should pay

,
suggests that families might pay for the costs of 'their own children's care
insofar as these costs are separable from instructional costs." In general, a
desire to use this taxation principle would imply attempt to identify various
groups of education beneficiaries and to.assess taxes in reogntion of the dis-

-- %el
tribution of J3enefits.

It seems to me that there is a legitimate questio oncerning the jiiatice
Of requiring broad public support for edu teilozi in t ose cases in which the
benefits are narrow and private, except as an incom redistribution device. Let
me illustrate with reference to the isiue of split or double-shift classes. To the
extent that there is no educational sacrifice jnvolved in having children atte
double-shift classes, the real motive for their abolition appears to be to m
life more comfortable for mothers; all their children will be in school at the
same time. A question of pquit

. the costs of providing care services for parents?
A similar question may b

arises: should nonparents be expected to shale ,

raised about whether college tudents shou1d be\
f scholarly research. The answer to either ques-

ocal "no," but the quetion deierves further consid-
of information, or a difravowal of benefit-principle

taxation, there is little rationale for failure of Cur education tax system to \
recognize the existence of particular grqups of eneficiaries and the muiti-
product nature of the educational system.
. The analytic approach to benefit iden&1citioi w1ii I have employed here

expected to share the costs
tion may not be an uneci
eration. Except for lac

20 I do not mean a suggest that the nefit Rrinciple, in con
or some other principle, shoul ecessarily prevail;

t to the abilitY-to-pay

v.
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is but one of many alter6tiveic'It does ap have the adAntage of focus-
_

inglin the time and armee' dbrienslona of education benefits, and these have im-.
*talons both fol.. efficiency in the allOcation of resources between education
itid other ends, and for equity in_the financing cd education.

It ,is clear that even with much additional effort 'we shall :be tumble to
measure all the relevant benefits of* education. At the &ate time, thelellowing
four points, which summarize the views expressed itv,thie'pepei. are worth
noting: identification of. benefits is the logical step before Measurement, and,
therefore, recognizing the Jorms of benefits representkisoine progress; de-
terrnination of wbat it is we.are trying to measure will make it easier to de-.
velop,usefW quintification methods; some reasonable measurements of some
education benefits are possible; even partial measurement may disclose bene-
fits sufficiently sizable to indicate a..profitable investment, so that' considera-
tion of thationmeasnre4benefits Wonld only strengthen *

ani. event, and'hoWever difficult * measurement task is, it remains
'tine:that education eipenditure decisiona Will be made on the basis of what-
.

infomiation is available. Greaterla4wledge:ol the ieturns frorn educe-. ,

tiOn needed.,Still,.our present! informaton indicates that-education gptovidea
benefits- whichoare flu izi value (relative t'o the costs) and* are Mtifized

by manypeople.in ,those who receiVe therducation.lpa nation has
a,real ecom'ailic sia ating its youth.



The social and politicaLarguments
for extending,the reach of education
by ROBERT J. HAVIGBUREiT

At present the United States givegher eaucation to more of:its youth than
does any other country. But ma peopleLnot educatins alonebelieve that
.the welfare of our aociety dernands that we send even more of our boys and girls

táVollege.
Since peel iWolfle's Human Resourees; the Needs and the SupPly' reported,

the s'ituatiotabout 1950, there have been major changes. An increasing
proportion of yolith, With visible talent has gone to college, whether we define
visible talent as merit* lity in the top 10 per, cent, the top quarter, or the top
half of the population. 'Mere has also been a substantial increase in the propor-

-"i.tion of young people gra a ua ing f rom high school, al is shown in Figure 1.
In the early 1960's there ma'y be a tendency for the college-going proportion.

,

to level off. It is too soon to sair Whether the percentage increases of the 1950's

will continues At any rate, the;ceMing increage of numbers in tiye eollege7age

group, because of increases in the birth rate during the 1940'S and thereaftel',
will show itself in a 40 per cent increase ef 18-year-olds between 1964 and 1965

and may swamp the colleges with apPlicants and force More selective admissions
policies on them, thus causing a..redUction in the proportion of youth entering-
college and a possible waste of,talent;

Studies of college-going ye4nitide since 1956 in seyeral parts of the cOun:-

try show a substantial similafity.;::the mental ability of youth entering college.

has beetystOle since 1950. itepoitinion college freshmen in the state of Minne-
sota in Who Goes to CollegeO.R# lph P. Berdie and others said that essentially
they found that in spite of ii4tie4Vons increase in the absolute and r4lative
numbers of students attending&ollfgObe mean ability scores of these studente

v4-4 .

ittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press,49M. ).
11Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1.66-
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have remained remarkably constant. John G. Darley summarized the data from
a national sample of 167 colleges and found that the average scholastic aptitude
of College entrants did not cytange signifieantly,between 1952 and 1959.3

Several studies cp.Oitffie,,that- of thrttip quarter of high school seniors
(judged by meneat*ilitior school marks), about 7.0 per cent enter college and
another 8 per cent go to some other postsecondary institution suClcas a school
of nursing or a business college. Among those in the third .quarter of mental
ability, between the 50th and 75th percentiles, about 50 p:er, 'cent 'entercollege
and about 4 per cent enter another postsecondary institUtion:These 'figures
refer to high school seniors, after aim t a third of the age group had drOpped
out of high school. When the col e entrance figures are related to t& entire
age group, the results are substaIitially those taken from a recent study which

.5
rports on the entire age group g ing through the public schools.of a medium
sized eity.4 In this city,60 per cent of the top quartile in abilitYvent to collega ior another postsecondary instituticin in September following the June of their
high school graduation. This 60 per cent will grow to perhaps 70 per cent when ..

some of this group will enter college after a lapie,in their forinal education of
three or four years.

Why talent is wasted

In spite of the increase in above-average ability.youth going to college, there
continue to be substantial'fiumbers who dO riot go to colrego; although they have
the mental ability to do so. They de a major source of Wasted talent. Several
generalizations may be made about college-going: :?

Boys are more likely to go to.college than are girls, but the number of giriS
1.

who go ta college is increasing more rapidly than is the number of boys.. The
ratio of men to women among 1969 college entrants was 58 to 42.

College-going depends to a .coaderable ,extent on .propinquity. Several
studies have shown that the preseuce of a college or junior college in a local 7.
community increases substantially the proportion ,of college entrants ih that'. o

community. t

There is wide variatión aniong the states in the proportion of youth entering
cnikege.california and ,t.Jtah lead with the highest propprtion of students;

ahd Misadppi have the lowest proportion. .

The principal raliorikgiVen by young people aboVe average in intelligence

3 Disfribution of Seholastic A&iliij iti,Higher Education (berkoiey: Eniyersity of Call-
famia Center for the Study col Miller Education, 1962).

4 Rpbert J. fIavighurst et al., Groiving Up in nicer City (New ;York: John WHO( & t -
Sons, 1962).
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Figure 1.: Vducational Achievement in the United States
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for not attending college are 'lack of money and lack of motivation. No doubt
these reasons are interrelated. There are relatively few high school graduates
with high motivation for college who fail to go to college because they lack
money. Those able young people who do not now go to college cannot be reached
with a scholarship program Which does not have a companion, motivational pro-
gram; similarly; a motivational program without a companion financial aid
program will not be of much help to this group.

Benefits of a college education

The arguments for sending more boya and girls to college are based on the
presuMed values to be gained by society and by the individual. The yalues to
the individual are apparent: increased potential income and personsielf-fulfill- .

ment. it is pretty well esLeablished that investment in a college edUeation pays
\Try well in the form of increased lifetime earnings under present Mb Or force
.COnditions-And it can be taken on faith that a College education gives More
depth and breadth to a persdn's life and makes life more interesting to him,
although it May not make him happier. The gain to society, or the social values
of sending more able boys and girls to college can be described in econointel,
political, find social terms. The economiC gain, or gain in gross national produet,i...
will not be diSCussed in this paper, excePt to say tbitt it is not Out of harmony'.
with political snit Social gains. The PO Rigel and social gains seem to be twoan
inforthed OtlienrY and societal stability through social mobility.

The World is so complex today that a viable deinocratic societs; must have,
among its citizens a large proporti8n Who understand themajor doinestic and
international affairs on which political decisions must Ile Made. College educa-
tfoo and adult education must provide means both for helPing people to think
rationally abotit'Civi matters and for keeping them informed. ".

. "

democratia societyiin this age must provide ways for the realest', striirint,
and ambitious young people of poor families to improve their soCioeccinomic
position. The college is the principal avenue of social mobility today. No longer
does the high school have much mobility value, since the,proportion of youth
completing high school is 65 per cent, and high Fichool dipleM4 'are requiredfor :
many working-class jobs. A sabstantial degree of individuaVOcial mobility is
needed to maintain politicalitabllity in a modern:'society. Jast hoW much, is
needed, we do pot know, but CertainlY not less.' than 10 per cent net uPward

. mobility each generation, and possiblY maé.
z There are t ree groups of youth with college al.;lity who do not now gq46

dillége. The first, made up of boys and girls in the top quarter of mental ability,
are a visible target group for recruiting efforts. About 80 per cent of this group,:.



or 7 to 8 per cent of the en,tire age group, do not now go to college. In this group,
most of the youngsters who do not geon to college are from lower-middle-class
or working-class homes. Many of them lack motivation for\college as well as
fmancial reiourdes. Clearly a concerted effort will have to be mad4y guidance
counselors and teachers to interest these boys and girls in college, and financial
aid will have to be found for them. An effective program might add 5 per cent of
the age group to the present nuinbers of college entrants.

Motivating hidden talent 1 ,
,

Boys and girls who hatte fies between 100 and 110 are a socially important
group who have good learning ability and often have other talents-as wellin 1
music Or fine arts, for instance. In the large cities this group contains many
minority youth Negro, puerto Rican:and Mexican boys a girls7whose IQ
s6or.es probably underestimate their true learning 'ability. Of th .grOup of boys
and girls whose abilities are "barely-viSible," a good mink droP Mit of high
school without graduating. Most of these young people come froMthe lower-
middle and working classes and do not see college as a desirable or even's possi-

1-

ble goal; Several attempts are currently being made to discover arid Motivate
this group for college. .e.,

One such project is-being carried on'by the,gansas City Public SchoOla vfith.

'the aid of a local foundation grant of half a million dollaryor tuie over the nexg.
: four years. High school' teaChers nominate youth wha,havegoOd abilitY.,arid

little prospect of going to college without encouragemenf;,T6rieminees consiat
mainly of young *people whoae IQ scores are between 100 ankt 120; many have a
speciaktalent and interesti*coniMercial art or music. The search, for such boys

. , . -, l

and girls iii being pushed downiliitof bm.eighth grade, and a prograM of motiVat:
tiorial counseling.for studentii M4454140E-is now under way, to show them the

41" advantages and possibilities of aUleieedueation.
Another eximple of work with an underpriviled group is the Demonstra-

tion Guidance Project of Public.School 43 (Manhattinville Junior High School)
and George Washington Senior High School in'Islew irork City. tIereOpable*:,

of the sixth grade students in several elementary sahoolsritif gift' diStridt.,
.i:were Put in special classesat the junior high school level andtiVen.an ditelleetu-.

: .. ,

ally stimulating program. They were also given considerablebunseling, as were
their parents. The average IQ:an d the reading ability of the:group tose apprecia.
bly,'and a considerable nuMber entered college from a neighborhood in which

.

higkachOoligraduatiOri andi011ege entrance were uncommon.

If Pushed Vigbrously, th4Jaboy4escribed,prograrns.rnay add between 5 and

10 per dentof the age.group tnthe 'College entrants.
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.To draw up a full account o talent loss; it is necessary to consider the boys
and girls whim have superior innate ability but suffer from such severe depriva-

, tion in. their early years that they nevershow.enough learning ability to get into
either of the above-average groups already:.deacribed. Several social psycholo-.
gists who have studied young children,and their fandlies'are Convinced that a
sizable number of children are crippled mentally by intellectdal and emotiOnal
deprivatiedin inadequate home& They urge a systematic study of the cognitive
,developments of children between the ages of three and five years, with the ahn
of finding ways of eUpplementing inadequate homes with intellectual stimula-'
tion in nursery school and 4indergarten. T1e stiaiwill be designed to increase
the children'e learning ability and to- give them a 'readiness for reading, so that
they will:enter the first grade on more'nearly even terms with th children from

, .
'-rhore adequate homes;

This type ofitre.gratit implies a belief that intelligence tests do n t measure
the innate itbilify of many children. It alSo inOies that the child's mind is much
more capable,of growth under skillful teaching than has heen supposed by most
educator& A leading psychologist has ,said. (Off the ree'Ord) that an IQ of490.
merely tella us what present stimuli axe doingAiiehildron.

SOme.indication of what we rofght exPectitCthe production of supetior
indiit We made a betterenyirontnent for childred Who now grow np in cultur-

a ly 4eprived homes can beialnett from a.eimploassumption that the present
per.iniddle-class home on. 'the average gtiresthe best intellectual stimgatien.

t a a child gets in our socety (Oven though.it MO not be the best conceArAble;
s ulation). Then if we assumothat theite is rip iindate,difference in mental
a ilIy ameng the.varioutt social cladaes, inftE4';-Ait'etk :Oroportion of "su-
p children produced, in upper-middle-class lindietis.the same proportion21

t t would be produdedin all'homesiif their had upper-middle-clas&oharacter-
is ic& !: !

. .

TO bee wlui.t thiaLwoUld mean in actual numbers, let us consider the results
ol a recent study to atermine hOW Many "superior" high school students were
p educed in the eight high sCheols of a city of a half million population.' The
h h school th1at ..was almosCiompletely,upper and. .upper mOle class in com-
p sition placeI 19, per cent of its,seniors amonethe 7 per Cent of the entire

nior gro.up4ho were identified as "superior," while the three,schools that
eroahnost completely lower class in composition placed 1.5 pekent of their

eniorslikthe "superior" group. If all schools had the same record as the "beat"
1 -

5 Robert J. Havighurst, "Social and. School Conditions Productive of Intellectuall4
.;Superior Children," Teachera College Record, vol. 62 (1961), pp. 524431.
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school, the number of "superior" seniors woidd have been multiplied for this
citY by a factor of 2.7. .

From another stUdy-we find the "efficiency" of the various social classes in
producing youth in the top quarter of IQ.° If all the social classes were as efficient

as the upper class and the upper, middle classi the_munber of bOys and girls in

the "top quarter" by present standaits wouldie'railied from 25 to 46 per cent

of tbe age group.
From these statistics, it Would appear that a radical program for conserving

talent probably should start at the age of three or four years. We might*Prove
tlt e mental abty.of the next generation so 'much that we would have to revise
the norms for iritellience tests, and we wisuld have to concluAe that a -Considera-

bly largeroproportiori of Youth have collige-level ability than we find in tiié

present pripulaCion.
This arialysis of the kinda of boys and girls v.fis) do not go to college seems to

have fairly direct implications for a student aid prrikram: The great majority of
these grOups of able boys and girls lack both money and'motivation for college

education. They need to see themselves as 'college material," a d when they
do, they will need financial aid.

The props of learning to think of themselves as potential college students
with what this implies for their future eareers Eiritlz-their sense of values is likely
to take more than the Anal year of hie school. Some of these boys andgirls do

not finish high school under present conditions), Under an effective.student aid

program they should be identified in grades 8; 9; or 10, arid work with them and

their parents should start as early as possible,
Since the talents of this group are not so visible through scholistie aptitude

tests arid outstanding school performance as are the talents of Moro:who noW

qualify for financial aid, the,.metliods of discovering and awarding aid to this
group ivill have to be mks ilexihle.and more qualitative than the Methods now
generally used. Less ittentirirr ahoulthbe paid to a particular conventional test
which may haVe high validity for those 'who have rg's in the top. 10 per cent.

More attention should be paid to tests of learning ability, as far as theY are

-..'".availarile, to tests,of musical and artistie ability,' to nominations by teachers,ci,

arid to:interview procedures.

q'f..!_

,

6 Robert J. Havikburst et al., growing Up in River City, opielt
'

0::,
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The problernsthat concern this conference, and the topics discussed here are as;
familiar to the educational authorities of a numbei of other countries as they:
are to us. Details and statistics differ, ;but the basic issues of education and th
conservation of talent are much the aaine; The arguments presented.by Burt
A. Weisbrod' are being used to support educational proposals in.Braii1.1n-dh1-.
cussing the socioeconomic, barriers to eduCation, one sometimes qUothe ROliert ...,
J. Havighurst of Chicago and sometimes Jean Floud of London. Scholars i
provisions are of coneern in many daids; the most generous and encompass' g:.,"
system of student loans I knoviis .that of ,Norway. UNESCO and the Interria-
tional Assocjitfon of,..t.Thiversities are supporthig a worldwide study of th6 fac- ,

;,..
tors that deterMine who has access to a university. In short, other nations are
as concerned with the conservation o(human talent as we are. I

OthOr nations are alsci concerned With how well we handle the problems Of 4.
4he:toriservation of talent in this country', for other nations also hive ti-Stakti 34

. .

I

Ainerican education. Perhaps the most immediate reaeoiTis the ;fact that those
other nations nowhave 53,000 students enrolled in:qhr c011egea anduniversitiea.
These students collie from all parts of the World th stay alliorte oksubjeCts/
But in large measure:they come to learn to do work that will be of dir(*i'arid .

.

practical usefulnesd home. They come ieeking degrees in. engineerinvtnedi-
eine, public health, agriculture, indugtrial management, and other pr4feasions.
'Much of our educational system has been.cieveloped with such practical ends
in mind. We tdo, not long ago, were a piorieer cpuntry. 0 her countriae, par-
ticularly the newly developing ones, hope that:the education tathus to
become what we are will help them to follow a similar Mad to success.

For reasons given in recent articles by Philip H. CoOmbs2 and MelVin J.'
Fo,S We mint txpect the number of foreign students to inerease,.In tie judg-

.-
I See pp. 12-27.

. hflip H. Coombs, "Educating Foreign Students," College Board Review, No. 46, p. 3.
3 Melvin J. Fox, "Foreign Students in American Colleges," ibid., p. 9;
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ment of many people, we should actively encourage a larger nuinbei of foreign
students to conwto ohr universities, for their advanced and specialized educa-
tion.

Oieigiltuiaiii Iiiing problems
Are welceMe students from other countries, but any increase in college et,

___rollment puts an added strain on the 'edueational system; and the additional:
burden u3-greater for -agroup of foreign students than it would bejor. the same

.

number pf American students. Because the students are Ioreign, swine of them
have language Problems. There may also be problems of financialsupport, prob-
lems arishrg :from cultural differences, and con4isiOn or uncertainty in advising

m Where they can find the education that will iie ontost value to thern and
ow they 'lean most prohtably spend summer or other vacatipn periods. These

points are:considered in the two articles mentiLed above.
One Of the problems that is posed in both artidles merits special attention:

thedifficulty of providing a foreign student with"the kind of edtkcation that will
..beit prepare him for the, work that he will da.tfter he goes,horne. Our foreign
Students come from:vastly different,backg1:ounds, fr9in inctUatrial Sweden and
froni:emerging Nigeria, from Southeast Asia and from soPhisticated Paris. The
courses and curriculums that we have developed to prepare students to worklii
New Jersey or North Dakota or New Mexico may have to be substantiallY
changed to be of greatest value to other students who.itart with quite different
backgrounds and will!NVork,in. Burma pr. Ghana or Greece. .

.

; W. Arthur Lewil;trincipal of qie Vniversity College of the West Indies id
Kingston, Jamaica/diaussed this topi6 wit'speeifie reference to the underde-
vel ped countries at a symposium on science and enghleering education that
ma ked the gentonnial of the Massachusetts Institute of ,'Technology. Lewia,..

.said: "iceCause technicians are not as weil,trained and noi.as 'reliable as in
the rich countries,..professionals have to Spend more time Supervising them;
thle peeSsionals ntust be able to, show -.their technicians just whit to do.i .,

irhe profesdional, thei:eipre, needs the;technician's training WI' well as his'OWS. \)

Thisslso means relatiVely more time for practical worki.$ince professionals nre
.:

scirce and therefore WOrk in greater iiolition from one another, each must haVe
moie of an all-round competence. For examPle, an engineer sent to look after
public works in an isolsted rural area should 1De able to turn his hand to civil.,
mechanicil, aq.electrical Wiles; hence he must pir given 'relatively More `knoir-r!

-,:
how' of the various sided of his profession."' .. . .1,

4 t'Education for Scientific Professions inAlie Poor Countries," Daedalus, Vol.,91, No.
2, p. 310.
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There is no general solution to the prroblem,of adapting an American, cur:-
riculum to the needs of a foreign student:For example, there will Usually be Wei'
need for curricular adaptations if the sttident is preparing to, be an electrical enJ='`'''''

;
gineer:tban if he plans to work.Wagriculture or public health.' If he comes
from Mancbeater, we May.' haveU malce no change at all, but if he cOmes froth
Africa, conSidrable change may be ecessary. The differences may in fact be
eo great that both the American student and his classmate from an underde-,.

veloped and cdturallyvery different cowitry may be cheated if We try to teach
them the same courses in the same', olasses. Perhaps special institutionsfor ex
aniple, a college for African studentsLnlay be desirable. One cannot make this
suggestion, hoWever, without immediately beginning to worry abouty the politi-
cal repercussions .tha the soeiological implications of 'itch an arrangement. I
bring up the possibility, therefore, not as a specific recommendation, but as aft
'ndication of the complexity of the problem.

Our insight in improving ctrrriculums; our competence as teacher& and our
ed tional resources are of imnortance to many countries. They hope thatAve
dill bave room or their student& a' faculty of adequate size an&competence,
and courses of instruction that Will make a student's pperience bereot maxi-
mum value when he returns to his home country to Work. ,

A closely allied interest:is the hope of manY countries that we will educate a'
larger group of American students for work abroad.. Through Fulbright and

.

:similar arrangements, .through the Peace' Corps, through..a variety Of com
- ,

mercial channels, and by other means, we already send a sizabl ber of
Americans to work in other parts of the world. BLit manY Ainerice
of our friends in other countries bslieve that it would be maul* adva
if we were to export a larger amount of American,talent.

if we educate a substantially larger number of Americans for pVerseaai duty,
we will inipose an additional set of problems on American highe4;fucation. In
the short run, and iri.the simplest sense, an increase in the number of students
will require increases in faculty and facilities. But there are also Special educa-

,..
timid probleme: to give thede students the language faci4ty they will need; to
give them an understanding of the social, political, cultural, and economic as-

,.
pects of the.countries in which they Will work. There is also the 'problem of
gi%iink them the kind of professional education that will be most useful whe
they go abroad thil task is essentially similar to that of educatingforeign
dents who come here. It makes little difference whether the engineer t

:.:

. .

"

6 W. Arthur Lewis, ilid. See also Robert S. Morison, "The Universit nd Technical
Assistance," Daedal , Vol. 91, No. 2, p. 319. ..
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.hur Lewis was talking about is an American or a native ot iohédountry ..

to work most effectively under the conditions that Mi4eWia had in ...
MI:pdi,lw will need the kind of education that Mr. Lewis recomMen44.

'emphasizing the practical usefulness of the educationt.we offer to'foreign:
WtUd'onts or provide for A.mericlan students who will go abroad, I hay.e.not
t"..4:tridkd to htply that vocational and proiessionalcourses are the whole ofeclUca-,..

know, however, that I may have given that impression, for in conirnent-
..ing.:On a draft of this paper, Byron S. Hollinshead wrote to me:

yeu might say some additional things about curricula.okinerican
.I.1nst1tutios need more courses in non-Western literature and philosopliSr, and

.1:1:1Oreigners need to study American institutions mare fully. If they, just stcly
. engineering, agriculture, and public health here, they miss the firincipal reascrnat';-.4`.

for our strength. It's very easy for foreign students to go homelthinking Ameri-
can techniques are good, but. that Arnericah thinkers ind ph' osophers are al-
most nonexistent. I remember talking abont this with A. N. Whitehead one
time and hearing him say thatmuch ,of the best social,,po iticakand

7slphical thought of the past 200 years had been that uttered 1y Ainericans, but
that our intellectuals were apt tfeprecate it and quote V, rpean models. CerL
tainly many of the foreign st ents who coine here go hoffie. 'thout any sfighti
est acquaintance with the tjiought or writings of politiC0 figures like Paine,
Franklin, ',Ieffersonz Madiso , Lin6ln, Wilson, and th*./teos, velts, or American
writers like Melville,iPott, Amen, and O.NeliL Indeed, riftany American stu-
dentstavo a very hazy-kno edge of their, oWn intellectuaI heritage."

There is a ?urther problem in. pieparing American stuclants for satisfactory
careers abroad, the problem of an assignment, of sufficient duration to ye of
maximum value to the host cciiintry. The British civil servItnt sometimestrIpent
20 years or more of his life in colonial service and became friend, exPert, and
almost citizen of the country to which he was assigned.

Five years in Nairobi
We will find it exceedingly difficillt to do as well in this respect as have the

British; our traditions and .the'Aereeeexpectations of our young people are so
Veiy different But we sholil4 be Ale to do betthr than.we are now doing.

io,get an American to go to London or Paris. It is comparatively easy tO
him tO.go,to m1161030 glamorous places for a few Weeks or a few months.

But how about persuading,. him to spend five years in Ankara or Nairobi or
Antofagasta or Icatmandu? Such assignments are hard-to fit into American
career patterns.,Prom the standpoint of furthering hik-areer, an adventure-
soine young coNe'graduate might better spend those five years on the 'mooq,

"..,
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e thtásMgnment, almost always he would tio better for him-.
.6kliiichit a fOb'int4 Louf eattle or Syracuse.
HoW We adjust inattentOk , seniority, retirement provisions, and

career planning to encourage'Aign*signments is one aspect of the general
problem of how we utilize our huipari resources, an aspect in which other coup-
tries, particularly the newly develOping ones, have a very special interest.

I have used the education of foreign students and the education of American
students for work abroad as examples of the immediate interest that other
countries have in American education and conservation of talent. I should like

- now to turn to the broader issue of educational policy and school organization.
For the interest here is not solely in how we can help other countries but is,
rather, of a broader international character in which all of us:have opportuni-
ties to profit Our educational policies and-practices are increasingly of interest
to other countries, and theirs increasingly Of 'interest to ps.`

In June 1961, at a conference on; ''Ability andlihietitional OpportunIty"
held in Sweden by the international Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Deirelopment, the lginister, Of Education of Ytigoslavja made this' state,
ment: "In Yugoslavia ail obstacles of a social nature 1-,,reVenting individuals
froth attaining success irilny.respect and in any field, inludmg the attainment
or highest education, have been abolisheat"

This statement is not true. The:minister knew that t is not true of Yugo-
slavia, and the rest of us knew.that it is not trtie!of any n tion in the world. And
yet the statement is signifidant for 'mhat the minister zeant %kw that all legal?,
barriers had been removed, atiOhat; given abilitY and iitereat, any yount4per1;:!..
son, regardless of hisitocial &as or economic level, had Open access to whitt6er
form Of educatie'n Twit develop his talents.

This it-the:kind tif description we like to give of owt:Lscpial structure
, and edueatiOnei system; indeed it states a policy of w ich we haire long been
proinkBut-Wfatre not the only Jeffersonians on educe ional matters. The coil-'.-otitupon. cl!,imtaly assures its citizens that "the capab e and meritorious, even ,

-tlhAey be without the means, have the right to e7iter the highest levels of
instruction." Similar declarations of principle,hal're b n 'written into the con-
stitutions or education laws of many 'eountrles. A re ently received report on
education in Egypt ineludes a statement that I paraphraite only to smooth out
the English translation: "There eiists no shade of se,grgatipn based 01:t rice,
color, or nationality. There is no segregation ba4d on religious belief. . . .

6 A. H, Halsey and: others, Ability and Educaticital Opportunity (f aria: Organization
for EaMomic CgliOration and Development, 1961,4 p. 171.
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Admission into the various institutes and schools does not admit any segrega-
tion between maleSand females ... tuition fees are no longer a serious obstacle .

hindering those interested in studies even if they are poor, since prima0 and
secondary education have been rendered free of charge . and.universityJees
have been so reduced as to ... come within the' capacity of the majority of the

poor classes."' s

.'0:'-Even.,if these statorperifaiare. disco** es repieSenting political and social
..tapiiationszather than.fiAlyachieved realities, we.Tritait pay heedqor they ex-
prees'i Strong social tid6thatie advancing. ram y,-.no .;.unly over the Western
countries, bu t also 8124 With greatsignificaneeLOVer,ne0y all the rest of the.
wtirld. The contrast with only a few years ago is Sharptymembers at the

'.. Americau.Kniversity M Beirut remember well their .fiWr:miaii-etudent from
Egypt. She tame clothed in traditional Egyptian &as, CoMpleten.with ii0e,.... . ....

and was accompanied to all classes by her. watchful. and.proteeting.husband;.
--.../ Now Egypt claims that there are no longer any educational barriers of seic;. ..

color, religion, cm:economic status. We cannot yekhoneritly make this claim.

Colleges should be open to all '
There are two mutually reinforcing reasons for the widespread adoption -ot

the policy of opening the doors of education to ill students of 'ability, regatvlieiffi,

of social or econornic differences. One is the humanitarian reeognitionof.hiirnati

rights. The other is recognition that,the policy make8 "goo4 ecpilcipaid*ri
that it is, in fact,.an essential policy for a Country `-thatAvisheateicirie aheafii,"

4--- **:"Pist.

the inodeiti technotogital
But'stating a national, policy does not "antomatically achieve ite goals of

that policy. The Minister of EdUcation of Yugoslavia could say that all eocial

barriers had been removed in his country and mean exactly that in a legal and

political sense. But he knew; and so did the rest of us, that there are formidable

difficulties of scientific un,derstanding of human ability, of4the breakdoim of old'

traditions, and, of practical schnol arrangements that must be overcome before
we achieve a truly substantive equality of opportunity in Yugoslavia or any-

where else.
Many .countries are working with .vigOr and imagination to overcome these

obstacles. Swedish investigators are doing some of the most imaginative work I

Elsaid .Mostafa ElsaId; Thsrellnited ikab Republic (Unpublishedieport,tInternational
Study of UniVersiey Admis§ioris; vliLsoo and International.Assbe. of Univemities,
19621.

8 Sala Economic Aspects of Educational Development in Europe (Paris: International
Universities Bureau, 661).
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know on the.problein of hcil.iiiiiarent.kincts Of schbol orgaini*tion influence a
child's inte1lectua developmiTt Thia.S-Wediall work has produced the int*
ing finding that chilaTeni'ef i;UPeria......ability who corn() from uPPt; and
classll'omes show ne'llItire intellectual growth at ages U. and 12 if thei are puip
into the traditional 'academically erienied schools Witfi oeher.*4'dblidren....
ih-an they do if left in clones that include'the wtiole rang#3 of ,j:Wit t2r;yearli#1
ability and interest.° Bright children from 10Wer11asi home* hokeoer, are
stimulated by such ability classification and show mbre inte1letta1 gro h if

4ey aremregated with their meiltal peers than if fietettogeneouS
. ,
Thesefindults.cpntradict the exPectations of many' achool antiacqtties: If they

arm confirined, ther.wilhbave important implications Tor: se.bool,Ptactice*
To take another example, ii 1954 iny colleagueb an'At pUbliis4.41 Ehitijok en-

itled America's Resources of Specialized Talenii° we attePipted to de-
termine how many young American students ti.h4re wereltvho had. te intellee-
tual potential to be'corne icientists, teachers, eikinev's, or members of ottler
professions butfor ctne reason or another dropped oirorschAl tieftlke acquiring
the,educatiofftft'gRary to enter these professionS.,h orfe wdrevatarting now to-lt
make such an 11ASessment, he would find a more sojilfisticatedend illuminating
example of how to go about.the task in studies that ilye been made in Holland
and Sweden than in any of the similar work done in-thiS country.

The French educational systeni is one that we think of as marked by rigid
ind ruthless screening out of all pupils who fail to gain high marks in a 'tradi-
tional and academically oriented curriculum. To a large extent this picture has
been justified. But France is laboring to change the picture. France hasnow t

adopted a number of major educational reforms, including an interesting new
scheme that will bring every child, usually at akes 11 ar*1.2,, into a two-year
observation period in which school marks, ability exammati,lounselor's .

reports, the child's interests, and his family's wishes will ptid basis for
recommending the nature and extent of education to follow. $.401ence given r ;

during and at the end of this two-year.period of intensive observitiN will result
in ferecommendation for each child that he 'enter atarticular kind of school or
follow a particular kind of program. The child and his,ParentOark accept this $
advice dr not, as they decide. But the systematic observation of eakit child will
offer a much better Opportunity than French children have had in%o past to`
develop their own individifalpotentialities and will provide FrancE, with a
mu better opportunity tlieitIztlas had in the past to develop the talents of

9 Torstea Husen, "Edu.cational Structure and the Deveoprient of Ability," tiln A.A.
Halsey and others, op. cii., p. 113.

-ttLa(New York: Harper & Bros.), v.
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Qa yOlith. Guid ance will notstoPat the end of this period of:observation; it,W111:1".

and will proviplai*Opportunities to switch irOm,ima Plan cn:
,. ,

grpn'ttl another if it seemS.-ttnit- tho first decision was not 'theriiht ,One: In

.:aa14474 these school riH France has coniciously aecepted' the forMidable.

, buiden of deOeloPing tig ly expanded school. faCilitiej Made 'necesSery by'
.

the new edukationai phily.
.! It is noV only in the genera: social policy of open access to :e4cation.thit. '

nther countries are moving closer to the United States, Out aliO in:a Variety of-
; -

.40ther ways: m setae fields of educational research, in the wayrin whieh gnat-. ,

ilionspf inkelleeCual resounes are studied, and in'thearrangenients for.fOsteklug
intellectual developrn.n! ,.-,tgakkless of social and.. ecOnomic hackgrOtinct.,

Thrmichoueniuchof the iedt of the World there'is &eat eduCatiOnatiferineht.';''
and .sutstantial movement of many iichool pOlicierin ,some of ihe direetiOns''

Amqican schools haVe gone. The dIfferenCea between rrehoh.apd
American seho6V, or the Ifchools-of Ghana and those nrthe United States?' will

....,

not disappeinlTlie countries ire different; their cuStonis and traditions are dil-

fernt, anA their sch.71s, should . be different But Many 'of the differeqes are

getting Tec y and its demandi hErre. rouCh comoidn in turope::::,

and America. Socioe'bbtktie barriers' to edUcatioh differ in ilegiee .btit Mit in
'!land; as one moves from one country tO anothet; EducatiOnal aspiration'S and

a.
L. good educational rngthiida do not depend very 'heavily uprin,the language' one

'uses. Consequitly thank of the characteriStiCs and PrOblenis of.our demdcratic

, educational system are being taken overseas as other. CauntrieS democratize

4;1

their educational systems. .

. ii,' 7

7.--"`----'- We should hot be sifrigised by this t'ren.d. Other. Countries Sre .foltowing a '''
..

;.read that we have traveled. InduStrialization, urbanization rising levels of Per-. .,..1 ..

sonel incb-me, and, automation have much thesame consequences whether on#
.,. . .

,.

., speaks Italian, or German, or Norwegian,,Vr Welsh. As economic ancLsocial
trend's Converge; so, too' do educational problerns..Eur* 4Etts many educitiimial

,v1 problems that increasingly resemble those Of tiiii; country: thile Matters tre
. . . ,I.

now very different in the less developed count4es, this' May not always' be. ..,

tme; if these;countries succeed in their nftri'-:,liopea.,of .speedingialong the in-4.,!,
I dustrialilation road; their, educational probliiiin beme mcitelike%urs.. ..

r . . The interest that other countries Savo iii the conservatiod of talent i.s Ar 4 .

varied and 'MUlti.tadeted one. They want us' to vide advanCed and piofesT

sional education for some of their students: T
t

want .usitb send teachers.:
technicians, advisers, managers, and other professionals who ,Can.help ihenl to-.,

.,

1,
achieve the high gOals they are Setting, for theMselves. '

. '.
But they want more than these forms of individual personal aisist:ince.bu*.

.::
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strength, our '6Conoinio deVelopment; and our democratic systems describeihe
- ' " ,

futivethey hopoevill be their own,. They know that maisivelm0Mtsmentif in
. stt

education-kill be eseential tnese hopes are elrer to be appicitect And so
.; theilodk to kit3 fpheadbrshiP in edurrational philosophy, organizatron, methods,

strange that English is sometimes the language.r . .

-. of inatra,ictionoi that tht lantiiirant college is being copied in countries in which
thwilder edu 'oral syetem Wasiteveldped along nineteenth-century European

.: ' 0
Our stake in twriteciwat

. °4',
: he interOiatefiiatn .cainntrOciin our educationalrphiloeOphypd methods

' .will egnink, andSo.i,13t,hOd1f4t aid we give through'fhe trainingof students
.. e: mid the expor,t'cit taltilt. They will cohtinue becanse..ther nationarwill insist,'
.c..,;,' but also.because (ye-too will benefit. We have-OeP'etiOng reasons for confirm-

,

,.., -
'. Ing; and Ibr increasing%the ethic-a:0nel assistance we-give to other -parls nt.the

fo' . ik it, 'Wor44. .. 4 ,
.

"ite:first.reason is that we have been the beneficiaries of massive und pro-
long* educe onal assistance froM Europe. Europe has been.our,tneat veharous

. 4 . . 97
'and Competent teaeher. We have adoptettarquiriber of aspects of tniail'eati edu-
cational "syetams, and we haire sent many thOusands of our etudentsiii Europe .,rtsfor advanCed,and specialized training. Even now, as Philip H. COQ ''reminds
va, l!there are More American studentg studying in European amkti,. ; Thee than

. 'there 'are EhrOpean.students on our campuses:"" Our nation hite.;:been,
:,4.,

..
inously enriched by a steady stream of immigrants who were educated oVerseas,

k and then camp to this cOuntry to live and work. On the educational 'balance
,::

sheet; we owe Europe more than Europe owes us.,
The second reason is that the tensions that now divide the.world require us

.to do all that we can to help the friendly and also the free and uncommitted na-
.;k tisane to achieve a higher level of economic and intellectual and'moral strength:

..4 .

In military and econothic and politice4.affairt,:we have learned that we can-1-r. c,
not, live M. isolation,, that each nation hda. 'a-direct stake in the affairs of its
neighbors: Education and the uses of human talent, have become so intimately

i ..bourld-A with these practical matters that in education also each nation has a
. . .

stake. i ,he policies ..end achievements of its neighbors.
.

' Pinally, wecwill.conitinue to give educationalaid.because the better the edu-
, , cational systerns of 6,iher countries become, the greater will be the profit to our

own' educational wisdom and practice. WO havelltined much from other
i .

.P*
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Auntries, and they have learned from us: Indbustrialization and rising economic
, levels.thrmighout the woild are requiring all Of iis.tokgive greaterattention to

. the conservation of human talent. As diese 'problems Continue'tp converge,. We
.

dui learn a goo d deal .frOM other coentriefi by studying the means they use tb
Meet problems that will increasingly resemble our own.

1

r.
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-W,Nat part the States should, Oak
-. in student aid

133r ART,HuR S. MARMADUKE

H.

In an eraLpf disclaimers and the Fifth Amendment, it seems appropriate for a
.0ersori efri.Ployekty a gOirernmental agency to preface a discussion of state stu-
dent assisiaace with a few diaclaimers of his own. By exeresIbidkcademic free-
dom when I sileak,Itgqs-4 likely to incriminate myself lit¢:sy.,00;krt enter
a disclaimer and absoliie4lie members of the State Scholarshi/i COrmalsWn and -
the Gova;no;"46atififtnfa :(aad, indeedany of the guberna, fiat dall.cflaates).%it

of responsibility for, or agreement witk, anything I may sly. .0liaps'my posi-
tion might be expressed by paraphrasing coramuaications media and saying

. that the' opinions expressed herein are my own, and any resemblance to the
official positions of the state of Catifornia and the;officers thereof.is hoped ior,

but May be coincidental. .,

My function is to discuss siate student assistance programs as they relate to
student aid and national purpose. It is also my function to discuss them in rela-
tion to the federal scholarships as an alternative to federal aid for scholarship
purposes, and I'would think aim; to discuss' them as an instrument fol.' adminis-
tering federal scholarships.. ...

.,

t'ARhougb I feel qualified to discuss the California State Scholarship Pro-
gram, I am hesitant about discuesing state programs in general. I wish to.ac-
knowledge my indebtedness to .my predecessor in California, James W. Moore,

,- , .

now the chief of the federal Itudent loan section, who gatherqd Material con-, A

Cerninestate programa. I have !borrowed heavily from inf4inatiOa which he .. ( ,,
assembled. ,,,,,' ',

The participation of states in student financial aid appears to be a recent de-
velopment. Actually, tbe earliest student assistance efforts were organized by'
some states before World War I. To the state of Connecticut goes recognition
for the first state scholarship program, established in 1909 as a teacher educa-
tion-scholarahip program. In 1913 the New York Regents Scholarship Program
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was estSblished as the first general sclwiaiiiihip- endeavor by a state. Pennayl-
1 Vania,inimediately after World War I, setablished a Prograin in which a num-

ber Of 'awards were assigned to each Astoria' distriet to the senator was)

giv4n thkfVilege of seleeting the_avhird winnets .-*0,4i? a short period of
time, state Senolaiships Were'eStaisalished fdi,thrtie SePirate fees:ins: the,Cofi-
neeticut program wan directed toward a. iTeruittient of manpower; the New
ork program was a general student aid enterprise in which the students
selected could use the award at the college of their choice; Pennsylvania's pro-

.: Viarn must be clasSified as student aid with a definite 11;ilitica1 orientation.

:State.prow*is grow -.\
.

s
,

4 Between 1920 and .1955approximately half of the states established student
aia.programs l!,f dome kind. Most, were for the purpose of assistin'g veterans,
veterans' children, wives, or orphans, thus establishing, a fourth category of

During t 35-year peHod there.were other state progifi.i,ins,,...,,ich, for the.most
state stu t assistance programs which may be called "giriititude scholarships."

part, follOW.ed i*he: pattern established by Coniiectiiiiit"--oi 'recruiting manpower
jai fi ld--firi da allyfor spec e i- . por e., ., r , ,, . ,

f tachers and nurses.
. A deVelopineiTPaxallel iii:time was the seudent loanrOgram financed bY

state sourceS.-111 ota4:eitiFliiiida created scholarship funas for the preparation
of teachers, It ritaY be thought of as a manpower recruitment program, but the
loan in face was "taught off" on a ,year-by-year basis. I wonder if this Was the
intellectual predecessor of the "forgiireness clause" of the federal student loan

Jarogram for.teachers. The,Florida progralriinvolves, and I presume it has in-.,
'<rolved for some lime, the element of competition which distinguishes it some-
what from a general loan program. .....

The programs established up to 1955 were adiiiiiiititered by the state depart-
ment of education, tip department of -- affairs, or oneof the state uni-
versities-or colleges. The period after World War II was quiescent, and there

. , .0,
was little pressure on colleges or govermnental agencies for financial ashistance
because of the oversupply of college students fully financed by the GI Bill.

A new and, I choose to believe, a unkfue development in the states' role in .
_

assisting students finsncially was the creation ih 1965 of the California State
.:Scholarship Coriniissiory..* California prOgram is often considered'primarily,I,

4 creation for inkift4ticinal'aid, or a fifth category of state scholaglhipPitgraMS:',', ,

Insiiiration for tlie'Program came from independent colleges which had..Ent:
'f ! ....

panded for the World War II veterans. Because df the passing of the veteran as
a college student and the low birth rate of tIle ihirties, niany independent col-
leges had unusedAtsiolities, and there was great pressure on'college scholarship# ,

6 0
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budgets because of the absence ef ihedI Bill. ..

In fact, the California k§girani wa# thaugis of as a mUltiple-purpose echol-

arship plan. It was passed hy the legislature tO serve three purposes: to save the" ,

state money by diverting stUdenta froi*.public to Private colleges ;'.to aid col- .

. ..,',1eges, principally priyate colleges, and te aid students. The California Prograni
:is something likTa three-Otage4eket with the Mciney-seving feature= the first
: stage, providini the Pewer and the initial thrtist,.. The .firgst"..§.9.94qii'fhiV=was. ,

the raison crgire for the California pregrain, haa fEillen away, mitt the Moneic;7,...'

saving feature is Scarcely a factor in its operation. Theinititfitional aid conc'ept,
..or.the second stage of the rocket, is still a VerY...ii.ireit:.cieni.ce hi Paver. Tiut in
actual operation, the California program is a general student aid'prOgraini and

,

I believe that in time it will be thought of more and mote as such. .

A new orgahizational pattern for st\ate student° assistance programs was ,

established in California when the legislature Assigned adMinistration to an
independent state' 'commission, tht first time that a specific agency had been
created v.ithin a state for the single pnrpose of selecting stildents for scholarship',
awarda. The legislation provided for a nine-min cOmmission appointed hy the.

'oirernor. Three members are representatfves 'of independent Colleges; three
1 'art iiresentatives of public colleges; specifically the University of California, ,

: ,:..the.'it4tte 5blleges, and the junior colleges; and three are ieprgentathies of the
' geneYal- Public (one ...Must be' a:member cif a boarOotNucation which con7

i.j..ir,tains a secondary school district). 4 ...

In California, the first awarde,,.totallit 6401'.:wiii'pacie-.tir the academic
year commencing in 1956, and 640 additional awartiswere sktiotized each yeair until 1959-60 when the program reached the rnaximIni.iiithOriSation of1,560.
During the first year of the program's existence the scholarships were in the -

public colle)ges, usually $15'0 at one of the campuses of ffe University of Cali-
ktamount of $600 at independent colleges and in the a n milt of fees'charged at

fornia. It was, and is, a tuition scholarship, and no award is available for sub-
Astence, books, and so forth.

In the 1960 special session of the legislature called to consider the master 'Ofii: t

plan for higher education, there was voted an increase in the number of author-
ized state scholarships, ackl*k -64Q, a year until 1964-65, at which time the
authorized awards will reath a)tctal of 5,120. The same legislation increased the ,s'
size of the stipend, chatigiritthe award from a flat $600 to amounts ranging froiii.;

'. $300 to $900 in $100 interyalS, 1iit4n no -case in excess of tuition and fees. The'
master plan for higher education recommended a subsistence scholarship and a
graduate` fellowship program, neither of which has been passed to this date by

the legislature.

4: 7

C.
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The Califdmia prOgrain ie'interesting in that?thelOimills'fOr:the aiiessment
of financial need0 tht)Parents of the student andibe hati,4.4;,part.of:Ati3tandard.

ed scholastic aPtitUde test as a device for seleethplait*eliv4lari,in'a...vornpett-
t-lve aPplication;Priigram..To thebest of my; Imoidedge, this is ttliPit statute

whiCh need aiiiessment has been embodietf in tlie iteledtton-Orscholarehip re-
cipients. ;"--

-

In 1157 a program similar in scope and 61.?jeePive wep preatedln Illinois, and
the adritiniatrationa assigned to an indep4ndent. ititte SchrAirship cOEnmis-
sion.A 'Srefif=14-0, fe0,8k, state program Wag paitabliiibed.'iiMew :Jersey, with a
schotarship commission'iUiablished in the dopartqient dfeducation,'In 19O,
Rhode island created a eyrstem of generarscholarSliiitl.aiiee, More recendy;
Ohio established a ehort-lived.and ilMon:OeiV,ed-schOlarahip:program which Met
its demise-after only one year'e, onerifiom LaSt year; Oiegon added to preVi-
ously exiiiting specialized scholaisltip epterprises a genelal scholarship program,
similar &Many *ays t6 California:a plan.*

'.. In addition to'the general scholarship rograms, state, loan funds or state-
kuaranteed loaes-haye developed rapidly; in the Jest five years. New York again

.proV;ided leaderghip in this field, and ndw therokire 12 states cooperatfng with
the commercial banks by gtutranteeing loans:tci, students. The state of Noi:th
Dakota recently has announced adirectldan pfograrn ?allowing each' sttident to
tsS'Ixow-4,2,cami at the rate.of 8600 a year over four undeigradUate years.

To44e state of New York must 0;extr,aor4inary- Plaudits for its imagintitry
, lesde&hip in develoPing the mosilextensive progrini tit st-tident assistance,
llnygetate. With the neW Regents Scholarship anii,Scholar rncentive pregiatiig

the,state of New York.will makedirecefinancial assistance of about $30,000;000 .

- ,..,;,,,4.W1145.ege students. This amount Will !increase with,the expansion of the pro-
. .

almost twice the sum conte;ciplatfid in the first year of the Adminisr
Wit;deral scholarship program.:'rhe-totil expenditure figures for "the

her .4t44!iii/e-not available, hut it Seems certain that New York is doing more: '..'

"I,:

Watiittle otherttates combined:
In 1965-66 when the New'YOrli ,programs reach the maximum prescribed

by, the present statute,' the total seholarship-payments will he about $63,000,--
000, a almost halkas Much as propOsedjn the'44ministration's saliolarfhip
Of the $63,060,000, about $27500,000.viril1 be Paid to 70,000 holdeA'of kegent,4
scholarships and felloWships, and .$35,50006 to about 160000 college stUdents
whp receive the Scholar Incentive A4r.a.

apptirenPlthat a7great deal of talent is lost; that is to say, academi-
Cally a400.ittudept.' do not go to college. While the reasons for this situation are
manifold le4 of funds to pay for cAllege costs is unqueaiionably.funderVental

-

0 2
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to the talent loss throughout the nation. It is alio apparent that college costs
Etre going to increase; indeed, it is almost a certainty that the initructionil Cosa
borne by the colleges and the tuition and fees charged to students will increase
rapidly, and much more rapidly than personal income. FaMilies that hjive beeil

' able to Pay their own wiy may no.i be able to do so in the 1960's and ,1970's. It
is also obvious that we are aliout to experience a great wave of 'students ;who
wish to attend college, and that our complex apd technical 'society demands'

...pdugated citizens and trained manpower to an extent never known before.

smile simple anthmetieal
enrollirievrIfilheAdecadel with the timidly increiviing totatioitrt Per studefif,..
and concomiteri%rriMidliincreaiii4tuiticiii and fees, the colleges and

.
.

universi-
ties which have lacked funcliiiitie 1950'5 will not haveritifffeientImds in the
1960's and 1970's to provide scholarships to those studentithaVe unable to
pay theirown cOsts. In 1955i-56, $65,000,000 in scholirehiiii *ape:awarded by
colleges to about14 per cent of theitill-tirni ondergraduata'erirollment. By
195.9-60, the amount of money had increase.d to $98,000,0_00 in college-aWarded
scholarships, but tbe number of full-time students assisted.had.4eclined to 11
per cent. In other words, with a 50 per cent increase M C'ellege sclEolaralaiP funda,
there was a decline of 3 per cent in the total number of stUdente'receiving schol-
arshipiaid,from college sources. Clearly then, other soureeir Must be developed.

COlieges acid universities, if given a chdice, wOuld prefer the deVelopment of
trces for student assistance. While voluntary siipport of higher edu-

cation7'af tenni' Of generarassigrance andstoderit 'assistance has increased in the
past few years. and is expandink all s44ars,..ii. roust be concluded that efforts
to increase support from voluntary private sources, however successful, will not .
match the needs which will begin in the mrct4960's:

State governments have been turned to for assistnnce and increasingly will
be asked for financial support for students and institutions. On the basis of
correspondence this year, it appears that there 'are efforts under Way in 10 states
to establish scholarship programs.

We can draw certain conclusions about state kholarship programs:
They have been organized for virtually all the reasons for which any scholar-

ship program is established.
States in which the large programs are operating have been successful in ,

achieving their stated purposes.
States can 'operate respensible student aid programs free froM political con-

trol and influence. (In my judgment, the outstanding characteristic of the State

49 ,
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Scholarship CommiSsion in California is its Singrilarly jligh degree of integri
the., members of the .commission represent various political and ifistitub
paints of ,viewahd loyalty but have never debated a Oestion On the ideals
partisan*,Pplitical. persuasion or institutional loyalty. Their'dedication to th

,

atucO?ata.iiii refreshing and reassur.ing)
igtate scholarship progrtims of any size and impact are in the stronger indus-

tri'al'iraOs which have the least need for the "talent seaching" scholarship
-

program and.where Per,F.spita inconies arerelatively high.
State scholarship iiroioime do:not exist in the states,with low per, capita in-

,corrilitwhere PieSithlablY,.:the need is Wreatest. There it no ap,paept egoro de
vPiallst4t1)K2gr,14,,,MliglAXit;AF°91e states.. '

Ilyeteri;ijlitieason;t:6'aiiiiiiie4tat:iirkifohini44..0.rograriii and Other
Jp Programs separately. Cooperative efforts are required.-

The state scholarship commissions are now very much:in consideration as
. ,

the agency fo,r4the administration of federal scholarsEips...-
).

It is not theunction of this paper to disciiss whether there s ould be federal
scholarships 7and, if so, whether they should be administered by t e state or the
colleges.'

Without discussing the kind of administration needed, I would' likeio Bug-
gest a new idea for federal scholarships administered through the states: This'
idea is new only in the sense that it has not beelOO my knowledge, considered
as a basis for federal scholarships, It is really a dusty old idea, used4r-a basis for
federal grants to states. for vocational rehabilitation and Hill-BUrton hosp.
constrUction.

I am led to this proposal by a number of premises:
,

Educhtion is at all levels becoming a shared reamnaihility with increasing
federal :and state participation, and the federal and state goVernmenave a
ionvergence of interest in deVeloping talented citizens and enconraging indr-
viduSl excellence. .

his-entirely reasonable for the federal and state governments to share finan-
cial responsibility for the student assistance funds necessary to d'Oieloptalent,
encourage excellehee, and undergird collegetcholarship funds.

Equalizatioh of educational opporthnitir is- an even more dynainic, idetiP.c;

today thareprt?Iriously.'
7

See Advisory Committee on National Student Financial Aid Programs ofihe College
Scholarship Service, Federal Student Aid Programs, and Two Federal Scholarship
Bills: Their Possible Impact (New York: College Entrance Examination Board,
1961); and John F. Merse, 'SA Wholesome Loaf with Some Sticky F'rosting,".,
Financial Aid News, May 14961, and "A Scholarship Proposal," ibid., Nov. 1961r,", ,
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Federal assistance is ivedeci:;,Most in states without state programs, where
there is little apparent interfki,diiriii0fie of their-development.

A principal weakness in the; fetleraf 'scholarship proposal in the' Congress is
allocation of funds on a poPulatii...k 14ais without regard to the'imancial ca-

.

pacity of states or .heir students and.. airnire OimEteciuntly.,'.-Oatte, that lave
existing programs or fiscal capacityAkilsieltip:theni wtll eOive-xelatWelyi7.
much as the poorer states with more needy students. SOrne Wealthy states might,

:,e,ven.receiye more than needed. . a

locatii* federal scholarships r

I would suggest, therefore, that federal scholarship funds be allocated to the
atates on a matching basis 'and with an equalization,plan to place More money

pnor'S'i states. ThcrS= would be a minimum allocation on "the basis of a
populati figure, such as the number of high school graduates, with eaji
federal. do 'o be matched by a state dollar. This base federal allocation would

iCreased by ah equalization factor calcUlated on per capita incoine in each
state' with a maximum grant of three federal dollars for eackatate dollar. Thus,
such states as California, New York, Illinois, and Pennnylvania would reCeve
the minimum matching grant and such states'as West Virginia and Alississippi

, .wouwreceive the maximum federal matching grant. Such a plan has precedent
fatieral law and as a consequence has some prior approval in principle.
This principle okfederatiAits to states'is known sometimea as the "Robin

Hood'Plan" and may not be n* with unrestrained enthusiasm by the wealthier
states. However, in my judgment, it does offer the basis for an improved alloca-
tion plan which would place more money in the poorer geographical areas where
fewer students go to college,' thus giving impetus to the ideal: of equalizing: tclu-
catitnal opportu,nity. Atate's financial participation in the 'Plan sliould IififMdg
it with a greater sense of responsib and interest. I would offer it as a means
to extend state scholarships with variable assistance according to populatiOb
and income from the federil government.

tar
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Private aid to education its futuri rcole
by JOHN M. STALNAICHH

ar

IdeallYthe purpose of a student aid program is to lower theeconomic barriers
41410 education so that those youtli equipped by fempeiament and brains
to iienefit froni a higher education*ill not be denied the opportunity to do so.
!lio task before our nation," says President Kennedy, "is more impoianttan
exlianding and improving the educational opportunities of all our peorh. The
cOnCept that every Ameracan deservl the opportunity to attain the highest
level of education of which he is capaIle is . . . a traditional ideal of democra-
cy." The goal is to develop our resources of talent to the productive level. We
believe that in this way the individual will be enriched and ennobled and that

. the entire'nation will profit from his-productive efforts. "Education," tio quote
President Kennedy again, "is at the same time the most profitable investrnent,
socieW %an make and the,richesr reward it can confer." 2

Before discussing the:present and potential role af private funds in proVid-
ing student aid, we may bSnefit from an e;camination of some of the features of
hhr edteation today. Without an awareness of these features, we shall
1ely to arrive at realistic conclusions and workable recommendations.

For example, we should appreciate that higher education in this country is a
privalege. It is not mandatory, as is elementary awl, in general, somellitondary
education. Hiztier.educationjs open only to thoseNto have the inclination and
the ability to pay the costs, which include both the wages they might be earning
if they were working instead of attending college, add the actual cash outlay re-
quired for tuition and fees. And, even though the number of local junior colleges
is increasing, most students attend college away from home and thus have sub-
stantial living expenses, too.

Although higher education is a privilege, it is widely available to those who
seek it. Where else in the vkild are colleges and universities more nuMerous or

1

l The President's Message to Congress, February 6, 1962.
2 Mid.
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more Varied, both in their standards anffin their cufrictilUn; offerings? We have. ,N
'about'2,000 institutions of. higher education. Every state has higher education
facilities. Every major eityhas a college or university, and OUT larger nietit
politan centers have several. More than half of th47.:litudents graduating frdm
high school go to college. Abc.futiV4:ptird. of our college-a0 population is in
college. s.

Manr o otir collegea ahd univèsijes ettoy substanti l public support.'
.,.

'Every Eitite'Aupports'one or more instittitionS,Which Provide edupation at a low
tuition. State,:expenditures for higher .SdOcation vary widely, however.. The
range is from .the progressive state of CalifOrnia, whioh supports an ettensive
system of higher education, td certain other weafiliy stitesparticUlarly those
wher)excellent an1 in the main, expensive private colleges.and universities are.
located which provide veit Modest support for public instittitIOnt.:"..

The cost to the student-varies widly from college to college.. tif some of our
colleges, today,It costs the studentmore than $3,000 a yeaetdattepd, and even

,.,then, comparpilivith his classmates, he hasIdliveqmiservatively: At other col-
legea,.boirffotom., tuition and tees, and incidental wens& together amount to -

lesa than ,$1,000 annually. Tuition and fees alone range ft.OtHesii than.$100 to
inOre thin $1,700 a year. ""lk .

In general, as might be expected, "Xe.more expensiVt) 'liberal arts colleges
attratt ,studdita from homes where the income is well 'above 'average. The
median family income of students attending the'very selective liberal arta col-
leges is probably more than $20,000 a year, an ilicome earned by less than 5 per
cent Of our families. The median income of all families ia less than $6,090, and
about three quarters of our families have incomes less than $8,00Q. For such
families, college costs of $2,500 to $3,500 are prohibieve.

Colleges offer varied fare

`

a
Our colleges offer an amazing variety of programs. Even if We discount the

bizarre eic,trernes; we should not neglect to note the varied fare offered by our
colleges.INor should we neglect to note the prepOnderance Of vocationally
oriented programs. The largest number of bachelor's degrees awarded this past
year went to students majoring in education a-nd the next largest to those ma-,
joring in business and commerce. More students are awarded degrees in ac-
counting than in chemistry, more in forestry than in geography, and so on.

The vocational fields attract the largest numbers to college. Although the
virtues of the liberal arts are frequently extolled at gatherings of educators,
most students continue to enroll in coursep which have a direct, and usually a
narrow, vocational aim. The trainihg -eceive may not always be as adver-
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tised. The undergraduate business school:courses, for example; have 'TeCeilt ly
,

been. SubjeCted to devastating criticism:
+ We haVe no generally recognized educational. Standards "fiir Our c011eges

other than the Nery loose requirements specified And soMetimes enforced:by the
yoluntary regiOilal accrediting agencies. As far aa TknItw, nO serioniatientioh

.. ,

: is paid by, theSA*crediting...K.rolips.tO the .qUality-:of the Odents graduating'
froiri the hiStifUtiOn. The significant meaSiiie. oblinY -Colliieds the-skilf and
knoWledge of its graduates. Anything else ...tlie number oT bOoks in the library;
the quality of the,factilty, the.siZe.of the endowthent, thWdepartmental organi-
zatiSA,A*thletic record,,the'personnel servicea:is Secondary.

- 'k'"'' '; 7 ; .
,Volleges differ widely in qutaity

.,
, .

The range ofituality amOng-our institutions is astonishing. SOineelfs Ago,
James.B. Conant observedl.hat,, "'If any objectye study we're ever made of the
standards now prevailing fOr the awarding of a bachelor's degree bY fouryear

.. . t
institutions, it would be evident that no standards (other than, tuition'paid and
years of exposure) are in fact 'in existence." Probably ehe average' freshmen
entering state of OUT colleges today knoyat.roore-in ;every .measurable way,than.":1' .
the 'average gracTtiates Oi Other collegeS...M-Oat peo le .tissui.ne Asa ili l'c011eite
degrees are equivalent, 'but the fact is that thes4,4 1" :do .not:in te'the
sam type or quality Ot education. When We speak Of a College cat ., we are

il\.iflStr erring to a standard content or level of qualitY.
has been said that anyone with a Modest amount of perSistence, whatever

his intellectual abilitY,' can obtain a degree-at, sonie college in. thiS 6un h. Stu-
dents enrolled in our institutions of higher education range from th nearly
feeble-minded to ,the brilliant. The higher socioeconomic Classes tend to send),
their children tO college'regardless of.the iatellectlial abilityof the chil . In the
lower economic levels, only the more able and determined tend to go to olle.ge.

Students know that colleges' cliff4.' Able students, in fiarticular, ha e defi 1
. I'.

nite fdeas about the college they prerer to attend if they can: The prefe en
expressed by the 33,000 students who scored highest on the National
Scholarship Qualifying Test given in March 190 provide st4 evidence't
the interest of These students is concentrated in A very few colleges. T

1.

group of stiidents (there were some from every state in the nation)
college .of their choice at the time the,,y were tested. Twentysix colleges
tracted the vote of 50 per cent Of the, boys. The two Most poptilar colleges,

\
. Harvard and Massachusetts Institute Oi,sechnology, eaCkattracted the yote of

3 The Citadel of Learnina (New Haven: Yale*Ipiversiti Press, 1,956).,
4 c.'

at 'It
.'..'
- ..;°.."

f'
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7 per cent of the males in the entire group. fl:c 10 colleges which ,,,;ate most

popular with the total group drew on4-third of the boys. A mere 60 colleges
dreW about two-thirds of the votes.

If we are to be realistic, we should also consider why students go to college.
it has been said,. aod serieusly, that it is not what you learn fn college but the
friends you makD that really matters. The nonintellectual aide of college life is
the main attraction at some of our colleges for many college students. Perhaps
the infellecidil aspects of iiigher education do not play the dominant role we
assumeAey do when we talk of aid to able students. Many students go to col-
legebhcause4t is the thing to do, because their parents want them to do so,
because they want to get away from home, because they don't want to go to
work, because they want' to be in a selective environment while maturing, be-
cause the parties and social life appeal to them, or because they hope to find a

suitable mate.
The nonintellectual aspects of collegethe social and athletic activities

cannot be ignored. With Only rare* exceptions, even our most highly respected
and sVide llg. known colleges aggressively SeelsAtthletes. No other single qualifica-
tion can compare with athletid prowess in aasuring a needy student adequate
financial support. The main point is that intellectual fare is not the only thing
that the colleges of this country offer. The dishes which should at best be side
dishes are the ones which many students feed on exclusively and many col-
leges specialize in them.

We shall avoid some pitfalls if we relate the amount of scholarship help
available to the cost of attending a specific institution. Most scholarship money
today is controlled by a relatively small number of colleges. These colleges in
general have the highest fees. A stullent who requires a $500 scholarship to at-
tend an institution where the costs total $1,200 may require a scholarship four
or five times as large to attend an institution where the costs are more than
$3,000. Most privately coatrolled scholarship money is used to attract the
college-bound student from drie college to anotherusually a more expensive
one.

One of the trickiest problems in the student aid field is the tie-in of student
aid, especially from sources outside the college, with financial support of the
institution, and the widespread tendeocy to confuse student support withinsti-
tutional support. Colleges must of course be csmcerned with how they are to
continue to exist in the face of rising costs. 'Many private colleges are struggling
for their lives and seek financial help wherever they can find it.

In a market In Which the number of studorlts-seeOng admission is increas-
ing, the most readiljr available source of additional funds is the students and

.
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their families. The coliege incireases its tuition and feee but Iessetis the blow.liy "

announcing 4 the,same time thitt it is also increasing ittil3c1iolarship sid.:How- 6.

ever, the sdhtlarship help seldom maintaitis4 much less increases, the level of
help previously syllable when it iff expreseed as.tt percentage of attident'cbsts,, -.

even though the amount of Money given for schOlarshipErls inereSeed. The. bitter .

truth is that with.every tuition increase, colleges are becoming less.available to

the financially handicapped student who is well,,above average acsAlernically but

is not in the top 10 per cent. Relative to college costs, Scholarship helpis.de;
ifie. 6 1

dining. :' , 4, ,
..1

The colleges milst receive thp fin.) anc.al support they require. Tig,re,cati be
mom

no question abeut that. But the proble of supporthig them is quip different' crT.

from the problem of giving able stficienta he opporphiy to obtain g college

education, and the sharp increa4s in tu tion coats common'ttoday are not
encouraging to those able students from families ofeaverage incomes.

It is now common to find educatifial supplements 'accompanying scholar-

ships supported by outside sources. The supplement is a useful means of calling

public attention to the fact that even a high tuition does not cover the cot of .

the education being provided. But this device has led some college officials to

view sponsored scholartihips as ;means of supporting the institutik as well-as
the needy students. Let us not deceive ourselves. A ,tax on the heads of the
neeily but able students will not contribute much to solving the problemi of fi-
mincing higher education. The pricing policies of the colleges in tiietting their

tuition charges are matters quite separate from student aid2 although each col-

lege's policy partly determines the amount of aid a studeiFt might need to at-
tend that college. The funiction of scholarship support, as it is being considered

here, is to help able bueneedy students obtfin a hood education, not to finance

the college, however essential such financing may be.

Will more aid boost tuitions?

The greater the extent to which students can obtain supPort from natl-
.,:

college sources to permit them to attend the colleges of their choice, the more
probable it is that tuitions will he increased. Why not, if outside sources are .
meeting much of the coSt? If this logic des6rves consideration, ad I believe it
does, then one of the effects ()tea massive federal scholarship,program might be

to encourage and justify increases in tuition and other charges to the point at
which the great majority of families who have incomes under $7,600 will find it,

even more difficult to finance the higher education of their children. It would
indeed be a travesty if the public would support a massixe pubiic scholarship
program because of sympathy for the underprivileged the able but penniless

c.
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e 80:Wentdu1y to catuig higher education toobecomeless Available to the children
. .

from most dt ourfamilieS. t`
If we ak to hilip the.al0e or talented st, 1..iant we must determine What we

.? mean by ability a9d taleikjUst vihat are weaTning.for? Who is it,we are trying
to iffelptDo we,meaAy "talent" the ability to 'earn quickly, to obey the
teachler, to coit Plettthe ass4iments on time;and to bring joy to the teacher by

.
making his task, easier? OrVre we seeking students who will be creative and
pgductive 4lien. there is no teNher 'specifying assignments and due dates? ,

What of the stkidents who raise emba ing quesqns, who pursue many .out-
.

'.ofAass activities, who read for fun, not rades? Are we seeking the conform-
, a ing, compulsive students who obey the.teachers without question, or the inde-

pendent;. creative stUdents who will do soiraething socially productive in thefr
ost"college days?,, IP --

It is misleading to suggest that we have two types only, or that the good :
giacil-getters are invariahlj, uncreative and dependent; while nonconformists
are necessarily creative. The extremes are used to emphasize the problem. The
truth is that thete are many kinds of talent. There is no single, universal' type.
Chu goal however, shiAld beclear; it is not to please the teacher, but rather to
find, encourage, and support thoSe students who will be productive in a socially

.usef ul wiatter
Two times encies can help to solve the problems of student financial aid:

. the federal goir., ment and the state governments. Created by and resPonsive
to tile ileople,''theSe two governments have. the prer, within constitutional
limits, to do -whatever, they find desirable andcceptable to the citizens -who,
whetherthey realize it or not, pay the bill/tti Oigtax doliiIrs. And let there be
a ctear understanding about one matter: no othe 'source of financial.aid can ap-.

proiirgie the resources of government.
In ha report for 1960, Henry Heald, Oresideq.of the Ford Foundation,

in Led Out: "Hunin needs are today served bygovernment to an extent never
i ag-ined at the dawn .of the A.Merican reputtlic.Aegardless of varying political
philosophies, there is neArigy universal agreement on the new role of govern

Jr c.ertain .furictions:Of humanwelfare: This unaninity stems not from a efer-
ence for tAiblic over private efforts but from the nature of modern society. Only

41,
government can marshall the resources needed to cope with certain complex and
costly functions of society."'

Education is dne such com.plex and cogitly function of the emerging society. ,

Perhaps only the government can handle the problem of student aid as it should.
.

;

_

4 Ford Found(:tion A n n iud Report (11,i'w thv Foundation960).
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be handled: Perhaps student aid will prove to be th-e device by which federal

funds can bre used to help private colleges. Nonetheless, at this time we are con-

sidering only student aid, not financing colleges.
I firmly belive that the doors of higher education must be open to all able

students, regardless of their ability to pay. If private sources cannot provide

adequate assistance, the government will have to help. The problem, however,

is this: can a program be devised that will effectively help only those able stu-

'Hents who are financially unable to attend any College?
Most of the scholarship aid for undergraduate stndents at this time is pro-

vided by the private sectors of our society. The colleges themselves, drawing on

their endowment funds, special scholarship funds, and to some extent general

operating funds, pnovide most of the undergraduate scholaAhip money. In addi-

tion, corporations, labor unions, foundation, clubs, civic groups, and indi-

viduals offer a substantial amount of schOlarship money, though it is only a
-mirrorprorrartirnrofthe-sdhotarshirrhelp-availnialer§uela-ageneies have-3.rarious-
reasons for helping a student it may be brains, brawn, personal charm, or some
other characteristic. /Win the case of college funds, the money is sometimes ex-

pended to attract the type of student believed to be an asset to the institution
or the sponsor of the scholarship.

Not only do the colleges control most of the undergraduate scholarship funds

today, butiiome of them a minority want to control all the financial aid

given their students. Ther institution)? resent the intrusion of other public or

pri vate sources which offcii to help ableland needy students. ,"hi 'America," says

one statement illustrating this point of view, "it is the,college's chclice, and a
highly coveted one, to minister to all the needs of the studerists, whether these be

educational, social, or financial." The statement goes on to point out that it is

"a source of administrative stress . . when groups outside the college wish to

participate."'
But there is not enoudi financial aid for talented students, especially those

from the lower socioeconomic groups. It is the legitimate concern of both the

public and the private sectois of our nation to help meet this need. Fortunately,

most colleges welgome outside iretp f'or these students, if the experience of the

National Merit Scholarship Program is any index:
-Independent scholarship sponsoes can learn, however, firm the grievances

Apecified by those colleges which want to control the financial aid given to their.

iitudents. One paper listed 14 questionable practices byindependent scholarship

5 Announcement of College Scholarship Service Annudl Meeting, New York, 1969.
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sponsors, several of which were key points.° Because the colleges, as the paiier
expressed it, cap be "Ireedy mendicants," perhaps we should not be surprised to
findthat most of the rules laid down for others are violated by the colleges them-
selves. For example, sponsors were criticized for putting a restriction on a stu-
dent's choice of college. They sometimes do, though that has been rare with
sponsors in the National Merit Scholarship Program. However, this restriction
is a characteristic/ of xrirtiially all college-controlled scholariihips. For example,
imagine Princeton giving a generous scholarship to a student who decided he
preferred to go to garvard because he believed that the intellectual and social
climate there would be more benefial for him.

A realistic look at scholarships

Even though the private sectors supply most of the scholarship help, these
dollars are few compared with the amount of money invested in education by

_the-students-and their. families. Today, total_student expenrlitures for higher
education are on the order of $5 billion annually, whereas total scholarship help
from all sources is less than $200 millioivior less than 5 per cent of the student

. -
expenditures.

At some colleges, as many.as 40 or 50 per cent of the students May have some
scholarship help, but usually the amount of scholarship money involved is a,
small fraction of the total amount all students spend who attend such an insti-
tution. At most colleges few of the students receive any scholarship help. The,
average scholarship today is less than $300, while the coat of a year in college
averages $1,500 at a public college and $2,500 at a private collegeand the cost
is increasing rapidly:

Most of the financial support for college studentsprobably more than 40
per cent comes directly from their families. When the college says it wants to
ministir to the financial needs of its students, it expects the parents to be the
silent partner. The second-Mjaor source is the student's savings and earnings.
Scholarship money has been of a substantially lower magnitude. 9

The students who are being offered,scholarships today usually have charac-
teristics which place then-i in the top 5 per cent or an even smaller fraftion of
the applicant population. At present, thb student who ranks in the' top 3 or 4
per cent both of his graduating high school class and on tests can expeet schol-
arship help from some college if he needs it. Colleges seek such students. They
need th m, since the quality of students entering the college is the major factor

6 Wilbur J. Bender, "A Critical Role for the Colleges," CoIlege Board Review, No. 39,
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in determining the quality of its graduates. Bright, academically oriented stu-
dents who have, a record of high grades and high test scores will be likely to

master academic aubject matter readily. They will be likvd I;y teachers because

they will learn e,ven under adverSe conditions including poor teaching by inex-,.
perie,pced paduate students. They will probably continue in professional and
graduate setiools. A large proportion will become scholars, sciettota, teachers,f-

,
and saccesiful businessmen.

Virtually all selective colleges strive to attract such students. Consequently,
they are the ones who receive scholarship offers. Additional Scholarship offer-

ings will not attract more of. them to college. They go to college now. They are
'school-oriented. Theicesatisfactions come from the classroom. And Vie colleges, /
fall all over themselvea to entice this grotip into their folds.

But when we move from this select group to the top quarter or top third of

our graduating high schoql students, ,we must shiftWars because the angle of

descent is steep'.
s

figof a lederal p.rogram

President Kennedy speaks of 100,000 students ranlinig ifrthiFtinT third-el
their graduating classes who do not go to college principally because of lack of
funds. Even if we are very severe in estimating their need, we must figure an
average scholarship of perhaps $700 if we are to help them attend some institu-
tion. And even then the student and his family will have to supply an average of
$800 a year, if the atudent is to attend a public college, and $1,800 if he is to
attend a private one. Such a federal program, in fdll operation, would cost $280
million a year for student stipends, assuming (quite falsely) that there would be
no attrition, no increase in college cOsts, and that all 100,000 Would desire a col-
lege education strongly enough to go., te college.'Ttiis`cost is well within the
range of possibility in a country where money, is always available for causes
which are attractive to the public, and this cause is a worthy one. The money
would be well spent. It would have drastic effects upon higher education as it'is
now offered and financed. It would, among other things, open the doers of
higher education to the poor.

Even a much smaller federal program, such as that proposed by the United
States Senate,.wouldliave some nojor imvacts, not all of which can be-foreseen.
It would, in my opinion, be superior to the federal schola'rships program pro.:
posed by the colleges through the American Council on Education.yhp major
problem which every large scholarship program faces is how to direCt, its sup-
Dort only to students Who would not otherwise be able to go to college°. Of the
top 35,000 or 50,000 stutlepts in the country now graduating from high ivhool,

.00
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probably 90 per cent go to college. If 50,000 federal scholarships are to be pro-
vided, as has been proposed by the Senate, the question is, how can this money
'be restricted to those who really need it, those to whom it will make,a critical
difference? One feasible suggestion is that there be a strict means test and that
federal support be limited to students who come from homes where the family
income is, say, below the median of the nation below $5,600 or $6,000. Even
though such a program .is dubbed a "pauper's program," it could have far-
reaching influences. For example, most of the recipients would not be qualified
for admission to our most selective colleges; those who were qualified could not
attend them without substantial aid from other sources. The academic 'apd
intellectual level would not be so high as generally rules in the scholarship mar-
ket today. Such a program would select a group compsrablein some: ways to
those who were enabled to attend college via' the GI Bill.

If a major federal program materializes, what will become of the private'
scho1arship..program22 Will they_shriveLup WilltbeIfolfl. their tents ,
and silently steal away, taking their money with them? #

Not af all. They have a major role tti play, if not in the dimension of aid
they offer, then in the influence they exert. '1 he impact of a scholarship prograin
and the dolllir value of the program do not have a 1 to-1 relationship'.

Xlthough any substantial federal program will give those echolarship spon-
sorvho want to stop their contributions an excuse for doing so and willthereby
diminish the volume of private money, it will not eliminate private sOurees.
Colleges, the major source of private echolarship funds, rtred some means of
attracting the students they want, whether they are looking for intellectually ,,- -

able students, nonlocal,students, or athletes who bring thent reflected glorY.
,One'of the most effective lures is scholarship Money. Colleges'ire,flompetitive,
very much so, and we all benefit frorn corhpetitien. Becausesiof it, Standards are...i..]
raised, and the pursuit of excellence is furthered: Colleges, I' predict, will con., -,...
tinue to offer scholarships 'even if the money'has tb corne frOm lemai Operating

..,

funds. '. .
. ., .

The reputation of a college depends Upon the quality and natrre of the eSur
dents it selects. Therefore, I expect to sde collegea'Of 'prestige 'an'd wealthfilb
whatever is rrfcessary to attract the tpe of Student they desire. State institu-
tions will develop attractive honors programeand;will campaign to attract ye
able students to such programa. They wIfluse" scholarsh'ip funds also.

In speaking of the role of the:private Aee ' *dxr of government ex-
pansion into new artks, H'enry,HeaRi has sal rAVFatfroni implying a forfalt of

. v .

private responsih ies, government expansion 'poses special challenges to inti.
vidual initiati !ingenuity. While not. .titirely grecluded frorn boldness and

.. ,
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imaginat:Ioni responsible government in a democratic society cannot habitually

experiment and venture beyond public sentiment. N
Yi

"Thus it is ever more the responsibility 0 f individuals and institutions out- -;;i

side go,vernment to serveas the crucible in which new approaches are identified, ..a

and promising ideas tested."'
The private sectors have a key role to play in the field of financial aid, and

1

this role will become more important if government scholarship programs grow,.

as they probably Will. The strength and importance of the private sectors, in-
cluding the 'private colieges, lie in the diverlity of their methods affd their inter- .

ests, in their freedom to change, to adapt, to be flexible, to build on current re-

sults of reseSrch, to be imaginative and hold, to venture beyond Public accept-

ance, to blaze nel trails. The private sectors are not subject to the controls, the',

,

delays,- the cautions which government programs must endure.
College financi.4l aid,officers*: whose principal concern must be the develop-

micatAtheinstitutioathatempipx3. them, will readily agree with me that none
of us has a TrionoptIly either on vlsdom in the financial .aidiletff ar on tli-e" Ta-ar-

_

solution to the problem of meetirig the educational needsV at oiir citizeris,a-
.:

Many diverse voups have a kitimate concern with--these,prehlemsand aht_
A

. be heard. Their help is needed. . ..
: i'.

44.... ersity of acceptable practimsA scholarst4 field should be the goal.
t ,

wo cre We olpondee the possible deleterious effects of banding i:.'.. ...

er to create a Knifarih ea:di:of scJ ship practices. Thepecessarily arhi.,.

trary fortula -for co/au:tilting finantiat'' ed, or the development of a setof r

striction t sporispren scholsiships which aome group may from timeTo

-.. (eV cslien'.4pon,to 12as4e,''shOuld rfot be elevated to the level of sacred;la

:thus rei-440.,frgra:thel(rena of debate. I &not mean to suggest that pract.4 ,

.4 A..twOtiiirriep.t41 td..aille .statepts or to 4lucation0pul& not be vigorously ,

0444 stnmP4.4;int.. The'gonl, howevier, is not to promote Any colleke or group

bf Colleg6, or to 144 the "life cif the consdientiotit overworked financial aid

,- tifficer: eiaier. The goal is to 4velop more 1469 talen#y ecoura and
, . ). 1. ..

,

logping able stridpnts develop their ahilities through educition.

'. ' : Schotars,hiditrIlo not, of 'cottrsec& used to influence what a colle eft '

or.toforee, it tn-41:t,. iti', educationsl program ia any rwahNer should- out.Side

sponsors expect, rti6 AUti rbutine:pr gress reports from Ileialeges. Thefoka
-

leges, for their pitt 411, I hopeoiill1 lerant of sDonsorg.Avho are trying te
pot-net*g .:.)f 'srici$'414 Collees s uld encourage- an increase iihthe num

of. such Sponiabrk fo ,- n numbers there is safety, and in diversity, Vae.
i e

. .

'Ford FOundation AAnFial Repory.,v1. cit.
.
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There is no reason why all scholarship programs should
stricted scholarships are particularly desirable and for a 18
gram almost a necessity. Yet we should not seek to out
who wants to help a student whose interest is chemistry, or
other special field just because his money is not unrestricted. 'au

: . Unre-
,Ak. pro-

Sponsor
.,,,or some
it that no

one gains by rejecting such a gift and someone certainly loses. We are fond of
pointing out that able students are not confined to one field, do not come from
one geographic section, do not fit into one personaliiy mold. We should act
accordinglSr. If Ji sponsor prefers one snperior student over another, so be it. We
have no arithmetic which showSthat his selection is in error.

In. the National Merit 'Scholarship Program, Are have found that the pre-
vailing method of determining financial need, the css method, is unrealistically
tough on low-income faMilies, about right for the middle-income group, and
somewhat liberal with the high-income group. (I understand that revisions are
now in process.) It seems' unreasonable to give less to the student who, through
his own labors, has saved something for his college education thari to the stu-
dent who has spent his money or earned none. We saw no justification for ex-
emptingthecost of sending a child to a private boarding school when free public
fictolils were available. Accordingly, we developed oueown method of calculat-

. ingmeed, making full use of the Pioneering work doge by the College Scholar-
ship Service, and with the generous help of that agency.

W ays of figuring need can vary

There is no reason why all colleges and all scholarship agencies should agree
o. cvery detail in calculating need or enter into what might be called a price-
fixing agreement. Fair-trade laws may run int() as many difficulties in the schol-
ars field as they have in other fields, and I am not sure who benefits by them.
The roolp for legitimate differences of opinion, even for competition, and
there is no impelling reason for all groups to agree. The interaction of groups
holding diffetent views can result in improved procedures and ideas. Even. con-

.

(bet haa-beeriiitio%vn to hasten the emergence of fresh and original ideas.
Di4iscii of practices in the scholarship field can provide a natural labors,-

tory, for testing new ideas. It is the private sectors which can and should
foster and support this developrient.

As f4 the W;tional Merit Scholarship Program, it is !red 'on a foundation
which we believe to be educationally sound. The program is designedto produce
or reinforce various influences that benefit able students and educational insti-
tutions. We invite sponsors to join us in supporting any of the finalists in the
competition, all of whom we believe fully qualified for scholarship help. The

68
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.,.' spobsor may select Irom
.

the pool of qualified finalists irl his own way. He has his
preferences, his reasons, his interests, and it is his money. We have given all
Merit finalists our seal of approval. Help for any of them is solicited and wel.
conned. Meritisponsors show a great diversity of interests, which we.judgeio be
a favorable sign. We specify the nature and amount of the financial support, and
the conditions of the scholarship. We are careful not to interfere with the educa-

% tional program 'of any college. t .

As we survey the scholarship programs being offered throughout the coun- *

try, several observations cometo mind:
Nevf and more complex methods of selecting scholarship recipients may re-

sult in the recognition of a greater diversity of types of ability. At 'present most
, .

of the groups making the selections use the same methods and thus converge on
the same group of students. There are many types of abilities, and no single
method of identification will detect all types. Talent, to reiieat, is not a unitary
trait.

In. many instances,. especially in government programs, decisions arobased
on a single test score. Without wishing to take the time to discuss tlg on-
Sighted and-ill-founded charges which-have recently- been hurled at.tr'" we

believe selections should be based on the results of several tests, not Iiis e,.w. 1.... ..i
even though this means more testing. If different types of tests are uSecr, the
gain may be greater. Instead of trying to equate all tests, we should maximize
the differences. - .

More careful experimerrtation in evaluating' non-test data and information '
about the activities of-pcholarship applicants outside the schnolroom may prove.
of value. These data may have special significance in identifying certain types
of talent not now reeognized.

W hat schOlarships should do

Any scholarship program 'worth the time and attention of the applicants
should be designed to have a favorable influence on the many participants who

'do Snot win, and'on the younger groups looking forward to future competitions.
a

Therefore, an effective scholarship program should be a beacon for able stu-
dents, a beacon discernible to them in their earlier years in school, a beacon that

, lights up the possibilities of the future. Such a program s4hould at the same time
give promise'of a financially secure journey through college to those who have
derrionsrated their skills and attainments by coming through e competitiveeittli

waters. Finally, scholarship ,programs should encourage int ectual achieve-
ment by all students. .

Additional organized and independent research is needed to study critically

4'

,
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the current methods for 'secttn scholarship recipients, the influences which
seholarship progrps exert, andothe ways in' which various types of colleges
affect the 8everatAcin0 of students, The goal of finding waYs to identify and
encourage at/great varity of potential talent deserves increased attention.

Even today the able student has too few defenders rind too little encourage-
merit. He is not honored publicly unless be is .at the very top. Talent can be
stifled as well nurtured. The National Merit geholarship Program is tiling to
identify, hondr, nd encourage able students without regard to College choice,
socioeconomic st tus, academic field of interest,..irocetional plans, or tkersonal
beliefs and attitudes. In addition we attempt to attract financial sup'port (Abe
able students and to dispense it in a manner beneficial' tb all concerned.

The private sectors h e a major role to play inthelping to finance the edu-
catiOn 'of talented but ne dy youth. Even though they are destined to offei a
srnaller proportion of the available scholarship dollars in thefuture, their influ-
ence can continue to be great. Govefnment-supported programs tend to freeze
existing procedures, to become entrenched, to resist change. From the private

e -7 e 3 e 3. ;T:IIeft: ilk.- 1;1111te

research data to keep all of us worried about what we are doing, and to make us
strive to iinprove. The private sectors will continue to be influentialtif we en-
ccrurage diversity; not uniformity; competition, not monopoly control; develop-
rnnt, not stagnation; research, not propaganda; individuality, not gimp dofni-
nation. If we are awake and alert and unafraid, the privAte sectors will,continue
fo contribute. Indeed, they can and should lead the way.:
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Diversity of sources:, key tO flex4ility
in student aid
by JAMES 4. ALLEN, JR.

4001

9

The financial aid function, as we know it todayis a relatively new or. Scholar-
ships are old. Loan programs are old. But the concept of the financiallid pack-
age, and the financial aid offtcer who.co-ordinates and directs all types of
cial aid as an integrated whole, is relatively new. The College Scholarship Serv-

.o

---0tee-,-itsetf, -iel ss than1O years old.
In financial assistance, we are still in a formative stage. We arp.rmulating

basic philosophies, defining problems, and experimenting ,with techniques. It is
got necessary to elaborate the basic truths that underlie the need for effective
programs of- financial assistance to college students. The whole concept of a
democratic society rests on a people educated to ihe utmost of theirabilities and
motivated to operate at that level. Education is the indispensable element in
advancing both private benefit and th&phblic welfare. The price of educational
'eiccellence must be regarded as an invéstment rather than a cost.

Today a new economic theory is emerging. The classic trinity of productive
factorsland, labor,and material once considered solely responsible for na-
tional and industrial developmeiri as been supplanted in primacy by4talent,

A by our intellectual and creativ urces. We now reilize that what we know
is more important than what e ctwn. -

In addition, practical fulfi mein of equalityV opportunity is the moral im-
perative of our times. This meahs that full equality of opportunity to better
oneself by education must be afforded to all citizens, so that each indiviSed may
mike of himself all that his talents and interests will permit.

The growth in human aspiration has been 0 omenal. A college education
is now considered no less the birthright of an American citizen than a high school'
education was not very lone:Igo, and lin elementary school education before

.. that. ,. .

Equality of opportunity is no longer limitea to the thlellectusil elite. When,
I
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we speak of the encouragement and development. of excellence, we no longer
refer merely to a talented few. In a democratic society, a whole range of ability
is necerry. The pursuit of excellence, today, means realization and fulfillment
of all human potentialities, wherever we may find them. .

Pike against this unprecedented demand the climbing costs of a college
education, and you have the outlihe of the basic problem. Education every-
where should be readily available 6) all those who can profit from it. The time
may yet come when society will demand that all educational opportunities be
entirely free. The question If tuition now, however, cannot be decided merely
on a philosophical basis. Even in our affluent society, with its economy of
abundance, many of our higher education institutions must depend upon tuition
fees for' a substantial part of their financial support.

Not vilzether,frut kow

There are accelerated demands for vast increases in educational facilities;
there are many demands on available tax resources.for a variety of public serv-
ices. However, we dare, not permit the opportunity for a higher education to be-
come limited to the wealthy, and we are in serious danger that this may come
to pass. We cannot-tolerate a financial 'barrier to human aspiration. Since the
high cost of a higher education is,.and will be for Many years to come, an ines-
capable fact of life, the problem is not whether to provide financial assistance,
but simply how to provide it. In one way or another, all those who are able to
profit from higher education must have that opportunity.

How can a state like /1., York, or thy other state, best join forcedwith the
federal government, and with the private colleges, in a combined effort? While
the state and federal governments and the colleges share common concerns in
this area, a clearly recognized delindation of function, based on the peculiarre-
sponsibilities and resOurces .. of each, _would seem to be essential if waste and
duplication are to be avoided.

As far fie the states are concerned, it seems clear that their responsibility for
Vstudent financial assistance is carried out in three majar wayspublic colleges,

scholarship aid, and loans.
The accommodation of the increased number of students desiring higher ed-

ucation is the joipt responsitillity of private and public institutiot*Such co-
operation is demonstrably in the public interest and constitutes; therefore, a
public duty.

The private colleges in this country are well aware of their obligations for
accommoaating increased numbers of the youth reqUifing higher education and
are moving to fulfill these obligations. But future needs go far beyond'those

6?
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.which can be met by the private institutions!There is a vast &red of responsi-
bility which must be met by the expansion of pUblic support. Public facilities
must be increased in order to accomnio aJ1thosewho should be served.

. The development of increased public fac. ifles must be accompanied by theo
strengthening of the private institutions. Our sflitem of education in the United
States is characterized by a wholesome di ersity. The varietytof sp'OfiSorship
and support reflects the pluralism of our country: ense, this*va'liety is
a safeguard against any encroachment on the intellectUal freedom which must
be accorded our institutions of higher learning. We have a cemmitment to
foster such diversity.

. Hence, unless opportunities for'higher education in a state are confined to
publictinstitutions; the state must also provide student aid for attendance at
private institutions. Two major purposes are involved: to allow the student fre&.
dom to choose, from among ail the edueational opportunities wiailable; the par:
ticular college that offers the best educational opportunity ,,for him; and to help
support And strengthen the Rrivate colleges. The puality °of a college cannot
long exceed the quality of its student body. A college will not long maintain a
climate of scholarship and inquiry if it has a scarcitY of inquiring young minds.
We must therefore seek to assure, without penalizing the student himself, that
the private colleges do not suffer a famine of talent by virtue of the draining off.
of 'top scholarship candidatea,in other directions:

Limitations of state programs

It must be realized, however, that when a larg laralup program is
established at the state level, there, are certain:, ,iestrictions and
limitations. A state program must be scrupulouslY'SliP4tiftriin. its criteria and
simple and direct,in its procedures. AB a measure of financial abilitythe state
must use some generally'applicable index, such as income or income tax. As y.
measure of need, the cost of tuition is about as far as we can,go. As iv measure
of scholastic ability, the requirement of objectivity vittually dictates test scores
'as the only practicabie- index. (These limitations of fitate operationsuggest the
sphere; in which other groups, such as colleges and private foundationsi, might.
Well operate.)

The financial aid program of a stattsk can be gbvengreater flexibility and
rangebiT4Upplemented by a system of student loads. One sPecial advantage of a
loan program is that it permits aid to the scholaralip student whose nekls aie
not fully met under 44'scholarship formula. Another is that it pvides assistanCe

kt,c; the student of more liffitkrability who does not quali,Vfor scholarship
funds.-When loans are available only through the collegei, the deMand exceeda

111
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...44.aneirtimited resources. A loan program under state auspices can provide greate

,
loan resources and..assure equitable Oistribution of loan opportunities. Unde
the type of program in which the credit of the state is used to guarantee banl

4) ,,e ,,. i loans, a vast resource of bank maney becomes available to the student, givini
* .., .

. him unrestricted -choice of college'and program. .
.

The lean versus echolarship issue is not a fruitful one, in my opinion: Th
prictical.realities Oqint to the need 'for the availability of both, in different cern

,

binatiOns, to serve best .the needs of the student in the most practicable am
equitable.manner possible.

, .,, The-type of state program that I ht0e been describing is very much like th

4'1 Y.' .1, program we have in New York State. We are proud of the progress we hay
iiiade in the sunport of higher education, especially with respect to student aid

.,.,..,}layera long.,...az,.to go and we have many diffictilt problems to solve, but i

4 9(.4 0 4ili!feASQ: .New. York State program demonstrates how far an alert citi
;:..i:litviiiii-is:valling: *0'67.44A/it resognizes the need.

1,,V1,-ii*PielieV13),FA_O*State both a unique concePt and a lonqtradition i
....;e4II:itati*...:Sitt:ti,084.eilie'educational enterprises in the state havgbeen unite

in:Wliat..iaC011edxfie.1.1niyeility of the State of New York, the oldest continuou
Stalieii4ticdFii)dalaxiniiiUStrative:*ricy in America. The university is an ovei
areti,irtf iiriictu'r(eiitiott4a#Intial'ol'4mentary and secondary schools and inst

.:..tutions0oft -r.learif.,ii`t 4,;ii.glic.-.1a.nd private, museums, libraries, and profe
t'A..'aini141.4e'll9i )iStreit. Ae head is the Board of Regents, whose members ar

..;.. , ..; ..,- -;efedted by the legislature but are thereafter so relatively free of control by eithe
-tbe Governor or the leg&lature that they.have been called the fourth branch (

state goverrrient. The Commissioner of Education is appointed by the Board (
Regents and serves as their executive officer.

The development of a master plan fox higher education in New York State
One of the important functions of the Board of Regents. In this connection, the
prevailing philosophy has been "unity, with diversity." We, have had a Ion
tradition of fine private colleges, which now numbewore than .125. At tle.i4 elm

time, we are rapidly expanding our state univeisTry system, at the two-yea
four-year, and graduate levels. An outstanding part of our higher education sr

s5;

tern is the newly established City University, which consists of the foul:distil
guished public colleges of the City.of New York. -,

Only 40 per cent of our enrollment is now in'public colleges, but in the yea:
ahead we anticipate that these institutions will enroll ariority of the state
students. To a tonsiderable extent, therefore, financial assistance for a collq
education will be provided in New York State through publicly supported lov

tuition colleges.
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1, However, we have also had a general scholarship progka1ia41ee 1913. In .

part, these awards Were estatilished as, an incentiVe to scholarship, in' part.aS
financial aid., and in part to offer low-cost oppOrtunity at a private College conV-
parable to the opportunity enjoyed at a pUblic college. This prograMIknoivead'
the Regents Schnlitshlp Program, has grown to the point where we now over '., , .. . ..
17,400 scholarships a Year tip" about 10 ner cent of our high school graduates. *

., .0.
When the present programiiii in 'full operation, in 1965, there pill be a total of* ,.

nearly 70,000 scholarship in effect ea.& year at an annual cost of about $30
million. The presentrrange of awards is $256 to $700 a year, based on family in-
come; the average award is about $400. While the awarditis limited by the cost of
tuition and fees, students. at tuition-free colleges (fOr. rample, the City Uni-
versity of New York).may receive $350 a year. .

One of the objections to Rich a state program of scholarships has been the, ,
fear that all the scilolarshiptholders would congregattoatra MI high-prestigeC\ ..
institutidns. That seems to have been the experience di trie Ilational Merit

.4.,/.
Scholarship Program. However, when the number orawa di is large, all the stu-4
dents could not go to the same few colleges, even if the SQ wished. Further- _
more, when the amount of the award is limited, the student choosing a high-
tuition`rollege must pay part of the tuition, and the student choosing a distant
college must pay board and transportation. These factors contribute toward a
considerable variety of selection.We find, for'example, that the public colleges
in New Ybrk State attract 40 per cent of all college students and 36 per cent of
the scholarshiprecipients. This would seem t& be a reasonable atance. .

In 1961, thelegislature created a new ''scholar ineentive m." Und,er
.-----...

this program, every New York State student in fulkime attendance who main-
tains satisfatory academic recordsfeceives up to $300 a year "tor undergraduate
study and up to $800 a year for graduate study, on the basis of financial need.
Ve estimate that by 1965 about 160,000 students a year will be eligible for this
assistance, at a total annual cOst of Isktnillion. The combined cost of the schol-
arshiP and scholar incentive programs, then, will be $65 million a year. Under
this piogram, no New York State student attending college full-time in the'state
will he without financial assistan'ce, eitlier in the form of a4uition subsidy at. a
public college or a directipant at a private college. The student of ability with
limited financial resources at. a private college could receiveotate funds up to
$1,000 a year in combined scholarship and scholar incentive assistance.

For the student who needs additional help, the legislature created in 1957
the New York State Higher Education Assistance Corporation, which guaran-
tees bank loans to students. The corporation is chartered.by the legislature and

, 4.
governed by a board`appointed by the legislaliVe leaders and the Go.vernor. It is
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related to the state educed n dt3pcsapient and to the state university throUgh
the Commissioner 61 Education and Pie president of the state ti4;ersity, both
of whom a; ex-officinti'fiem1Sersitnd through mutual cooperative arrangements.

r loan lii4gtarn, the qpalifiedotudent borrows from a bank on a
pm ote.:The corporation..par all interest While" the student is in col-
le y.interesVahOve 3 pircenktareafter. Loansvay no6itceed $1,500 .;

e year*d nI5' more thW$1,5,0-0.;* 11e colleiweDlay a kerrole in
r,

ifrg the:student and his need.- The orpora ib eivee state funds in
tife (:)an made ahking ingtittgebns. This reserve is 10

atev*.is o4standing Shee 1958the corporation has made more
,

,

licotth.hwie,thah..* Makin; arid its business is exPandint

cit'/A

dte *

étitur6Of the NeW York State en aid program, in recognition
Oft*nt rrelated nature of financial.issistance problerhs, and the need for close
.coordihationTand werprfl relatioffshina betvoln the state and the colleges, is
the establishAnt of a Regerts Ad Oiy Council on Financial Assistance to
College Stuents. This council brings tog her the administrative officers-Of the
state WhVhit've the responsibility for tile ln and scholarship programs and the

rsons in.'fbe public and private colleg -Who have directresponsibility as stu-
,c,

heo aid officers; admissidhs officem, regikrars and burgrs. It is the responsi-
%,

bility this: se,il_to.rin giaTevilliation of the state's financial,
, assiste p "ifini and to ree1 improvements directly to the Commis-

sioner of Education and the ard of Regents.
While New York State s financial aid program is comprehensive and sub !

stantial, it does neil yet meet the full requirements. The maximum amount of
the combined aWard needs to be increased to meet the current level of tuition
costs. It should be $1,500 a year, rather than $1,000. Our median tuitioh in New
York State is abo 1,300, a iear. The nurnber,of,scholaiship awards ntkds to
be increased in acc with the growth in high sch9di, enrollments. We need to

717

consider extension financial assistance to s *ttending out-of-state col-
..

leges or attending lege part ;ime. Consideration must be given to procedures
for compensating the colleges for the not insignificant administrative burden
placed dn them by the financial did progianl. Nevertheless, despite these as yet
unmet needs, very sub'stantial progress has been made in New York State to-
ward fulfilling the obligation a state has for endburaging higher education and
fo nlarging educationaillopportunity.

hat, then, shduld be the college's responsibility in a comprehensive stu-

order
per cent o
thar45,00
ra

Aid oflifies- adri.4
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dent aid-plan? The function gf the co ge, public or p4Vate,,shou1d be to sup-

plement ta efforts of thi state and apply procedures not apprdpriate for the

state. The same is true of private scholarship programs, such as the National

Merit Scholarshibs or the Woodrow Wilson Fellowships.
Specifically, the college or foundation is in a position to recognize criteria of

academic promise other than tests and is in a position to aid the student who

would be overlooked by the neat objective criteria that a state is required to
use. It can aWard a scholarship to the student who has demonstrated unusual
gifts of creativitir:to the student who has, a single but -commanding talent, to

the student whose success in overcoming cultural handicaps promises success

far beyond hitiipresent level of development.
In reviewing need, the college can conAder special factors cntributing tot,

tthe cos ql :eilticalion that the state must ignore. It can take aP4ourit of special
,

facto* };Oing the ability of the 'family to contribuie to gie 4000 eiluca- u.

tion. rf &in the position to apply the total financial patkiile-,LschOla?ships;,n,

loans, arid jobsto the individual student whose particular. Problems might 1*f

overlooke4 in the process of large-scale state administration. . r'e' ':

Finally, the college and the foundatifin are in a position to experimenk:to"

evolve new procedures that will help to point the direction or the futures Foi:t

,...._ example, if a forgiveness° feature is to be built into loans on e bakii. of hiith

scholastic performance, or employment in critieal Vocational areas, the likeli-
hood.Of approval by a state or national legislatpre Wouldte mOch enhanced ifi ,
there were a background of saAisfactory college .or ,foundittion expefimentation:

,Have we left no part now, ttiNhe fedet4gO}rerninent? Not by any means.
The federal government has two vital rolesAealy and 'esittalizatiOn.

Today, the role of the federal governmeptA, tipti iri inereasing and",

needs to increase. It is indisputable that the probleinAhat beset dur schools ank.

colleges in America are of national concern, for the techievement'of our national ° 1,

purposes dePendS upon all Americans having full access to an educati4 ofhthe

highest qUality.
The question of whether or_not we should have federal aid for.education has

long been academic; we have it, we have had it for a long time, and weshall have

more and more of it. Indeed, we must have more'of it. :

What about federal.ecIntrol?

The leY cp,iestidn is what a continuation and extension of federal aid will

mean 41 teem:, of federal involvement in the managemejand control of educa:
tion, an0 in teitns of the traditional Hiles of the states and loci' educational

entitities . he answer rests in a number of factors.
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The Oat littaal e as strongly as possible is that federal'sup-
port of Attldent Ala rofir/fis, Whether they ,are scholarship or loan programs,
Shold be provided to and' througiethe states.'The application oftge iandamen-,.
tal principle of the states'.rponsibility for education is just aainipor,t(ant in the .

allocation of federal fuiids for studrit financial aid as in the allocation of federal'
aid for public education. if .

If federal-funds for Btu-dent financial aid are to be most:pff4',ctively used, it
mtist be recognized that the states differ in my respects: s\ goblet!' of a
state that has a large Public higher education syst-An andmoic olatIstips is not
the same as the problem of a Btate that has only a few public> Institut-19ns and a .-
substantial' scholarship program. These two states ma rjüdI Y, wish to apply

.:,.:
federal funds in different ways. Flexibility of approach 19; 61:efore, essential..

For example, a state that has reached a reastinable level of financial assist--
ance to college students by virtue of its own: funds 'might well be,permitted to
apply its federal fund quota to allied purPc;Sesr, such as secondary bahool guid-
ance, a program for deyeloping intellectiatli4urlis among the,cillturally de:
ptived, or to improving advanced placetnent.pingiani$in secondiry schools.

What are the dangers if the United States Officp ofElup..aticinhypaaseli the
state departmentl of education ancyat*Mpts, inOtead, to., adminiker student
assistance directly to the more.than 2,006 intliyidAl 9otlejois*i.he countrY:4,i

First, the cause of education is ireakened.'While 'stale state edwation de-
partments are not so sfrong oi so free trern political ififiuktes,as vtould

Th
elle- ".

sirahle it would be unwise to i ihgnore eni .,ough to do so Flight in. m cases
seem to provide a more inunediate and direct approach, in thie long ri t vju1d .

not helP the cause ot education. The success of eduention in this cltii.y*-
pends in large measure on the strength and' vitality of the stge edtkea,tiojOe-,.
partments. If we bypass the state departnfents7if we undermine their fita*S.
and impair their potential as a force for goqA gducationwe.ré peruet4ting

4 7l i

and aggravating exitting faults, rattler 'than contributing to the. ength of
r:. .,'state leadership so urgently needed. 0 .

' .
Furthermore, strength And status and.effectiveness are units You cannot

weaken an organization in one ativa of its responsibilitx without,: string its.-.

total effectiveness. Conversely, strengthening the state departMents this one
area of financial assistance will make thenve more effective fo4rCe for invrOving
education generally.

Second, a fragmented college approach is basiCally inequitable to the stu-
dent and inconsistent with the printiple that fintiA.tal aOistarice(should,insofar
aS IS practicable, go to the most able and the r#OsVneed/,'Netone)tbuld angue
that 2,000 colleges will attract comparable aatiilbs. 41:413.W4nd needy pupils.
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The Audents who wii scholarships at somvolleges will'be far lesii deserving

than students who fail to win scholarships tit other colleges simply because of

the accidents of college choice and ittendance. Under a state-wife comp9tition,

on thit other hand, students can compete on far moreiequitable terms, with free-

dom of choice of college after the award.
It is simply incomprehensible to me that we should esttiMish a federal 'se

Arahip system that would compel students to shop around for the best.scho

ship offers, that would encOugge t'fie colleges to engage in a mad scramble tek..,

outbid each other with federal money in Order to Zttract students, and that
would put the weak college, with low standards, and meager offering; in a
position to reward mediOcrity or to entrap talent.

Third;the existence of lull federal and state progranis in loarit an,..d in schol-
arship.s would lead to nfusion, duplication; and inefficircy:This situation,I
am afraid, now exists to some extent in New York Stal'..-..,th pect to loans.
An even more confusing situation roay ahse if we are es with compet-

ing and different icholarship proglams. The student will 0-4to.i d his way,

as well as he can, am'ong.the.complexities of the various cho
0

grams that have diitzrOq4electiori proceddres, stipend sca4a4; itial need

criteria, aoci terms aod ZOhdition4 of study.
If the federal and itate scholarships were to be held concii

limitation, duplicatioaKof awards would result in some studen
than they need :if coh'?uri:ent use is arbitrarily restricted, man
receive less than thekneed and could crntarn under a coodinaetptg

ouf
more

,

ay
ivklifre

. the two awards can suhlement each other.
.,

tif.r..,
The simple matter of timing, if the awards are aroonnced at' diretent tee#, .

*-
could introduce complications for the states, the institutions, and. tlizsttidentp, 4.

It seems clear that the task of administeringarki.coordiriatingsepaih,Nap pel-
*e..corn-haps conflicting scholarship programhmustliffessarilY be inanitely

plex than a single. unified administra n. .

Finally, I believe it would be uneTe
tion to become enmeshed in a program. of I
administration with stthient9 or with colleg!s

Needed: A. long-range loOk

;.'

ited*Sfgates Office of Kilti:a-01

distance, hatge-gigie, ii1k4C't
A - Or 4it

::Ot
.

) r '. '10..',-. ,` $.

The Office of Education n
i#&-.he fret:;'.I430047.1agivattentien to

the long-range goal,kof educa riNhe del., ptneht of.clierii fo'r evaluating

education at the state and I tji«Vai to the ou:ragernent and evaluation of

research andixperimentationl Wcf io.serve. as, the universally'recognizeifkand
respected coriicience of education. , sty. ',,. '''

. ; :'. I': .r ty
4... A
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The etirrent trend inalltitinistration is toward ec ntalization. Large comb=
rations:and bi government are establishing iegio ooffices. The state de
ménts of education could provide ready.;made regional offieei, eloie to the cot

;n.

leget, 'ecquainted with their characteristics and probldms, and in many cart
having legal resPonsibility for their supervision. To ask the 'Office of.EdueatiOn
'to handle all the.detailsof routine administration with 2,000 colleges is to ofeate
n huge bureaucracy that can Only detract from the far more im'portant funetIons
of national leadershipthat this office should perform.

Ir plannfng for 1, nationwide program of financial assistance to stufent8;
'40 1r,

^we are in the formative Stage. There is still tithe to work out a pattern which
will'be of greatest 'Attie to the young people of our nation .and will be atlie.

. Same,time most efteotive in using our total resources. NVe must 49t lose,lhis'.- f'

c:6 op tuncty- to see`that all interested partiesthe states, the colleges, the, pitig ." 4 7
0

Vatt foundations, grid thd f6deral governmentplay their proper roles, eadh
assuming jthose res$oneibilities it IS best able to handle, coordinating their fune.,

,
tieone in a snaboth 'and harmontous operation.

,,. 4 Let, uslivottl'eonflicts id *erest and duplication o fforts that can ontlyt, " ! ,
. . ,

4 serve toielaw our rogreas and'clefeat our ends. The stakes areilarge, the need is
. tritical. we fail our college youth, the blow to human aspiration will be severe, .."' ''y
t

"awl the loss of nianpower resources fatallothe national welfare.
,

.E.' 0" ,,:i.
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akin the Cost Of an ideal
tat ;program 4 1

t. BAIMIDGEI, JR
ft ,

` \ t ,
' 'I

s-,.., i . ..

tr. A

::tet4 cost.d -a future ideal student financial "ttid aogram eanna be discussed
...,r, y'e cent in the context of the total cost of qualiatehigher'education for the nation.

S .'N' %
3, ... T

.' . . Ot stuciPnt aid in the sense of identifiable expenditures for scholarships, loans,
; k. . 7--

andttlarariteed student employmentis only that part of the iceberg of higher

, .,, ,.(. 1 ,. cational finance that shows above the sea of subsidy and the horizon of per-

. .,. ,... rfrources.
. . .

.
.

. .' The means of meeting the total ,cost of higher educt.tion, by public subsidy

?)..: ,.. ,hy private payment, is a subject of current ciebate among many educators. In
daermining the proper relationship between student aid and fees, some would

-:!. v s ,
ettl4r ge both tuition and student aid. Others would reduce both tuition and

, shident aid. But each group would pursue its separate course to arrive at the.

.',1'1,''.;
''. Same end a higher educational establishMent worthy pf the needs and aspira-

'
t110 e.'r .

VItS' I
. tions of our society.

e

t.'re Upon the resolutiorof this large'r question rests the answer to the more
particular question of t11-** ost of an ideal student aid program. I can attempt to
set the, stage for the largAJlebate by suggesting some Of the ptal cost dimen-
sions of American higher education. This is, in itself, not easy to do. Qne has to

e.
proceed from inadequaP current data, make purely subjective assumptions,
and apply highly speculative factors and formulas. , It's analogous to the art of

shooting at a moving-target with a crooked rifle, while standing up in a h'Ern-

mock. Itut projection even to the point ot pure speculation is one of the

princinal instruments of social planning, and it:may be worthwhile.
In talking about future Nsts of higher education in the United States, I

want to make clear certain limitations I have imposed on the subject. I have
confined myself to what I have termed "teachingrexpenditures." Pxpenditures

for teaching, as defined here, include ciirrent costsof instruction, departmental

research, and that part of expenditures for general administration, libraries, and
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physical plant that are Used for instruttion. The term excludes the following'
expenditures which are listed in the United States Offiee of EducatiOn'slate-
gory of "total educational and generalTxpenditures:" extension, public servicesnio
otganized research,' and organized akivities relating to educafwai tpartwi
ments and-administrittive outlays connected with these actitieEl.f4

I shall use figures that are.,4 in a quaint current phrase, "otpas of magni-
tude." They aren'i very precise. The reasons for my resort to this device spld
be well known to anyone who has been'asked t'o do any forecastIng. For the
complex job of projection, one needs benefit of both human and mechanical
help.

Programming a "Jiffy Estimator"
I ask you now to contemplate the machine I have.constructed to do these

projections. I call it The Little Jiffy Order-of-MagnitudetEstimator; Its facade-
is a' welter of dials and knobs. Inside, it is packed full of data on histOrical and
curretit enrollments, expenditures, faculty-student ratios, and .the:,like. It 4:

,remaiThi oni5; to set the knobs and dials and gauges of this mythical machine in 1..
accordance with one'estimates or hopes for the future.

There is a panel of diali headed "enrollments." One centrol rers to the
census of college-age youth, another to the proportion of such youth seetting a
,higher education, and still another to the rate of ietention of those who do en-
roll. After a good deal of tinkering with these separate controls, I set the "mas-
ter enrollment control" at 7 million for 1970 and 8.7 million for 1975. I did this
simply because I regard enrollment pressures as virtually irresistible in our kind
of sdtiety. Individunl,institutions May be able to maintain cturent enrollment
levels, but higher educafien in the aggregate will have to make room for num-
bers such as these.

Because we are considering an "idealsprogram," I turn next to the panel of

416

dials headed "qttalitative factors." On the assumption that none of us believesA
-that higher education Is a.4 good as it ought. to be, I proceeded to boost each of
several controls here. I set forWard the dial marked "faculty salary increases
needed to make profession competitive." "Bepair of eistig defiNenciesin
library and laboratory resources" was set high, and I gave brig clockwise
turn to the knob marked "new programs." I made these.moves b cat* I be-
lieve quite strongly that the future of this nation depenn as muchlpin haing
higher education grow better as it does upon its growing igger.

There is a rathatttroublesorne panel on my michine, called "e cienc

Individual 'dials here refer to sugh factors as "increasedutilizatio Plant,"
"class size," "effects of televisicitt," and "independedstudy." I was kitious in
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setting most of these, partly because the,higer edueation establishment seems
to me to be essentially conservative and sla to modify its practices. But that
was not my only reason. I 'am satisfied that many of the newer devices and
techniques of learning and teachineif they have real educational merit are
goin. g to lead ultini4ely to greater expenditures rather than to a reduction of
costs. New methods Of language instruction, as an example, have proven More

efficient and educationally valid but have led to greatly increased demand, aad
thus greater expenditures, for language instruction much as the building of a
new freeway brink more cars out onto the road and creates a demand tor still
more freeways. New methods may be regarded as progress, but claims for re-

duction of costs artspecious.
But I had to make some gesture In the direction of increased efficiency. The

times demand it. I knew the machine would ultimately yield a staggering dollar
figure, and I wanted it to be conservatively staggering. I set the faculty-student
ratio dial at "minus 20 to 25 per cent." Even the Ford Foundation couldn't ask
for more.

The panel of Thais marked "economic assumptions" was, in some respects,
even more troublesome. I was anios not to reveal a lack of confidence in

President Kennedy's efforts to halt i ation, but I was persuaied to assume an
econdity growing at a rate of 3.7 p r cent per annum measured in constant
prices, and at about 5 per cent given a continuation of past price trends. I set
the dials accordingly.

In my hastftto come up with figures that would beresponsive to the question
before us, I may well have overlooked, or failed to set, some critical dials..I
purposely pretended not to see the dial marked "nailonal emeitteticy?" But
most of the significant controls, at least, were set when I pushed the starter but-
on. Slowly at first, as it digested the mass of raw data, and thep faster and
faster as it skinped through the facileumptions I had made, the Little Jiffy
Order-of-Magnitude Estimator went to work.

Costs will triple in a decade

Now in order not to ,keep you in farther snspense, let
chine's answer to the question, "How nwch will it cost to
cation in sufficient quantity?" 'was $9 billion per year,
billion per year as of 7197,1. These figures contrast with
about $3 billion.

The estinitie growth Offered hefe over the rifxt 10 to 15 years'Aould
not be mistalcin'=±;as they Sometimes arefor descriptions of a short4Altin
crisis. The trends they sUggest do not stop at the edge nf the chart;t4ey go On-

1

e say that the ma-
rovide quality Ociu-
of 3,970, and $12.5
1960:431Ure of
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ward and upward. SOlutions to the finalial problems of higher education that
fail tc:tikethis fact into" account, wiskl fail Us. If chlingis'in pattern sn$1 practice
are called tor, we might just as well face up to a major overhaul. Stang and glue
repairs simply will not do the job.

Compareid Ath hikorical and present rates of expienditure for higher, Oduca-
born, these fikures may seem overwhelming. But a decade hence the people of
this nation will have a greatly enlarged income out of which to pay for higher
education..If one assuales no mOre than past trends in prices and produCtivity
per man and accepts the Bureau of Labor Statistics estimate of an employment
increase of 1.7 per cent per year, the'gross national product will exceed $850
billion by 1970 and gobeyond the $1 trillion mark by,1975. The $12.5 billion
expenditure to which I )ave referred would, ihereforg, call for little more than
1 per cent of the 1975 gross nationalsproduct. OneRf the things we will have to g,
do is get over our anxiAy abytit increases in absolute levels of expenditure and
think morein terms of She. 'relationship to our capacity to meet them.

If such a heavy burden of exPenditure is t be borne by American citizens,
through one device or another, tho)/ se, citizens are going to have tole satisfied
that the mechanism and the subsequent allocation of the cost load are equitable.
This, for me, mean;lhata very careful assessment must be made to determine
who the beneficiariAre of a strong system of higher education, and what their
fair, proportionate shares are of the costs.

We have a patchwork pattern of higher education in the United States, and
a system of financing to match, al Frederick Ruclolph has so eloquently said.'
For me, there is something very reassuring about this asiorted group of patrons
of higher education. Students, alumni, business and industry, governmer and
churches all acknowledge tbe benefits they derive from a strong system of col-

'4 a
leges and universities. The costs of the productive machinery are shared by
chtrches that get clergy, cvmunitieg that get better citizens, and businesses,
thatget better eMployees, as well as bY the student who, whether he pays a tui-
tion or not, makes a major outlaw for college in both forfeited earnings and ex-,
penditures f6it person l suppoit during college. The question is whether this
patchwerrk pattern lI te to be setvioeable during the 'years ahead.

Ir the° present pattern of ayments for support of teaching (including ad-
ative and other costs alloviable to teaching), about 35 per

,
cent of the

514 tome from tuition and student f4s, about 15 per cent from gifts and
tngs on endowments, and Morethan 40 per gent from state and local taxes.
remainder comes from a varie of othei" Sources-;(includiry federal aids

'

1 See, p -11 .

e
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which amount to about 4 per cent of the total). In private institutions, of course,
tuition and student fees provide a large share of total fundsabout 55 per cent.
In public institutions, tuition currently amounti to only about 15 per cent.

Obviously, it seems to me, the:Wmust be great increases in support from-all
these sources, if the bill for quality high% educ4on is to be. paid. Each, of
course, is capable of cniliderable expansion. It is ebecially interestineto note,
that student payments in tuitions and fees wiligrow greatly in absolute terms
even if they do not grew proportionately. Tuitionfates. hive increased about 47
per`tent in the last seven years. Awn fh public institutions the rate has grown
36.-Per dent in this period. Whether or not tuition should in'crease as operating
costs do, is, as I have, suggested, a major issue of educational policy today.
Without seeking to projebt myself further into that debate, let me.say simply -.

that the,question of tuition rates is a great deal more than one of educational
finance. It is a question of educatithial and social polidy .and thus not to be
answered in terms of economic considerations alone. '.

If tuition rates were to rema in constant which diVeait highly unlike y,
growing enrollments would nonetheless increase tuition revenues to about $a5 ,
billion or 20 per cent of estimated 1975 needs. If tuition continues to increase at
recent rates, averaging 6.7 per'cent per year, it would yield about $6.5 bfflio
or about 45 per cent, of thoSe needs. And if tuition per student were to increase
in proportion to family income, it would provide over $3.5 billion or about 30
per cent of the 1975 income needed by colleges and universities for teaching (and
other costs allocable to teaching).

Let Me take the popular position that tuitions are at present "high" by ost-
; people's standards, and thaf from here on they should increase only in direct re-

lationship to growth in family incomean escalator clause, if you will. Tuitions
could then be expected to yield $3.5 billion .toward the 1975 teaching bill of
$12.5 billion -30 per del of the burden as compared with a current figure 9f 35

-0per cent.
How much identifiable, separately budgeted student assistanee4ill have to

be available in the year 1975-76, in order-for us to give our students a much as /;,.

we do now?
Let me start with scholarships, fellowships and other outright grants that

do, in fact, substitute for expenditures from personal and family resources.
Loans and employment opportunities, viewed inone light, are great 'conven-
iences to students and their families, but they are only marginal factors in the
econort analysis o(sources of incoMe. Loans are true student aid only insofar
as their availability and interest rates represent an advantage over conditions
of an open money market. Student employment affects our analysis only insofar

4
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as Work performed by students is uneconomic from the point of view .of the
employer. .

Rexford G. Moon,Jr directo0 of. the College ScholarshiP Service, recently
completed Student FiWancial Aid in the United States: Administration and Re-
sburces4 a. report summarizing the amount of current student aid available. A
hasty analysis of his figurea indicates. that about $340' million is available in
sclolarihips, fellowships, and grants, from all sourced. Aciariledging that not
all this amount is applicable against tuition and fee?, it will naetheless'give us
a helpful retie. Tuitio nd fees now provide 35 per cent,"or $1.05 billion, of our

$3 billion teaching bill, nd direct student aid is equivalent to about one-third
- of that amount.

Pricetag: $3 billion

The tuition and fee bill for 1975, based on my. previously stated and ad-
mittedly shaky assumptionN is going to be more than $3.5 billion (30 per Cent of
12.5 billion). Thus, in order to maintain the current ratio, can be said that we
will have to award about $1.2 billion in scholarships, fellbwships, and other
grants in 1975-76.

Mr. Moon's figures suggest that outright grants may represent balf of the
total of current student aid in all forms. Thus, to maintain current ratios, a pro-
gram of studetft financial aid in the year 1975'76, would cost $2.4 billion. If, as

lg.seems to be the sentiment among many in the financial said field, our present
ratio of student aid to teaching costs is klot ideal, this figure would have to be
adjusted,4ward still further If, in termsitadequate provision for the talented
youth of our nation, our present, level of aid should be, let us say, 2e per edit
,greater dip it now is, then this increase shoald be applied to the $2.4 billion
figure.

Although it totterg precariously on its statistical stilts, the result of these
projections is a beautiful figure to behold: An ideal program of student aid in
1915 would cost $3 billion.

Plus, of course, same amount for the cost of the 1975 css.colloquium, which
that year, ['venture to predict, will have as its thqne, "What can we do to get a
federal scholarship program enacted?"

_ s

4
2 (New YorIc.: College Entrance Examination Board, 1962).. ,
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Should all higher education be tuition-free?
A debate

We need both p-nblic and private.c

by WILLIAM C. FELS

eges'

-
If one believes in equality o6oppottunity, aS I do, he thust hold EiS an ideal free
higher education available to all who can benefit from it, fort unless it is free,
the opportunity to enjoy it will not be equal.

I am sure we do not disagree about ends. The question, then, i one of meins
whether'the desirable ends should te achieved NI low student charges made
possible by subsidizing inttitutiowtlor by high student charges\made possible
by subsidizing students.

For the lorig run, I reject the possibility that students aid parents should
bear a major share of the cost of higher education through direct charge:4. Ele-

mentary and secondary education are free because tlwy serve the pUblic inter.est

(though they serve the private interest as well), and higher education is no dif,
ferent. The nation can afford to provide it; indeed, for social, political, and eco-

.
nomic reasons, it cannot afford not to provide if.

For the short run, I have taken a different poiition. A'Colfge that desires to .

maintaimnd improve its quality caniot wait,forlite4evelqprneut of a rationtl
and effeW`ve nationwide financial aid scheme. It Must inarbediately maximize

incoine from all sources. The way to incréase'tuition incctnzeis to charge t st
of initruction to those who can afford to,pay it i viDuld bgpossle to harge
more than the cost of instruction. Some instieutions.Ao, Putting a par or all of -

.the surplus into financial aid. ButAve prefer t(1,12Ib a431e tO gay, that no rent is
being asked to pay for lily part of the cost of any other parent's child. Since the

college's puipose is to maintairndMprove,quality, and since this is depend-
ent on the student hOdy asrnuch as on inbame, the college must also increase-its

It
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financial aid funds. n doing so it fulfills, at least partially, its obligation te
equality of oppo unity.

But this is nly a short-run position adopted to deal rationally with an irra-
tiOnal situ ion. In the meanwhile, by proposing this colloquium, and by ad-
vocatin federal and state scholarships and other forms of aid, I am trying to
nud us all toward the millennium.

Sub ze stucknts or colleges?

I return to the question of whether the long-range ends should be achieved
by low student charges made possiblrby subsidizing institutions, or by high
student charges made possible by subsidizing students. We now use both means.

tate and municipal institutions incline to the former; independent institutions
le o the latter.

In ecent years the trend has been toward higher Student charges amello-:
rated by scholarships, loans, and jobs. The fees of independent instittitions have
risen steadily, as have their dollar allocations for student aid, though the value ,

of scholarships' relative to costs has declined slightly ma faculty salaries- have in--
creased and facultymembers have been relieved Of a part of the burden of titip

. .

porting their students.
Public institutions have also raised their charges to bdth doinestic and im-

, ported students. Scholarship progranis have' been introduced in several states;
New York has pioneered with its Scholar Incentive_Program, as it did with its
scholarship program. And, olcourse, there is a federal scholarship program he- r.

fore Congress now.
Loans, once a minor element of financial sid, have loomed large since the

passage of the National Defense Education Act. (Incidentally, though I have
supported loans for the short run, I hope we will not allow themtto be built into
our permanent future. It is an abdication of our generation's responsibility to
its children to allow them, and especially the poorer among them, to begin their
mature lives saddled with the double debt of principal and interest. It is a con-
tradiction of the ability-to-pay principle that underlies our tax structure to tax
these youngsters equallk, whatever their income or assets, for a part of their
education.)

Though the`trend is toward higher student charges, nobody likes them 13ub-
lic institutions prefer low tuitions. Independent institutions raise fees reluc-

\ tantly. Certainly students and their parents prefer low fees. Why has the trend

run contrary to everyone's wishes?
. The independent institution has had no alternative. It has attempted to in-
creak its efficiency and to rai.4e more money from all ptivate sources, but its in-

, \
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comehas not kept pace with its expenses. In the face of rising coat's, especially
faculty salaries, it has had to raise studelit charges. On the other hand, it could
not have maintained such intellectual quality and social heterogeneity atilt
inriy claim "pithout adding scholarships..

Public colleges squeezed, too

The public institutiondhas had no alternative either. Usually bitterly op-
posed to increasing student charges, and deeply committed to obtaining its in-
come from the taxpayers of its state, it has nevertheless been unable to persuade
legislators to match rising costs with ilacreased appropriations. This is Doi uni-
yersally true, but it is sufficiently pervasive to have produced the,tren/d. Faced
'with the same problefoldAs the ependent institution, the *lie institution
has also had tO raise chrirges l\arly, it had to gener te scholarships.

There is no doubt thlt the g c both of institutions have
adversely affected equality of opportunity, 'since cad aid has not risen
rapidly as costs. The opprtunities to choose./ independent institutio
choose a public institution in another state, talo college at allall h
nibbled, at. -

Can the high-charges trend be reverded? I think it can be elowed, but I d
that it can be turned. John D.Millett, president of Miami '0iiiversity
university of Ohio, and once director of the Commission on Finan g gher

to
e been

Education, has said, "The argument is not that hig
free; that position was abandoned a long tittle ago. TI

charges to students should be kept within some 1'
sible for_many young people to have some reasonab
higher education through personal earnings, loans
family rsikance."1 I don't agree that the eon-
be free has been abandoned. At least I h9..v'
that for a long time it will be all ,we cirjedo,
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Here we come to the crux of the problem. If, of the various possible methods and
combinations of methods of financing institutions and students, we chose only
complete support' of public institutions, what would tuippen? The immediate
effect would be to give that frçe access to higher education that we all think de-
sirable. Assuming that stat would eventually be as liberal in their policies
regarding studying out of s te as is Commissioner James E. Allen, it would
give the student free choice among public colleges. But it would inevitably
weaken all but the strongestand perhaps even the strongestof the inde-
pendent institutions. And it is my conviction that public institutiois will for
many years and in many places need the benign Competition and indirect sup-
port of independent institutions. The obvious argument for diversity nwd not
be made again.

I seem td have concluded that high student charges do prevent equality of
opportunity, but that they should be continued in oyder to preserve institu-
tions, public and independent. That is true, but it Won ly partly true.

I desire to see equality of opportunity attainedAhrough free higher educe-
tion. I desire to see a diversified system of public/and independent education.
And I desire to see youngsters have reasonable access to the colleges of their
choice. If these goals are to be attained, then we must use a planned variety of
institutional and, student aids, including student charges offset by student aids.
Free tuition may well prove to be the reasonable aolution for the community
college; high tuition and scholarships for the first-line institutions, public and
private. .

Neither my side of this debate nor my oppohent's alone holds the answer.
Only if both of us lose ban the nation win.

All colleges should be, tuition-free

by BUELL G: GALLAGHER

Let me begin by complimenting t ose who drafted the subject for this dismis-
n by Wilkimm C. Fels and me labeled it "a debate." But the; compliment

is ore forsanguineness than fo en, a contingency forecasin,the letter
of ins s. which said in rt, "Obviously this issue cannot be comPletely
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resolved.'Prittafecolleges need to solve it one way and public colleges another."
It is therefore possibleperhaps probablethat there will be no 'debate within ,

. these pages.yresidenti'els and I may be like ships that pass in t he night:
Actually, IMust admit that Isee no.possible subject.for debate in the phrai- '

bag given to iis Np man of conscience would face contenipoafr.America and
openly argue that the actual net cost to students ought to be aiséd in general
and across the board. The days of academic freebtotetY are gone. Those who .

defend mounting tuittVchaiges must therefore argue Isar at least a comMen-
surate increase in scholarship aid. In that case, s ólarships become merely,a sle,

t vice for raising funds while keeping student chars down. The. proposed debate
thus becomes merely a wrangle over Methodology or a colloquium on ho'w liests .:

to reach an agreed goal .of lowering student chargs while keeping the coVges

solvent. .

.,- Believing that such a discussion would' be less pr table than a riore search-
.

ing inquiry, I choose to make a proposal which ma , perhaps, provoke sharp
01. debate. Before stating the proposal, let me summarize. he assumptions on which

it rests: "

I There will hot be, and ought not to be, adecrease in the percentage of the
populatiOn stream Pursuing post-high-school studies: II any change occurs, it
Will be an increase in the ratio of those attending post-high-school institutions ,

compared to those who 'do not.
The foregoing,..assumption restskon the foreeasts of changing employmenk

patterns. Because of automation and other technological change, the labor mar-:
I 4

,

ket into Which the yodig American goes as he terminates his formal education ..
is radically chanting. Within a detade,,,We are told, the. demand for unskilled

_

an d semiskilled labor will clrep-by 25 pSr cent,,while the demand for professional
and technical workers will dduble. Torriorrowri typical working man will not be .

the pipe fitter or the bus driAer, ; he wifl'he tbeairplanc pilgt and the electronics' J
technician. Already the results are apparent and the treed has only begun to, be
felt. Where a. high school diploma was tin adequate entrance paper (Or perma-
nent life work a quatter4a century ago, the Asstociate in Arts degree has taken .

ita place, and the bodcheioes degree is increasingly the earliest acceptable ter-
minus fbrIthose who &aye collegiate a itttiea,-13.coth the economy and the culture

of the nation require the fullesevid ii hest educational opportunity each youth
.: ,

can profitably use. ,

The population, bulge Weal reacbing the collegiate level brings my first two
assumptions into focus with adôubled imPact. With twicenstmany youth de-

. manding post-high-school education in at least a constant ratio, and needed by
society and industry, at..the peak of their pregaration rather than when they are
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-4)ha1f ready, the dam will break if the sluice gates are not opened. The Council on
Financial Aid to Education estimates that about $5 billion of capital funds \must
immediately be made available to contain the flow of the nation's most precious
assetits youth.

.1
.° We must aksume that the nation will meet this crisis. It now appears that we
Will meet it late rather than being prepared in advance, bOt we must reject the

. zossibility of academic nonfeasance. Somehow, we will marshall the necessary
fqrces, recruit and train the neeessary teachers, build the institutions, and do
the job: 4mong other things, this means a much wider variety of institudonal
patternsirather than a swelling of present institutions\ and4t proliferation of du- i

'plicating institutipns. /
It is within this enlaiged framework of a.ssumptions that we face the ques-

tion of audent tuition charges. It takei no crystal ball to read the future. The
decade of deFision is upon us. We stand to4t, with reference to higher educe-.
tion, where the nation stood a little more Atm a century ago with reference to
elementary educition. Horace Mann led the people of America in devising what
is probably the most revolutionary invention in human historythe universal
compulsory free elementary ichool. More widely copied than any other single
feature of our democracy, -it has been the secret weapon of our strength.

We have made marked strides towarct extending educational opportunity
through the high school years and into the collegiate years, as Robert J. Havig-
hurst's data have shown.' The progress since 1940 shows that for every five

0

young people who formerly graduated from high school, seven now graduate;
for.every two who entered college, four now enter.

Free' college the ultifilcite goal

But okur failures are at least, es significant as our successes. Our educational
institutiAs at all levelshave not 'been flexible enotigh, and varied enough,
and resourceful enough to make sure that two basic desiderata are reached: that
each youth is motivated to pursue educational opportunities appropriate to his
talents and interests right up to the limit of his Potential; and that every youth
has the fmandial ability to complete the studies appropriate to his potential. The
two faceors of motivation and financial ability appear.to be closely interrelated.,
The principle of the.universal compulsory free elementary school can and must
be adapted to -fit the needs and possibilities q higher education. The nation
cannot afford not to do it.

Let me lay to one side, all problems other than the single question of a stu-

1 See p. 30.
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dent's financial ability to pursue edueation up to the limits of his own potential.
(I owe at least this gesture of deferenee toward the subject assigned.) Let us inu
dicate in passing that there should be v,ery feW dropouts at any point on the
educational ladder. Instead, appropriate diagnosis and counseling should lead
to a whole series of points at which students, instead of dropping out of an in-
appropriate course of study, are graduated from one which is appropriate. Pos-:
sibly the school-leaving age should be lowered for some, provided education is
also adapted to make them productive'and useful members of society as their
studies terminate. Certainly, much more must be done to adapt curriculums in
the junior hijh schools and high schools and junior colleges and colleges to pro-
vide constructiVe terminal points for educe& as each successive level of po-
tential is realized, r*ther than,continuing to see a stream of failures and discards
thrown off an assembly line desigtied.solely for the elite. Only by thus factoring
out the high potential from the median and lower ranges can we salvage the top

tenth of talent and bring to full fruition that tiny elite on whicfr democracy's
full strength strategically rests: Let us suppose, then, that all these basic objee-
tives.will be achievedbecause they must be.

The question which remains is that of financing the student on his way
through education. And on this issue, higher education is as outmoded is
stagecoach in the jet age. More accurately, that single segment of education
which lies between high school and graduate. school, the segment called the
college, stands alone in its adherence t nineteenth century financial ideas. I
cannot, fcir the Jife of me, understand why we should regard it as wise soFial

policy to provide free education through high school, and again suhstantially
free education in graduate school, while insisting that in the intervening four
years of college, a student must phy through the nose. To the degree that bache-
lor's and master's candidates are paying the freight for doctoral candidates; the
fuzzing of institutional bookkeeping actually hides a venal lapse; but the fact is
that from some source or other, graduate students pursuing the Ph.D. pretty
generally find financial aids which substantially offset tuition charges, making
graduate work essentially, like high school studiesfree of tuition ctiarge. But
not so for those four years ortindergraduate work.

Among the more curiously aberrant proposals for cOrrection of the situation k

is that suggested by Seymour Harris, professor of political economy at Harvard.
Children of the rich and verY rich are to be graduated without a burden of debt,
while all others must mortgage their futures in order to getra bachelor's degree.
Biofessor Harris correctly argues,that future earnings are greater when one has

:
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complet41 college; but he is wrong in using the device of the promissory note
to cover the investment: The proper device, one WhiCh more .accurately meas-
urea the financial return to eaCh et*cated individual and mere equitably distrib-
utes the ,social burden in the light 'of general Social benefit, is the graduated
income tax.

Instead of the semewhat ingen us all f equently tortuous and not uncom-
monly inequitable processes o the t fOr 9portiontng inadequate ichol-
arship aid or diverting less ilent4 cheaper schtols and colleges, and
instead of long-term loans whi, each bride antiroom a dowry of debt
as thei; begin theh famili
equitable and,more in .the

414a141 their lotgs, would it not be more
terfe.t. otailoof the general public and of each edu-

cated hadividual, to restilthelese ins4rution in higher education on the
graduated income tax7

, The prototypepf this propose ev,n46 two of the more distinguished edu'-'"
cational complexes 'of the nliop putiejligiier education in California and in
New York City. Instead of 'insisting that'iliese free.institutions'should begin
to charge tuition, other institutions' miiht,,Well join us in the defense of the
i)rinciple and the fact of free higher educatidnfree, at least, from tuition
charge. As for the indivival taxpayer, his'increase in earnings resulting from
his college education will enable him to pay beak, thrciugh the income tax into
the Public treaeury, many times over what was invested in his behalf by a wise
and prudential astimi.

Standvdimust remain high

I Mh not arguing for a free ride for anybody who thinks he wants it. Free
higher education must .be accOmpanied rigorous academip staiidards, both at
admiesion and in retention. That this can be done is amply demonstrated by the

. examples I have already cited.
If some institutions of higher education. choose not to become part of a

nationwide fietWork qf free higher education, I would not object. Let them go
their way. But do not let them stand in t way of the nation's youth and of the
nafion w ich depends or that. youth.

T e is a motto which a far-visioned ind ceased to be inscribed over the
door through Which I go to work every Morning. It is a good motto. I commend
it. ".Eruditio populi liberi spes gentium." 4
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Our stiident aid pOchwork
ne6dJ1rasticarevision
by WILBUR J. BENDER

0

We have had College-student aid problems, philosophical and practical, for as
long as we have had collegegitudents, and no one has worried very much about
them, publicly at least, until recently. Certain developmenth in recent years
have so increased the magnitude and pentraiimportance of the student aid
problem nationally, however, that we Can no lqnger afford to try to cope with
it in thetraditional piecemeal ways. Our present student aid system, if indeed
it can be called a "system," is so seriously inadequate, and is about to become
so grossly ,inadequate, that radical changes are necessary.

The developments that now confront us with the necessity of creating an
adequate national student aid prograrn are familiar to all of us. There has been'
a chailge in our national mores in the last generation which has made college
attendance a mass desideratum, something essential for careers and the ,
'achievement or maintenance of middle-class status in a society which is almost
completely middle class in its, feeling about itself. There has been an increase
in the birth rate which has produced a large increase in the absolute number in
the age group under 18. These two factorsthe absolute increase in the age
gtoup and the steady increase in the proportion of the group entering college
have combined to produce an extraordinary .increarfe in the total number enter-
ing college; an increase phich will probably continue indefinitely. Furthermore,
there has been an alarming increase in the last 15 years in the cdst,bf college
attendance as a result of the explosion cif knowledge and the way we run our
institutions of higher learning, and there is no end in sight to the upward curve
of colleee charges.

The central fact is that we are engaged in this country in a uniElire, unprecell
deritea experiment in mass higher education. WR are developing id "educatoo.'
racy," or a "meritocraCy," in which college is no longer just an adornment, a
gilding or civili ng process, or a pathway to learning and the 1 'ethYned"profe4i-
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sionsa nieans of inoducing a learned clergy and gentlemen and rulers, whiel
was Harvard's function for 250 years. We have abandoned entirely the idea of
higher education as something only fOr an elite, socialnr economic or intellec-
tual; we have decided, consciously or not, that college is a necesaity for every-
body who wants to be in the main itream of American life. It has become a ,
central article of the American cree'd that college is a good thing. Rightly or
writly the American putilic has come to have a kind.of mystical faith in the
val Of, college, althougkwe are vague about what college is and how,it works '
its magic, and we have failed so far to translate our belief in the importance of .

college into adequate financial support for higher educatIon.
In fact there is solid basiaJor this faith. As our soeiety now function's, col-

lege education has' becpme intricately interwoveii with key",parts of the social
process and the means%f achieving national goalswith the identification and
rectititment and distribution of talent; with social mobility; with the main-
tenance of economic productivity and growth; with the management of a highli
complicated, advanced technological society; with our ability to understand and
handle our world-wide resionsibilities; with the prevention of a glue= the labor
market; with our ability to build some day the great city and achieve the great
society; with individual understanding and fullment. It follows from thiS that
-the development of a national student aid system which *ill, provide reasonable
equality of access to higher education is essential from the, point of view both
of our basic democratic values and of the effective functiofiing and surnval of
our kind of society.

A f ormer aid officer comments

I want to' comment about certainaspects of the current student aid situa-
tion in this countryas I have observed it as a former practicing student aid
officer in one of the less impoverished private colleges. It may simplify matters
if I indicate my point of view by stating seven brief general propositions:

, It is high time that we developed in the United States an adequate, compre-
hensive, national student aid program.

Leadership in the development of such program should be taken by the
colleges.

The ultimate goal of natIonal student aid policy should be the removal of the
1

economic barriers to higher education!
To achieve this goal, large amounts of public

be needed.
The management of the program should be "

both public and private, both federal and state.

and state, will
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An adequate student sid program'should have a high priority among the
various needs of our-society-conipeting for a share of the national income.

A high priority is justified primarily by the vital importance for our khid of
society of providing maximum ecitality of access to appropriate higher educe-
don for the young.

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that in this country we have chaos in the
student aickfield. We certainly have no rational, comprehensive, national system,
or plan or policy. We have hundreds of individual college student aid programs.
A relatively small number of the richer colleges control a large part of the total
college financial aid resources, and the great majority of colleges manage with
grossly inadequate resources andlprograms, financed all too often out of tuition
income which is badly needed for faculty salaries and other educational ends.
The typical private college Situation is one in which underpaid teachers in a
struggling institution are subsidizing underfinanced students. The distribution
of institutional student aid resources bears no reasonable Aationship to na-
tional student or institutional needs, and this seriods imbalanee is not corrected
by student aid programs outside the colleges. In fact these noncollege programs
probably worsen the situation. The rith get richer and the poor get poorer.

There are Filowly growing sources qf student aid outside the colleges.-We
have a few state scholarship programs, all quite new and none really adequate.
We have some federal scholarship prqgrams at the graduate or professional level,
and we have a federal loanpYogram. We have some private foundation and
corporation scholarship programs, such as National Merit and General Motors,
which are useful but only a drop in the bucket. We have a lot of scholarship

, prograins for children 'of corporation -employees and a lot of local community
scholarship programs. We have thousands tof small local scholarship and loan

, fundsno one kfio)vs exactly how many or how much money they produce
\ financed by charitable trust funds or by annual fund-raising efforts, of PTA,

women's clubs, fraternal andocivic organizations and community zroups of
various sorts. We have several private statewide guaranteed bank-loan pro-
grams like IIELP (Higher Education Loan Plan) in Massachusetts. And there
are a growing number of commercial insurance and bank programs which Erie

; essentially self-help installment-buying or loan programs and probably
shouldn't be included as student aid since they involve no subsidy. Most im-
portant of all, but often overlooked, is the hidden, indiacriminatory taxpayer's
subsidy to all students in public institutions in the form of low tuition or no
tuition.

This array of financial aid resources and agencies is impressive, at least far
its diversity. And the fact that so many people have gotten into the act says
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somethiag about t e extent and iniportance of the nepd and the ividespreaa
awareness of it. But \the fact is that despite certain beginnings there is no over-
all planning or coordination, and no machinery for undertaking such planning.
There is, as yet, no 1-:-lly solid definition of the national need, Of the, present
and future dimensions of the prnblem, no aggiessive national rational thinking
about the problem as a whole awl how it can best be handled, how to getsthe
total needed resources and use them most effectively in the national context ana
the national interest. e

What we have is an uneven patchwork host of separate, relativ small pro-
grams, each struggling,with its owtr special' problems and goals, ad another
host of individuals, students, and their families, each also struggling to find his
way through this largely unmarked -jungle in order somehew *to secure the
means to finance the college educatiok vihich has become in Anierica the magic
door to the future for the young.

I don't want to paint too black a picture. Tliere aresreal Values in our pres-
ent system of private initiative in the financiaj- aid field. This iystem is the
product of American experience, and it has helped to make possible the unique
American experiment in mass higher education. Millions of students do go to
college, after all, far more both absolutely and proportionately than in any
other country, and they manage to pay for it somehow. I believe it is su4-
stantially true, as I said a couple of years ago to a group of visiting. Russian
students.when they asked how many children of peasants and workers there
were at Harvard, thatin this country tio healthy, able;,highly motivated stu-
dent is deprived of a college education because of purelY economic factors. Note
the qualifying adjestives, however. And what price do we pay for our present
system in individu4l, institutional, and social costs?

Aid system raises quest

I wish we had a good study of the impact of the present s on students
and their families. What pressures and burdens, what distortions of careers and
lives are caused by it? How does it affect choice of college, of program,--ef
graduate study, of career? How does it affect extracurricular and social life,
emotional health, what the studetit gets from his college experience, his rela-
tionship with his family? How does it affect the student's values, his attitude

%toward intellectual activity and his college? Does it increase the tendency to
measure all things in material terms? What is the effect oti parents who in-
creasinglyMd themselves mortgaging their whole adult working lives to pay
for the college education. of their children? And how many Young people who
ought to get a college education, in the interests of society, fail to do so because

. rt. te.....e
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they are not, in the present context, "able and highly motivated" because of
environmental factors including finances? I don't know the answers to these
questions, and the magnitude of the problem 'may not be so,,great as the ques-

'tions imply, but that there are unhappy jresults of our present system cannoebe

denied.
Certainly it is clear that the present system has undesirable effects on the

colleges. It imposesmnfortunate limitations on the ability of the colleges, par-
ticularly the private colleges, todetermine the composition of their student
bodies. Of course there are also significant noneconomic factors which affect the
make-up of a college student body, but our inadequate student aid system has a
major influence, even on the richest celleges, in determining who applies, who
is admitted, and who comes. There-is no American college which has now tilt
student body it would-have if 'the economic barrier were removed; that is, if

students could apply tZ74hatever college they wanted knowing that if admitted
th)y would be financed adequately and if the college knew that whatever quali-
fied student it admitted would be financed.

The stacked dec1 in education

, In ou society the child of the upper-middle-incOme and upper-inttine
family 'has he advantage all the way alongin cultural opportunitiesin better
schools, in better preparation and guidance, and in family and group'expecta-
tions about college-going (which, -I suppose, can be a handicap", also), Why give

him, because of an inadequate laational student aid system, the additional ad-

vantage of greater access to and greater likelihood of acteptance by and at-
tendance at the better colleges? This disadvantage of tht lower-income youth
becomes even more significant when we observe the growing importance for
careers of postgraduate professional training 4nd the great di erential among
colleges in the proportions of their students who continue th formal educa-

tion after college. The able student rho, for economic y ons, tends a mar-
ginal college is far less likely than his rother in a selective college to get ad-

1 vanced training and therefore to have he maximum opportunity to make
full use of his talents. "

..

The effect on th? colleges, par,icui1y on the more expensive private resi-
dential collegts,' is to giVe them an u desirably lopsided socioeconomic distribu-

1
tion in the r student bodies. These colleges tend.more and more to have rela-
tively horn ous student bodies drawn largety fibm middle-income and

, upper-income amilies, co .from upper-income suburban and private
schools, and insulated from any real contact with students from other back-
grounds. The result is V) solidify and perpetuate an unhealthy social stratifica-

..
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system simply doesn't square With our democratic values or with the
needof our societyit keep the road open te'talent wherever found by means of
equal access to qiiality educatipn.

Comparing the American situation with the situation in what we commonly
sfippotai to be less democratic societies elsewhere is ironically instijuctive. In
class-rithien England,,for itista;ice, about 80 per cent of the studentsIat Oxford
and Cambridge receive schujarship grantsrand I suppose that in most uropean
univ,orsities the percentage of scholarship holders is in that range or higher. Yet
at Harvard, which -has one of the largest percentages of students receiving
scholarship assistance of any American college, only 25 per cent of the under-
.
graduates receive scholarship grants from the college and perhaps another 10
per cent get help from outside sources, usually the National Merit Scholarship
Program or the General Motors Scholarship Plans.

The problem has importance not only for the sotioeconomic make-up of col-
lege student bodies but also for the very survival of many private colleges arid
the future strength of the private sector in higher education. As tuition in

s private colleges generally' is forted up rapidly in order to finance rapidly rising
educational budgets, the less strongor at least the financially less strong
colleges find themselves"forced also to push their tuition charges to levels which

. threaten to price them out of the student market in order to compete in the in-
creasingly cutthroat market for college teachers. Ambitious families may be
willing to make great sacrifices to educate their children in "prestige" colleges,
but if the choice is between a nonprestige college with high tuition and a much
less expensive public institution, the decision is usually easy.

We are faced with the probability, unless something is done, of an alarming
development in the private sector of American higher education: at one end of
the speetsim the richer private institutions will survive by catering largely to
a homogeneoulliper-income groupm and at the other end the poorer private
colleges will go bankrupt in droves. Perhaps some of these colleges oUght to dis-
appear, but if ewe look upon private institutions as a valuable part of our total
higher educationoresources, and if we agree that in any case it is necessary to
expand these resources greatly in the next decade, allowing many potentially
useful colleges to disappear is hardly in the national interest. Furthermore, if
private colleges and universities are valuable in. terms of society's needs, how

' do we justify large subsidies from public funds to all studennt attending public
institutions, whether they need help`or net, while we deny such assistance to
needy students in private institutions, when tch subsidies would strengthen
our entire higher education 'enterprise by helping useful private Mstitutions to
survive? Our 'present system is, in eireet, forcing more and more students to at-
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tend public institutions. Actually we might save the taxpayer some money if,
by an adequate student aid program, we lessened the need for budding new
public college facilities.

One possible answer to this problem is to have the private colleges increase
their own financial aid resources to the point at which they can do what is
needed for survival and for securing the kinds of student bodies-they want. This,
I fear, is not likely to happen, and I cite in evidence the college I know best,
Harvard.

In the 10 years from 1950 to 1'960 when I was chairman of the Harvard Col- 1141111

lege scholarship committee, the endowed student aid capital funds of the corn- 14

mittee grew from $9,989,291 to $26,689,361. These funds increased in one dec-
ade by an amount almost twice as large is the total reached in the first 315
years of Harvard's history. My guess is that Harvard has more capital funds
for student aid than any other college in the world (although a few small col-
leges may have more endowment per capita) and more student aid endowment
than the total endowment of 9 out of 10 American colleges. Yet at the end of a
decade of fantastic growth of its student aid resources, Harvard was giving
scholarship assistance to almost exactly the same percentage of its students (25
per cent) as it was 10 years earlier. In fact it gave to scholarship holders sig-
nificantly less help in proportion to the total cost of a Harvard education in
1960 than in 1950 and required a much larger self-help contribution from the
student. Considerably fewer students were coming to Harvard from the bat*
half of the national income scale in 1960 than in 1950.

If tile richest college.in the world found itself worse off, in terms of its
ability to help its students :finance their education, at the end of a decade of ,
unparalleled increase of its student aid resources, what.is the outlook for that
college in the decade ahead, assuming a continuation of the upward spiral of
college charges? More important, is there, realistically, any prospeCt that other
colleges with less affluent and loyal graduates can possibly do what they want
and need to do about expanding.their student aid resources in the sixties? Re-
member that there probably will be a doubling in the total absolute number of
college students in the next few years, as well as further increases in college
charges, and we will need vast additions to our national student.aid resources
just to maintain our present inadequate level of assistance.

-Private support for colleges will, one hopes, continue to grow through in-
creased alumni, business, and community support, but the needs of student aid
programs must compete for the college dollar with other institutional needs
for bulldinis, larger faculty salaries, and increasingly expensive libraries and

litsearch facilities and programs. If I know how college administrators operate,
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student aid programs will not receiVe top yribrity in this competition.

Furthermore there is no assurance that tte national need would be served
equitably, even-if the student aid resources in'the hands of the colleges were to
be greatlsk increased--particularly if, as is likeiy;these resources were concen-
trated in the hands of the 75 to 106 selective colleies which now have most of
this money. No single institution can be expected te 4%e its student aid funds
directly in the national interest because it can't .ertvision or encompass the
national interest except in terms of "what is best fat general Motors is best
for the country." The individual college inevitably uses its resources, more or
less broadly or imaginatively,, to serve its own institutionid interests, as it de-
fines them, which May not coincide exactly with the national interest. For in-
stance, the present group of selective collegeeis fishing largelihi the same pool
and competing with each other for the same select group of students. The com-
petition, incidentally, can be a lot of fun in the good American sporting tradi-
tionlees see who can grab the prize scholar-swimmer in Winnetka`away from
Yale. But these colleges can't reach down very far into the underPrivileged
areas of our society. Practically all the scholarship candidates for any one of
these selective colleges are applying to other similar colleges also and wi# go
somewhere to college in any case. The scholarship candidates for these col-
leges include only a handful of people from the lowest income gro,up. , °\

An ideal answer to aid problems

The only good answer is to have a national student aid program of such. .

ft dimensions and such flexibility that evefyonestudents, families, teachers and
guidance people, and the general publicwill know that any properly qualified .
student can go to eollege.without undue financial strain. Think what the ex-
istence Of such an image, such expectations, in the public mind would do to ,

simplify all the. problems I have been discuasing.
'.

,

The problem of college costs may seem at first to have little to d? with etp-
dent aid, but it cannot be ignored in any realistic discussion of the problem. If:
only college charges could be somehowitabilized, or 'at least, held to an increase
no greeter than inflation, it would greatly simplify the problem. Conceivabik
then, the largely private student ea sysam we now have might in 'time Fow
big enough to do the job reasonably adequately,,although the impending large
absolute increase in the number of college students makes even this deubtful.

As everyone knows, college charges have gone up at a fantastic rate in re-
cent years, more rapidly than the costs of any other ,goods or services, except
possibly medical, and hospital care. In the selective private colleges a 400 per
cent increase since the war is about par for the course. At the public institu-
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tions, the taxpayer haa paid for much of the increase in costs, but here also
tuition and fees. and board and rOom charges have been going up to the point
where some of the public in tutions are now worrying about the effects of
high costs on the make-up their student bodies. Inadequate as many of the
private college financial a programs are, the public university programs are
generally even more ina quate. At least at the largely residential state univer-
sities, realization is growmg of the need to develop strong student aid programs
if these universities are to discharge their responsibilities to their constituencies
properly. The growing realization of a common problem and a common concern
in this area with the private institutions' will, one hopes, help to bring about

' common action by public and private institutions and greatly strengthen the
effort to develop a good, national program.

Must college cost so much?

The reason for the recent rapid rise-in college charges is not entirely clearii;i:
at least not to me. Inflation is one factor, of course, but tuition charges have
gone up 6r more than inflation would justify. One factor ismuch-neededbigher
faculty salutrialaries gone up at all proportionately with tuition.
Anotiler \facZAbi is the proliferation of adminIstration and serVices and the in,
crease in the complexity, magnitude, and cost of university researth. Yet these
factors do not fully explain what has happened: There is no satisfactory system
of cost accounting in thsimiversi ies, so no one can etplain satisfactorily what
has happened and why. Perhaps. is all justifiable, but before the colleges can
in good conscience ask for mass e increases in public suppbrt of student aid
prograrns and higher education in general they must make sure their own houses

are in order and that there isn't significant waste and inefficiency in their op-
erations through outmoded methods of instructiOn, inefficient use of buildhigs
and other resources, inefficient 'daily and yearly calendirs, undue proliferation
of courses and service* and competitive and unjustified overlapping of prd--:'

grams. They must make sure, in other words, that there aren't significant in-
ternal economies to be made and that the educational enterprise cannot be
carried on less expensively, and perhaps even more effectively, by selective
prunhig and shrewd and imaginative planning. They should at least be no less
sensitive than United States Steel to their responsibility to-the public to keep
prices down.

A special aspect of the cost problem which affects primarily the university
colleges -that is, the colleges which are parts of universities rather than discrete
undergraduate institutions -has troubled me increasingly in recent years.
Pretty clearly, in such colleges undergraduates are helping to finance a lot of
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majoring in English. Yet graduate students normally pay loiter-T6r,a no
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highertuition charges than undergraduates.
Is it justifiable to ask under,graduates to finance not only the c6 their c,/

own education but also the cost of research and the education of future faculty
and the regiment of th.D.'s, 'many of whom in science) go on

to high salaries in business and government? The ealistic answer probably is:
, "Who is going to,pay for these thints if the ulrgraduate doesn't, sti'don't ask

embarrassing questions.about who is subbidizing whorn." Furthermore the tin:
dergraduate plesumably benefits from being in an institution where research
and graduate kstruction are being carried on, although this becomes increas-
ingly questionable a`s those 'faculty members Who are most, deeply involved in
research and graduate instruction pay less and less attbntion to undergraduate
education. It would be interesting to know how these costs break down and
who is paying for what, even if it is impossible to do anything about it.

The last point suggests another observation about our peculiar Topsy-like
educational system. If one looks at the whole process from nursery school to
Ph.D., one sees free education universally tailable' at public expense through
grade 12. Graduate education in graduate scho'ols of arts and science; is be-,
coming almoid free in the sense that at least in the best graduate schools there
is so tptuch fellowship mpney available that only a shiall minority of students
pay their own way, and these fellowships are generally awarded withdut'reiard
to the recipient's need. What is the logic of giving to the future Ph.D.Iree
clition from grades 1 to 12 and from the A.B. to the Ph.D. while charging him
through the nose for grades 12 to 16 (and if he does get help in his undergraduate

t years, tailoring it rigidly to his need) when this is all one continito4s process?

I am bemused also by those who advocate !missive loans as the chief &Vice

for financing a student'scollege education on the grounds that this education is
an investment which increases the individual student's'', earning power and
therefore he ought to pay fOr,it happily throughout his life. Yet I have never
heard one of these gentlemen advocate large loans for Ph.D. candidates (or

secondary school studentS either for that matter) even though by their own a i

figures the,,Ph,p.'s average, earning power is considerably greater than the av-
erage

Curiously, in the professional schools other than arts and sciences and pos-
sibly divinitythat is, in the graduate medical, dental, law, architecture, and

,U
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business schoOlsthere is rel tively 1ittle fellowship money. Why? Is there a
belief that lawyers, doctors; d architects will earn, niore money than the
Ph.D.'s and therefore don't n d it? Is there a feeling that thereAs something
more righteous or moral or soc ally useful about the Ph.D.? I am willing to ad-.

mit that business and law stu ents are less 'worthy of support than graduate
students of arts and sciences ( on't ask me why)s but I find it diffieult to see
why the future architect or doc or or social worker isn:t morally and socially as
deserving of support as the futire chethistry Ph.D. Yet we don't begin to have
the student aid resources in the nedical schools that We have in the good gradki'4
ate schools of arts and sciences despite, the much longer and more expensive
training required of the doctor. This is, in My opinion, an important factor in
the relative decline in recent years in the quantity and.quality of medical School
candidates and another illustration of the illogical, unPlannefl,, ad hoc, patch-
work nature of our total student aid program in this COuntry. Perhaps the Col-
-lege Scholarship Service ought to coficep itsell with the whole range of student
aid from seconaary school through all the professional schools. But if anyone
thinks there is undesirable competition among the collegis for, the "conipeti-
ti've'! scholarship candidatea, he ought to takel look at the deg-eat-dog Compe-
ition among the graduate schools for the prestige Ph1). candidates.

I suppose the implijation of what I have been saying is that in terms of
lo -range social goals, all higher education ought to bh free. I am not yet will-
ing t go quite that far because I do not see he* this could be accomplished
withot destroying the freedom of the private colleges, and I believe that it is
iiitailyimportant to maintain a 'strong private 5: ector in our total system -of
higher education. The practical problem, te me; is how to develop a national

ge
financial aid program which will minimize the economic bairiers to higher edu-
cation while enabling the private institutions to suryivd and contribute as free
and independent colleges. ,

There will be many tough problems to solve if We do develop some kind of
coordinated national student aid program financed to a significant degree by
public funds. Many of these problems we face now, of course, bUt since hundreds
of separate authorities and individuals are making decisions about them, the
risks of bad decisions aren't so serious.

All student aid programa share a central problem which would become acute
if government funds were involved: which college stfidents should receive sup-
port, particularly in a period when we are moving toward*, situation in which
50 pgr cent of the young contihue their education beyond Ode 12. Should,it be
the top 5 per cent in academic ability as measured by the tigualindiced or'the
top 10 per cent, or 25 per cent, or everybody who can get into college (as in the
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state institutions)? What 4o we do to equalizb educational opportunity for the
disadvantaged groupsthe Negroes,,slum 'dwellers, "poor whites," and other
yojmg people from culturalIy, deprived backgrounds who aren't likely to show.

; up well on the norinal indices of academic promise? What do we do about
'regional differences in quality of schooling and apparent academic ability? How
broadly shall we define college? Do we include junior colleges and various kinds
of teehnical and vocational and cultural training beyond grade 12? How do we
decide what kind of higher education is socially useful and worth Eitibsidizing?
'And how do we decide who should go to.college at.all? Aren't there increasing
numbers of young people going tO college as a result of social pre4urea
should not be in college?

Aid without strings

There is the danger that we will use 'government funds to express transitory
or politically determined ideas of what is in the national interest, as to some
extent we'clo now by in effect bribing students to enter certain fields such as
science or.engineering or foreign languages or guidance or teaching. It seems to
'me essential that we avoid using a financial aid program to influence or to liAiyc,
except in the broadest way, the individual's freedom to choose his college, preir
gram, and career. A poet is at least as valuable as a chemist, and we should nOt
use the power of the purse or big government to puslr people around unduly*
their decisions about their lives. Similarly there is the danger of interferefge
with the freedom of institutions and individuals by loyalty oaths or political
tests. In other words, can we have a publicly supported. national student aid
program without dangerous interference with the freedom, independence, and
diversity of higher education and the freedom of individuals tO develop in their
own way?

Then there is the interesting question of how basy we should make it to
finance college education. How much self-help should be expected, how, much
sacrifice by the student and his family? How do we measure need? Isn't it good
for people to struggle, within limits, to pay for their own education? Isn't this a
good test of motivation? Do we value enough what is made atrailable too easily?
And how do we adjust stipends to the great variations in college charges?

In conclusion, I want to say as forcibly as I can that I belieVe that *e stand
now at a critical point at which radical action is necessary.'We are in the midst
f a peziod of change which is appallingly rapid when viewed against the long,
slow, conservative history of American higher education; change not planned or
foreseen but forced on us by events over which we have no controlby deep
social trends in birth rates and the national mores about college and by stagger-.
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mg and permanent increasesin,the cost of operating a higher education enterprise
.j -which, has become fantastteally complex and expensivebut not too expensiVe

to be iltaid.for by an affluent Ainerica Which has Solved the problein of-Produc-
tion. W have to.nlove from programs and institittions and ways of doing things
which have-served us not too badly until recently to othei ways of doing thinKs
. ahd mciy4uick1y before we are overwhelmed. And we have to find new re-.
sources and new ways 'of, doing things iviihout destroying the values we now
havethe slues of diversity; of indePendence, of freedom.to experiment;of
personal r ponsibility arid willingness to sacrifice, and of reward for highmpti-
vation. Th' will require cooperative thinking and planning and action. Coni-
pletelaissezl-faire and institutional free competitionare no longer adequate. e

John M. Stalnaker lies spoken eloquently about the virtues of private enter-
prise in the atudent aid field, and I agre with almost evergthing h SCA, al7
though I wiSh be had spaken,eqtrallg eloquenAT about the deficiencies a private
enterprise in this field, deficiencies of whiCh he is sovell aware.1 The genius Of,
America is a pluralist genius, the mixture of Public and private activity in some
kind of pragmatic balance. If an adequatarational student aid program financad
entirely, or largely, from private sowdes were possible, I would strongly favor
it. Probably almost all of us worry, as I do, about the expansion of goVernment
activity \in higher education, even though we may believe it is essential and in,
eyitable. Nevertheless the magnitude and the importance otstudent aid needs
is so great that I see no possibility of finding the required resources other than
by a verg great expansion of pnblic support, federal and state. To get some
sense of the discrepancy betWeen private and public resources, we have only to
compare the New York State Scholarship,Prograrn, whickwill apparently soon
be spending $66 million a year in one state alone,'*th ihe largest of the private
natibnal scholarship prograrns,.Nalional Merit, WhiCh paid about$2.26 million
in 1961 to seholarship holders and colleges. The destion LI: have we the orwis

to shape public programs in such a way tire they not endanger somenf the'
basic values of higher educatkin and a free anciety?

Colleges should take the lead

As I said earlier, I believe that the colleges should take the lead in trying to
clevelop an jadequate national student aid program. This does not mean that
such a Progiam should be shaped-exclusively by the colleges. There are others,
in federal and state government and in foundations and private financial aid
programs who have much to contribute and should berinvolved (certainly in the

/ I See pp. 52-65.
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ease; of the government they must be involred), particularly.if we assuthe that
A

the prograin Of the futdre vtrill be a mixed program, in the American tradition,
involving public and privado and state and federal resources and administration.
All wisdom aboUt student aid problems does not reside in the colleges.

fn fact one MUst face frankly the question of whether the colleges are capa-
ble of takingleadership in, or wan contributing 'significantly to, the develop-

- ment Of,s, national student aid program. The record so far is not encouraging in
view of the tyPical particularism and tompetitive local attitudesuf the colleges
in the studept aid -an,d otherareas. Part of this uhpromising record, howevee,
Is attributable to therelatiyely recent entergence of the student aid prqblem or
its proVer stale and to de resulting rel'atively recent 'emergence of full-tinie,,
profeasional financial:hid officers in the colleges., There are -still too few college
financial aid officers, and particularly toy few good ones. What is the quality,
the level of competence or distinction, the status in the academic coninfunity of
college Fnancial aid officprs? Irow many of us are competent to look at the prob-

., leni as a whole, to think nationally, to do the kind of, sophisticated, high-level
" analysis of social, economic, and pohtical factors which is needed? And how.is it

to be done LthroUgh what mechanisms of inteitigation{ recommendation, and
imple ntation?

fmal question is: can and should the College Scholarship Service asstftne
leaders ip, as spokesman `for. tfie colleges, in shaping a national student aid
Program, and if so how should it go about it, and if not whdelse can and should
do it? I hope-we will attempt earnestly to find the answer to this urgent ques-
tion.
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